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Abstract

The annoyance of low frequency tonal noise, such as from electrical transformers, has long

since been recognised, with many examples of passive and active noise control being applied

on transformers and other souÍces that radiate into a free space. Passive techniques have been

found to be ineffective at low frequencies, requiring very heavy materials which are impractical

due to maintenance and ventilation requirements as well as cost. Active noise conftol may be

the answer to solving such noise problems. However, as yet very few practical active noise

control implementations exist.

This thesis describes by theory and experiment, the effectiveness of an alternate error sensing

strategy suitable for the control of general free field sound radiation problems, namely active

intensity. While active intensity sensing is not new (Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1994), Swanson

(1994),Reichard et al. (1995), Kang and Kim (7997), Qiu et al. (1998), Berry et al. (1999) and

Li (2000)), simulations of their performance have led to mixed results. In this reseatch, active

intensity error sensing has been rigorously analysed:

f. in the near and far field of the disturbance source.

2. to determine its ability to lead to global control via sound power attenuation.

3. in a real control system.



The performance of active intensity error sensors were evaluated both analytically and exper-

imentally in progressively more complex environments to identify their capabilities and lim-

itations. It was found that active intensity enor sensors would, in general, globally attenuate

the noise by the same amount that would be achieved using traditional pressure error sensors.

Active intensity sensors were found to ouþerform pressure sensors in a region behind the con-

ffol source. When active intensity sensors were located between the primary disturbance and

the control source the active intensity error criterion is no longer positive definite and global

increases in sound levels are observed.

The results of this work could be applied to the active control of the fundamental frequency

of transformer noise where the wavelength of the noise is large with respect to the physical

dimensions of the transformer.
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Chapter L

Introduction

Free field sound radiation is a problem in many practical settings. For example, many common

problems are related to excessive levels of noise in residential areas adjacent to industrial and

commercial zones. While residents are usually far enough away from the noise source to

not sustain any hearing damage, there is an inherent annoyance in exposure to this type of

industrial noise (Bies and Hansen (1996). Some free field noise problems are directly related

to the health of employees such as in a noisy manufacturing environment. There are also

maritime military problems, such as radiation from surface and submerged vessels.

lYhile quantifying the potential for damage to hearing through exposure to noise levels is a

very complicated subject unto itself, it has been shown in a number of studies that hearing loss

is related to the type of noise, the exposure time and age (Beranek (1988)). It has even been

shown to be related to race and sex (Royster et al. (1980). Standards exist in almost every

country today which set limits on the level of exposure and allowed exposure time (ISO-1999

(1990), 4S2107 (1987), INCE (1987)).

Súict enforcement of noise emission control laws is becoming more common and as such, ig-

noring the health of employees, or the annoyance of local residents, can now cost commercial

enterprises through litigation and fines. It is quite usual for no design consideration to have

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

been given to the noise emissions of machinery, including large scale electrical transformers

installed in residential zones. As such, in situ noise control of these free field sources becomes

necessary. High frequency noise (above lkHz) may be satisfactorily addressed by passive

means, the longer wavelengths associated with low frequencies, however, means that effective

damping materials would have to be impractically large and massive. Passive noise control is

therefore not commonly a practical solution for low frequency free field noise, where ventila-

tion considerations may be a problem. Large downtimes for the installation of passive barriers

and enclosures around the offending machinery is also unacceptable when the continued oper-

ation of the machinery is critical.

L.L Historical background

The best engineering solution for particular low frequency noise problems may be "active

noise controf' (ANC), the introduction of a secondary "cancelling" sound field that leads to a

reduction in overall levels. The concept is not new; in fact it is almost 70 years old. Many au-

thors (Nelson and Elliott(1992), Ffowcs Williams (1984), Warnaka (1982), Guicking (1990))

give credit to the German physicistPaul Lueg, who filed a patent in 1933 (Lueg (1936). How-

ever, work by de Heering (1993) and Guicking (1993) has produced evidence that a French

researcher by the name Henri Coanda was the first to submit a patent application on the sub-

ject in 1932 (Coanda (193a)). While neither patented system was realisable at the time, both

Coanda and Lueg clearly proposed the basis of ANC. Lueg in fact suggested that a transducer

in the path of a noise source could be used to generate a secondary, canceling noise (Figure

1.1).

Electronics was in its relative infancy when Coanda and Lueg flrst published their patents on

active noise conhol and little research was done in the 20 years that followed. Conover (1956),

was the first researcher to actually apply active noise control to a free field noise source. [n

his experiments Conover manually adjusted the gain and phase of a signal fed to a control

Adelaide University Depaftment of Mechanical Engineering
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Figwe 1..7: Lueg's 1936 patent application.

speaker located close to a transformer, and was able to demonstrate that significant far field

sound attenuation at a single tone was achievable.

The next body of research into active noise conüol came from Olson and May (1953) see

Figure 1.2, where a real feedback control system consisting of a single microphone and a single

speaker being driven by an amplifier, whose input signal was adjusted so as to be 180o out of

phase with the error signal from the microphone. Olson and May suggested possible uses for

the device in the headrest of the seats in aircraft and automobiles. Olson (1956) published

further applications including active headsets and even active vibration control of machinery.

Some of these suggestions have been (or are close to being) commercially realised today.

Now a field of immense interest, active noise control is detailed comprehensively in a number

of well known publications (Nelson and Elliott (1992), Tokhi and Leitch (1992), Fuller and

Elliot (1996), Kuo and Morgan (1996) and Hansen and Snyder (1997)). There have also been

many overviews published including Wamaka (1982), Ffowcs Williams (1984), Angevine

(1995), Hansen (1997),Berkman and Bender (1997), Tokhi (1997), Kestell and Hansen (1998)

and Elliott (1999),
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1.2 Objective

Low frequency free field tonal sound radiation from vibrating sftuctures, such as electrical

transformers, is an ideal target for adaptive feedforward active noise control. The objective of

this research is to design and evaluate a practical active noise control strategy for globally re-

ducing the sound radiated from a vibrating structure. It will be shown that actively controlling

the noise by employing an energy-based, acoustic intensity sensing strategy does not necessar-

ily lead to better global results than fraditional pressure sensing. As stated, reducing the noise

globally is the objective and it is the hypothesis of this thesis that this can be satisfied, by a

single control source separated from the primary soutce by less than a tenth of a wavelength,

and a single near field pressure sensor. It is found that despite the direct relationship between

the acoustic intensity and the acoustic power radiated by a source radiating uniformly in all

directions, traditional pressure sensing can lead to as good as if not better global attenuation.

L.3 Scope

The practical implementation of ANC to the conftol of free field sound radiation combines

many fields of acoustic research, all of which are considered in the following chapters. This

thesis coûtmences with a review of the most recent and relevant published literature, which

addresses:

. active noise control of free f,eld sound radiation using pressure error sensors,

. related work suggesting alternate sensing strategies,

. previous attempts at using active intensity effor sensors,

. active confiol of vibration to attenuate sound,

. identification of gaps in current knowledge concerning intensity sensing.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free fre|d sound radiation Robert Koehler
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The literature review identified active intensity error sensors to be a possibly better alterna-

tive to the use of fraditional pressure error sensors. A simplistic monopole radiation problem

was re-analysed and experimental results were acquired which validate previous theoretical

work. The use of active intensity error sensors and their performance as compared to tra-

ditional pressure sensors was developed and tested using a number of simplistic models of

increasing environmental complexity. Each model was then experimentally validated and the

results discussed. Finally, the active intensity enor sensors were evaluated on a small elecftical

transformer. Following the results and conclusions, a direction for future research is suggested.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

2,1 Why do this research?

The work in this thesis is concerned with the active confrol of free field sound radiation. Free

field sound radiation problems have been the target of many active noise conftol researchers

in the past (Conover (1956), Angevine (1981), Mcloughlin et al. (1994), ADTP (1997), Berry

et al. (1999)), and will continue to be of interest in the foreseeable future. It is an area with

significant potential for practical application, as well as being an area which still requires

significant strides in methodology of approach before this potential can be realised.

Given the decades of past work, why should it be that the active conftol of free field sound

radiation still requires much research before it is truly viable in practical application? There

are several reasons, each related to the underlying physics associated with free space sound

fields.

Free space sound fields a¡e very complicated, and can span great distances. Further, many

practical sound sources of interest are large as compared to the wavelength of sound. Consider

the radiation of the 400HL2 harmonic by a ftansformer with a typical dimension of 6 mefes.

7
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Ofcourse, free space sound fields are not unique in this characteristic; consider even the low

frequency interior sound field in a cornmercial airliner. However, what is particular to free

space sound problems is the high degree of sound pressure amplitude decay over distance.

This arises from the sound field being able to spread in an unbounded fashion as it ftavels

away from the sound source.

To understand why this is such a problem, consider that for an active noise control system

to be able to provide global sound attenuation, the controlling sound sources must be able to

mimic the unwanted sound field amplitude with high fidelity, and simply invert phase. If this

is the case, then the principle of superposition implies that the two sound fields will "cancel".

P

Figure 2.1: Primary and control monopole sources in free space.

An enclosed sound field is dominated not by the direct acoustic radiation from a source, but by

the reverberant sound field which results from multiple reflections from the enclosure bound-

aries. Below the Schroeder frequency (Pierce (1989)), the sound fleld inside such an enclosure

can be described in terms of the acoustic mode shapes of the enclosure. A confrol source

placed anywhere within the enclosure is able to excite the modes to differing degrees. This is

a resulting fundamental property from the reverberant nature of low modal density enclosed

sound fields; a mode is excited through the reinforcement of certain reflected waves until a

resonant condition is achieved. The bottom line result is that the control source can produce a

high-fidelity copy of the primary source-excited sound field from a wide variety of locations

in the enclosure. Consider now the case of two monopole sources in free space. Referring to

Figure 2.1, the monopole source on the left is the primary source, and the one on the right is the

control source. Here there are no boundaries for the sound field to reflect off, and hence there

o Oc
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is no reverberant field. The free sound field is defined by the direct sound ûeld. To achieve

appreciable total sound po\ryer attenuation in free space, say of the order of 10dB or more,

the sources must be less than 1/10 wavelength apart (Nelson and Elliott (1986)). If a 100H2

tone 'were the aim of conftol, this would mean a separation distance of less than approximately

300mm. At a wavelength of ìv12. the expected sound power reduction is theoretically OdB and

hence active conffol with only one control sound source is not feasible.

Why is there such a dramatic difference between the enclosed and free space sound field re-

sults? Or, in terms of performance alone, why do the free space sound field results roll off

so quickly? The answer lies in the fundamental physics: because of the spatial decay of the

sound pressure in the free field, which diminishes at 6dB per doubling of the distance from

the source, it quickly becomes impossible for a single conftol source to mimic the unwanted

sound field with high fidelity as the separation distance increases. See Figure 2.2.

Acoustic Pressure Wave in a free field

Source

Figure 2.2: Free space sound frehd decay at 6dB per doubling of the distance from the source.

This result can be improved marginally through the addition of more sources, but only marginally

(Thornton (1988), Nelson and Elliott (1992)). The same line of explanation applies to control-

ling free field radiation from "large" sound sources, such as üansformers. A single control

sorrce can only attenuate sound radiated from the structure in its immediate vicinity. The

implication is that large structures require large numbers of control sources.

9
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Given the above description, it is staightforward to surmise that the many noise problems of

practical interest will require a great many sound sources to solve. These connolling sound

sources must completely surround the source of unwanted noise (Magiante and Yian (1977),

Magianûe (1977), Jessel (1979), Jessel and Angevine (1980)) and be numerous enough to be a

good approximation of a continuous source. Applying this idea to the case of a large electrical

transformer, it quickly becomes apparent that the required number of sources can be in the

hundreds.

Where there are hundreds of sound sources, it can be assumed that there are hundreds of

sensors (assuming that the control system has some feedback mechanism). There are many

problems which quickly present themselves: how to process so many signals, where to place

the sensors, what the sensors should be measuring, etc. It is the answer to these questions that

is the topic of the work to be presented in this thesis.

2.2 The current situation

As mentioned, free space active control problems often involve very complicated sound fields,

which can span great distances. The traditional approach to free space noise conffol, the

erection of physical barriers, can be inhibitive, both in terms of cost and equipment and access.

They can also be very inflexible to changes in the sound field/sound source.

Since Lord Rayleigh published his treatise on the theory of sound in the late 1870's (Rayleigh

(1887)), acoustics has enjoyed a steady growth in research. Rayleigh's was the first modern

scientific work on the theory of acoustics, and has since led to a greater understanding of sound,

how it is produced and transmitted and its effect on humans. Today it is realised that sound is a

double-edged sword, bringing enjoyment to some, such as through "music", and annoyance to

others, who do not wish to hear it. A factory owner may enjoy hearing the noise of machines

on the factory floor, as it means money is being made. However, the workers exposed to that
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factory noise may feel entirely differently about the sound, and may even suffer permanent

hearing loss. A great deal ofresearch looking at how much sound exposure leads to hearing

damage has been undertaken. Legislation has been imposed by various governmental bodies,

restricting sounds of differing types to certain levels, thus limiting the potential to annoy and

minimising the health risk. The f,eld of noise control has been the spinoff of these activities.

The impetus for attenuating low frequency free space sound has arisen largely from a need to

reduce the acoustic emission of many industrial components which are placed in close proxim-

ity to domestic dwellings, components such as transformers and industrial stacks. However, an

understanding of the mechanisms involved in minimising the low frequency noise fransmitted

to a receiver by a free space noise source is of interest across a wide spectrum of problems.

Of particular relevance to the work to be presented here is acoustic radiation which is domi-

nated by tonal components. Many practical noise sources are predominantly tonal or narrow-

band radiators, with industrial (rotating) machines providing the underlying excitation (fans,

compressors, pumps and turbines, electric motors, generators and gearboxes ate all examples

of common rotating machinery). These devices are not necessarily poorly designed, or suffer

a fault that causes sound to be radiated. Simply by their rotary nature they can induce periodic

excitations which find their way into the acoustic media, usually air. How to stop this from

happening, or at least how to stop the resulting acoustic wave from traveling to where it is

unwanted, is the essence of free space noise control.

Put simply, passive control involves two potential approaches to solving the noise problem:

put a wall between the receiver and the noise source, or else put a box over the source. In the

first of these options, the installation of a wall or barrier, the aim is to re-direct the acoustic

power flow away from whatever is behind the barrier. To be effective at this, the barrier must

be constructed from a "heavy" material. Technically, this means the material must have a

high surface density. The result of a high surface density is to reflect the acoustic energy

away from the observer. Therefore, the sound field on the observer side of the banier is due

entirely to sound field diffraction over the top and around the sides of the barrier. The extent

Intensity enor sensing in the active control of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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of the sound pressure reduction at the observer is a function of the geomeffy and surface

density of the barrier. Assuming that the banier is of suffrcient surface density, the height and

width of the barrier determine the degree of attenuation achievable. While calculation of the

exact attenuation levels on the observer side is complicated and will vary from installation

to installation, a reasonable sized wall usually provides something of the order of 10dB of

attenuation. Attenuation levels of 20dB or more are almost impossible with a simple barrier

(Snyder (1999)).

The second method of building a box or an enclosure around a sound source, aims to pro-

vide global sound attenuation by reducing the flow of energy into the acoustic field. If the

sound waves are trapped within the enclosure, then how does sound get out? The answer is

through vibration. The sound f,eld generated by the sound source shakes the boundary of the

enclosure and the vibrating enclosure re-radiates to the acoustic field. The effectiveness of a

particular enclosure at attenuating the sound level is determined by the mechanical impedance

of the enclosure (which measures the resistance to vibratory excitation). Generally a mechan-

ical structure is easier to shake at low frequencies than high frequencies. Hence in general,

enclosures do a betterjob at providing attenuation at high frequencies than at low frequencies.

Active control has been researched as an alternative to passive techniques of attacking free

space noise conüol problems. The density of the materials required in enclosures and bariers

to make passive control work increases with decreasing frequency. So that at low frequencies,

the weight, and cost of the bulky materials makes a passive approach inefflcient. The compo-

nents of an active noise control system, the sensors, actuators and electronics system often add

relatively little weight to the target system. Active control also works best at low frequencies,

making it an inviting solution to free space noise control problems.

Traditionally, acoustic pressure has been used as the physical variable measured by the "error

sensor", which measures the residual sound field after active control has been applied. The

main reason for using pressure error sensors is that they are cheap and easy to use. Some types

of electret microphones cost as little as a few tens of cents and can measure sound pressure
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to an acceptable level of accuracy. Although pressure error sensing is prevalent, the results

achieved with them have been mixed (see for example Angevine (1981) andZalas and Tichy

(1984). Research conducted by Angevine on the active conüol of tonal ftansformer noise

in the laboratory demonstrated that global control is achievable (Angevine (1981)). Other

research on the active conftol of aircraft cabin noise at propeller blade pass frequencies has

shown that pressure sensing leads to localised control (Zalas and Tichy (1984). It has been

suggested that sensing some measure of the total radiated sound power (Deffayet and Nelson

(1988), Cunefare and Koopmann (1991a), Cunefare and Koopmann (1991b)) might lead to

global control. In the active control of enclosed sound fields, Sun et al. (1998) derived a

theoretical criterion for a sensing system to achieve global control in terms of structural modes.

In the control of free space tonal noise, active acoustic intensity measured at a point is a

measure of the sound power radiated through an elemental area. If the sound field is relatively

uniform, then the active intensity measured at a single point is to a good approximation a

measure of the sound po\ryer. The notion is that by implementing intensity-based sensors, it

may be possible to improve the performance of systems actively controlling free space tonal

noise. The work presented here will analyse the performance of active intensity sensors, and

compare it to results obtained using raditional pressure sensors.

2.3 ANC systems

2.3.1 What does an active noise control system consist of?

Active noise control is, in general, an elecfonically faciliøted manipulation of an acoustical

environment through the use of transducers. It can be separated into two parts: the physical

control system, which consists of the acoustical environment and the transducers which couple

it to the electronics, and the electronic conftol system. See Figure 2.3.

There are two common confiol ¿urangements used in active noise control system implementa-

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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tion; feedforward and feedback. It is also possible to combine these.

The basic differences between the two approaches are well-known in the conftol communily.

Refening to Figure 2.4, a feedforward system requires some d priori measurement of an im-

pending disturbance, and then manipulates the physical environment to alter the response of

the system to the input (usually through insertion of a transmission zero in the response). A

feedback system alters the dynamic response of the system in general, by altering pole loca-

tions. In the active control of tonal noise, feedforward control is the most common (Elliott

and Nelson (1993). Feedforward control systems use a "reference signal", coffelated with

the primary noise source, filtering the signal to drive the actuators at an amplitude and phase

appropriate for attenuating the system response to the input. Feedforward active control sys-

tems are often made adaptive, where the filter characteristics are adjusted on-line to achieve

optimality in some specifled sense; commonly, minimisation of the mean square value of the

error signal measurements is what is desired. For most of the adaptive algorithms, the ref-

erence signal must be linearly correlated with the error signal for this type of control system

to work. A reference signal can usually be extracted from tonal noise sources, such as by

indirectly sensing some quantity such as revolutions per minute if the source is a rotating ma-

chine. Alternatively, if no access to the physical source of the disturbance is available, then

directly measuring the sound ptessure field close to the source, or vibration distribution on

the source, may be sufflcient. These direct reference signals can then be filtered to exfract the

tonal components of interest.

As mentioned, the majority of practical feedforward active conffol systems use an algorithm

to optimise the conftol characteristics via changing the filter weights used to derive the control

signal from the reference signal. The algorithm often calculates the current filter weights based

upon previous values and the results of a search scheme which aims to minimise the mean

square value of the error signal. The particular search scheme employed is usually a gradient

based, steepest descent scheme (Widrow and Stearns (1985)), meaning that the algorithm uses

the gradient of the error to determine the next set of filter weights to arrive at the minimum in

Intensity enor sensing inthe active contol offtee freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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Figure 2.4: Basic feedforward contol system anangement.

the least number of iterations. The selection of algorithm and algorithm parameters influences

the convergence rate and stability of the system (Haykin (1986)). The most conìmon search

algorithm is a variant of the least mean squared (LMS) algorithm (Widrow and Stearns (1985),

Haykin (1986). The LMS algorithm uses the least mean squared error as an estimate of the

actual error, and hence develops a simple expression for the gradient.

Figure 2.5 shows the signal flow in a typical feedforward active noise conûol system. A

reference sensor, which feeds off the primary acoustic disturbance, is fed through a control

filter and sent to a control source. The weights of the control filter are adjusted by an LMS

algorithm. The algorithm calculates the new weights from the old weights plus the product of

the error signal and a ûltered reference (filtered though a cancellation path ftansfer function

CPTF) signal. The cancellation path transfer function model is required to account for the

presence of a üansfer function between the confol output, via the control source and error

signal inputs via the error sensor.

In the active control of sound in free space, there are two basic actuator or control transducer

options. One is sound sources, such as speakers or horns to induce a controlling acoustic

field. The other is vibration actuation, such as via shakers or piezoceramic exciters to directly

modify the vibration distribution which creates the acoustic field. The focus of the research
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presented here is principally acoustic conftol of the primary noise, where the actuators used

to propagate the control signals are speakers. However, vibration control sources will also be

tested on more complicated primary noise generating structures.

There are two sensing requirements in a feedforward control system, reference signal sensing

and error sensing. The reference sensing system will not be considered here. The sensing

system used to produce the error signal, the difference between the measured primary sound

field and the measured control sound field, is what is of interest in the work presented here.

2,3.2 Performance of an ANC system

There are four critical success factors in the implementation of an active noise control system

(Hansen et al. (1999), Snyder (1999)). To design an optimal active noise conüol sysúem, these

four points need to be addressed in the given hierarchical order of importance. Figure 2.6

shows the hiera¡chy of critical success factors.

Figwe 2.6: The hierarchy of factors that atrect the performance of an active noise contol system.

Given any primary disturbance, it is possible to calculate the maximum achievable acoustic

power attenuation given a set of control source locations (Hansen and Snyder (1997). Hence

the control source afiangeûrent sets an upper limit on how much global sound attenuation can

be achieved. Nelson and Elliott (1986), have shown that with control of a monopole primary
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sound field by a single monopole control source, the maximumpower attenuation is a function

of the distance separating the sources.

Error sensor placement and sensing strategy determine how close to the upper limit on global

sound attenuation (set by the conftol source arrangement) the given system can come. The

control source arangement is optimally dictated by the maximum power attenuation, which

occurs when the total sound power is minimised. Unfortunately, sensin g power is not usually

practical, and therefore it is necessary to use other sensing methods to approximate sound

power. It is this approximation that limits the sound attenuation with a particular sensing

strategy. Of particular relevance to the work presented here is a comparison of the results

obtained with pressure error sensing to that achievable with an intensity-based error sensing

strategy.

The coherence between the reference signal and the error signal, which is inherently the co-

herence between the cancelling sound field and the unwanted sound field, sets a limit upon

the performance of the "electronic" part of the control system. The coherence must be very

high for high levels of sound cancellation to be achieved. If there were perfect correlation

between the error signal and the reference signal, then sound cancellation would be possible

up to the limit set by the error sensor type and placement. Deviations from this ideal limit the

performance (Ross ( 1982).

The quality of the elecüonic control system finally determines how much cancellation at the

effor sensors actually occurs, given the constraints placed by the signal coherence, sensor

type, placement and control source location (Snyder et al. (2001). Of issue here is the dy-

namic range of the conftoller and the word size if it is digital signal processor (DSP). Other

controller properties which influence the performance of the control system include the sam-

ple rate of the analogue to digital and digital to analogue converters and the processor speed

of the DSP, which determine the time delay associated with processing the transducer signals.

The algorithm mentioned previously, is also of importance. The LMS algorithm as mentioned

has specific properties such as rate of convergence which influences the time delay of the con-

19
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troller as a whole and søbility which determines whether the controller can adapt to changes

in the physical conditions, such as temperature and wind.

The work presented here, in the overall context above, is concerned with the analysis of two

error sensing strategies whose optimal implementation may lead to global conhol of tonal free

field sound fields.

2,4 Error sensors

The error sensor is used to measure some physical variable which acts as a performance mea-

sure of the active control system. The objective of the control system is to minimise this per-

formance measure. The choice of variable, such as pressure or vibration, determines to what

extent the unwanted disturbance is measured and altered. The number of sensors employed

and their location also influences the degree of attenuation.

Traditionally, free space active conüol systems use pressure sensors that are in the acoustic

far field. This reflects the goal of these active control systems to reduce the far field sound

radiation from a source. Due to the fundamental physics of the system, measurements provided

by far field pressure sensors often suffer from long acoustic delays and poor signal to noise

ratios (Qiu et al. (1998)). Placement of pressure sensors in the near field has been less coÍìmon

than far field placement, primarily due to concems of having the measurement dominaæd

by the evanescent component of the sound field; reducing the evanescent component may

not have an impact upon the far field result. For the idealised case of monopole primary

and control sources, the power attenuation accompanying the minimisation of the acoustic

pressure at a single (error) point in space varies from a maximum level of AI4l, achieved when

attenuating pressure at any point on a line roughly centred between the sources (biased towards

the confol source) to zeÍo power attenuation, or even increased total power when the pressure

is minimised at a point very close to either of the sources (Hansen and Snyder (1997)).
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It is of interest to analyse other error sensor types and to ascertain whether they can improve

upon the performance currently possible with the use of pressue enor sensors. Of particular

interest here is previous research on acoustic pressure sensing and other energy based sensing

strategies such as active intensity in the active control of free field sound. There are two

reasons for this. Firstly, intuitively, acoustic intensity is directly related to sound power and so

minimisation of intensity may offer some performance advantages. Secondly, active intensity

can be measured in the near fleld of a sound source. This may offer some system stability and

noise advantages.

2.5 Pressure error sensors

2.5.1 Single pressure sensors

2.5.1.1 Active suppression of free field monopole radiation

rWork by Nelson and Elliott (1992) has confirmed the intuitive result, that it is possible to

completely cancel the pressure at any point in a monopole source-excited free field by means of

active control using an additional monopole source. The work also demonstrated that acoustic

pressure minimisation at a point will not necessarily produce the desired by-product of global

sound attenuation. Although the sound pressure at the sensor location could be made zero,

the sound pressure at other locations can actually increase. It is important to note that it is

not physical/y impossible to achieve global sound attenuation with the given primary/control

source Íurangement. It is simply the inappropriate selection of the error sensing strategy or

location which leads to sub-optimal performance.
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2.5,1.2 Active suppression of free field structural radiation

One of the first atûempts at free field active noise conftol was made by Conover in 1956

(Conover (1956). His work presented the results of a manual active control attempt on an

in situ ftansformer. Conover used a single speaker, relatively close to the fransformer, and a far

field error sensor to conftol a number of harmonics of the 60Hz fundamental frequency and in

particular the I20Hz transformer noise tone. He manually adjusted the gain and phase of the

control signal to the speaker until he achieved the maximum pressure reduction his equipment

allowed for at the desired frequency. The results indicated a reduction in the far field sound

pressure of up to 10d8.

Some practical testing was done by Kido and Onoda (1972), on an in-service power trans-

former. They tested l, 2 and 3 far field pressure sensors and conftol speakers to conftol a

100H2 tone. The control speakers were located on the ftansformer. For the single pressure

sensor and single control speaker ¿urangement the attenuation varied, with some iocations be-

ing as high as 20d8. However, in other locations the sound field actually increased by 10dB.

This work was extended to multiple control sources by Hesselmann (1978). Hesselmann also

tested a transformer, but in an anechoic chamber with a rigid floor. In order to improve the

signal to noise ratio, the transformer was fed with a slightly higher (207o) than normal input

voltage of 480 Volts, which increased the sound pressure level. The results indicated that

10 to 20dB of sound pressure reduction (in all directions) on one side of the transformer is

possible when attempting to attenuate a 100H2 tone. Two conftol speakers were positioned

on the transformer tank to form a longitudinal quadrupole in conjunction with the primary

noise source (which is a poor radiator at low frequencies). The control signals were manually

tuned to be directly out of phase with the primary sound field. The sound pressure level was

measured radially up to 8 meftes from the transformer tank. The results showed that in the

near field (less than a half a wavelength) the sound pressure actually increases over that of the

primary tone only. However at dist¿nces further than half the wavelength the sound pressure
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is attenuated up to 30dB.

At around the same time, Ross (1978) attempted to simultaneously control three tones at 100,

200 and 300H2 respectively, using Conover's setup of a single pressure sensor and control

source to attenuate the noise from two adjacent transformers. The control speaker was po-

sitioned directly in front of the ftansformers and the pressure sensor was placed in an ofûce

building approximately 20 metres away. The far field noise at 100H2 was globally reduced by

at least 10d8, and at particular locations inside the room, by up to 20dB.It was found that the

higher frequency tones could only be locally controlled. The method of initiating conffol was

again manual. The three tones were first extracted via band-pass filters, then three variable

gain and phase shifters were manually adjusted on each filtered signal and then the results

were recombined and fed to the control source.

More recently Berge et al. (1987) tested a free f,eld active control system on a transformer,

paying particular attention to how it performs under changing environmental conditions and

across a 40owc. The control was achieved using a feedforward control system. A single

pressure error sensor which was 36 metres from a single conüol source was used to control

100 and 20OHz tones. The conftol source was again placed very close to the transformer. In

this work, the conftol system was tested at different times of the day. The results showed great

variability, clearly demonstrating the localised control phenomenon. The author was at a loss

to explain the unimpressive results.

More recently again Pan et al. (1992) (see Figure 2.7) investigated the active conftol of partic-

ular structural modes which were radiating sound from a rectangular plate in an infinite baffle.

They used a single far field pressure enor sensor and a single acoustic conftol source located

at approximately a hundredth of a wavelength (ft) from the plate. The sound radiating struc-

tural mode attenuated was the (2,2) mode at 338H2, and they showed that global attenuation

was possible on average by 10d8.
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Figwe 2.7: Acoustic and vibration control of a simply supported rectangular steel plate excited at the
plate cente at 338H2. acoustic monopole source separation distance 2LlI00 and vibration cont:ol
source location (*,2) : (0, -70)mm. after Pan et aI. (1992).
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2.5.2 Multiple pressure sensors

2,5.2.1 Active suppression of free field monopole radiation

The work of Nelson and Elliott (Eghtesadi and Leventhall (1982), Nelson and Elliott (1986),

Nelson et al. (1987c), Nelson and Elliott (1992)), has demonstrated that for a single monopole

primary and monopole control source, there is a global optimum for the minimisation of the

total source power output. If a sensor existed that could exactly measure the total sound power

from the sources, then this global optimal control could theoretically be achieved. The sound

poÌvver could be measured by an infinite (practically a large) number of far field pressure sen-

sors. The problem with this lies in practical problems dealing with large number of sensor

systems. Nelson and Elliott demonstrated the extent of far field control achievable with mul-

tiple pressure sensors at various source separation distances for a single monopole primary

controlled by a single monopole control source. With a maximum of 4 far field pressure sen-

sors at l"/8 separation distance, the maximum achievable power attenuation was 7.2d8, and

when minimising the sum of the 4 far field pressure measurements, the power attenuation was

6.5d8. Furrher work by Thornton (Thornton (1988)), suggests that negligible further reduc-

tions in power output were produced by increasing the number of sensors from 4 to 20.

Elliott et al. (1991), analysed multiple free fleld monopole primary and conffol sources, when

the primary array is all in-phase and the total power output is minimised, the power output

of all the secondary sources are found to be exactly zeÍo. If the power absorption of the

secondary source array is maximised, the net power output of the primary source Í[ray can

either be reduced or increased. Snyder and Tânaka (1 993b) extended this analysis to a baffled

monopole, and a duct and showed that under optimal conditions the power ouÞut of the control

sotllces ls zefo.

Martin and Roure (1993) attempted to globally attenuate tonal noise radiated by a dipole pri-

mary sorrce. They employed two groups of 3 loudspeakets, located I metre on either side of

the primary dipole. A genetic algorithm was used to select the best 7 enor sensor locations
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from a total of 210 considered. For the 100H2 tone, 15.6d8 of global attenuation was predicted

numerically and 11.3d8 was achieved in practice. At the 200H2 tone, the global attenuation

predicted numerically (16.2d8) more closely matched that achieved in practice (16.6d8) and

at 300H2, the global attenuation numerically predicted is 10.4d8 and experimentally it was

10.ldB.

2.5.2.2 Active suppression of free field structural radiation

ÏVork by Magiante and Jessel (Magiante and Vian (1977), Magianûe (1977),Jessel and Angevine

(1980), Jessel (1979)), showed that global attenuation of a primary noise source of any shape

and size and emitting any noise specftum is possible if a conftol f,eld can be induced on a

continuous surface enclosing the primary source. This means that the sound field would be

completely cancelled and quiet for any observer outside the surface. To achieve Magiante

and Jessel's global control, infinitely many discrete sources would be needed to generate the

continuous surface mentioned above. Magiante performed some computer simulations (Ma-

giante (1977)) and studied single and cardioid acoustic control sources. He concluded that

attenuation improves as the number of control sources increases, the attenuation decreases as

the frequency increases. He st¿ted that if a "suffi.cient" number of sources are employed, then

significant attenuation is possible, everywhere in the far field.

In the early 1980's Angevine (Jessel and Angevine (1980), Angevine (1981)), undertook ex-

periments with a model of a ftansformer in an anechoic chamber. The frequencies investigated

werc 125,250 and 500H2. 26 speaker pairs were flxed to the ends of a small cylinder, acting as

the control sources, in what the author termed a tripole arrangement. The separation distance

of all the ftipoles to the model transformer was 0.5 metres, which for the three frequencies

is 2)ull0,4?"110 andT)vll0. Each tripole had a dedicated pressure sensor positioned at 0.5

metres from the tripole, and 1 metre away from the model transformer. The 125H2 tone (sep-

aration distance 2?v1rc) was attenuated by up to 16dB globally, and with 8dB attenuation at

250H2 (separation distance 4)\l l0). Another intuitive result confirmed in this work was that as
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the number of tripoles employed increased, the amount of global attenuation increased. This

confirms the theory put forward by Magiante and Jessel.

As mentioned previously work by Kido and Onoda (1912) (see Figure 2.8) also tested mul-

tiple far field pressure sensors. This latter research was conducted on an in-service elecfrical

transformer, with up to 3 control speakers located on the ftansformer tank and 3 error micro-

phones located close together in the far field. This sensor alrangement with multiple error

microphones compactly located yielded a larger region of attenuation than was had with just a

single error microphone.

Kempton (1976),was the first to publish the need for control sources to be located very close to

the primary disturbance, in order that the interference field does not get too complicated with

intermixed regions of attenuation and amplification. He proposed that a limited number of low

order multipoles from an expansion of the primary sound field, located close to the primary

sound source, could cancel the sound field in the far field. Work by Williams (1983) showed

that the decomposition of acoustic radiation of complex structures in terms of a series expan-

sion is possible. Koopmann et al. (1989), Song et al. (1991b), Song et al. (1991a), Qiu et al.

(1999) showed that equivalent multipole sources could be obtained by a superposition method

of reconsüucting complicated sound fields. Martin and Roure (1997) applied this principle by

optimising the conftol source locations using a spherical harmonic expansion of the primary

field. Following up this work Martin and Roure (1998) analysed error sensor locations. In this

work, 210 error sensor locations were analysed located on the tip of a hemisphere 3 metres in

radius, with a genetic algorithm used to select the 10 best sensor locations. Using 8 speakers

arranged around a 20kV ftansformer in an anechoic chamber and the 10 error sensors, tones

up to 200H2 were globally attenuated by up to 1ldB.

Bolton et al. (1995) investigated multipole acoustic control sources and reported mixedresults.

Lower order multipoles could give rise to better sound power attenuation than higher order

ones. These results were confirmed experimentally by Beauvilain et al. (2000). Qiu and

Hansen (2000) reported on the basis of simulations that multipoles would not appreciably
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(a) 1 far-freld enor microphone, 1 collocated
control souÍce
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(b) 2 far-freld enor microphones, 2 collo-
cated contol sources
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of 100H2 component in dB

(c) 3 far-freld enor microphones, 3 collo-
cated contol sources

Figwe 2.8: Results of control of 100H2 tone ftom an in-service tansformer, after Kido and Onoda
(1e72).
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improve the performance of active noise conftol systems deploying these as acoustic conftol

sources.

An analysis of the sound power attenuation has been done by Nelson and Elliott (1986) and

Nelson et al. (1987c). Hansen and Snyder (1997) furthered this work, looking at the perfor-

mance of pressure sensors in minimising the sound power. The results of these analyses on

monopole radiation showed that pressure sensors could indeed produce noticeable power re-

ductions at small source separation distances @ < h), when located optimally. The optimal

sensor location is between the primary and confiol sources and in the far fleld. As mentioned

previously in Section 2.4 the pressure sensor location that generated the greatest power atten-

uation, was found to be between the primary and secondary monopole sources. It was situated

just off centre nearer the secondary source side. If, however, the sensor is suboptimally lo-

cated, then the results can be very different. If the sensor is placed directly in front of the

primary source, the resultant power attenuation is negligible. Also when positioned directly

adjacent to the secondary source the power attenuation is almost zero.lt should be noted that

these works considered only monopole sources and hence near field effects were not present.

2.5.3 Conclusions

It can be summarised that when employing traditional pressure elror sensors, the results can

be mixed. Increasing number of sensors does not necessarily lead to global attenuation. The

efflciency of an active noise control system is restricted by the control source type selection

and placement. Sensor placement is clearly crucial to a successful active noise control system

design.
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2.6 Related work suggesting other sensing strategies

In an effort to improve active noise control system performance, a range of alternative error

sensing sftategies have been put forward in recent years. There has been a ftansition from

pressure sensed error criteria to energy-based criteria, such as energy density in the active

control of enclosed sound flelds (Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1991), Sommerfeldt and Nashif

(1992), Nashif and Sommerfeldt (1992), Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1994), Sommerfeldt and

Parkins (1994), Sommerfeldt et al. (1995), Park and Sommerfeldt (1996), Park and Sommer-

feldt (1997),Parkins et al. (2000b), Clark (1995)). In an enclosed field the notion is that by

minimising the acoustic energy rather than just the pressure at a point, there is a better chance

of achieving optimal levels of global disturbance attenuation. Similarly, in free field sound

radiation, sensing strategies such as modal filtering by shaped sensors, or active intensity sens-

ing, aim to produce an accurate measure of the sound power whilst minimising the number of

sensors. This is supported by the work of Deffayet and Nelson (1988) in free space control of

far field radiation from a simply supported rectangular plate.

Cunefare and Koopmann (1991b), Cunefare and Koopmann (1991a) simulated minimising

the sound power from 3D structures based on a Helmholtz integral equation approach, using

acoustic conftol sources, and found that optimal control (sound power attenuation) does not

guarantee global pressure attenuation. The result extends what is known about the power

attenuation and global conftol of monopole radiators (Nelson and Elliott (1986). Giordano

(1993) undertook experiments on a 3D box sound source, attempting to validate the approach

described in Cunefare and Koopmann (1991b) and Cunefare and Koopmann (1991a). The box

had 4 speakers embedded into its top and was exciæd at the resonance of one of its sides (1,1)

structural mode by an internal elecftodynamic shaker. By the Helmholtz integral technique the

control sfrengths to be applied to those speakers were calculated in an iterative process until the

values agreed with numerical simulations. The sound power was then numerically minimised

and it resulted in a 10dB reduction in the sound power, with far field pressure attenuation

ranging from 8dB to 19dB. In the work of Giordano (1993), no mention is made of any areas
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in which the pressure increased.

2.7 Enclosed sound fields

A great deal ofresearch effort has been directed at the active confrol ofenclosed sound fields,

driven largely by the need for lightweight conftol of low frequency sound in aircraft cabins.

One of the early experiments was undertaken by Zalas and Tichy (1984) who described the

zone of conftol when using pressure sensors inside an aircraft cabin to be the size of a grape

fruit. Retuming to more fundamental geometries Bullmore et al. (1987), Elliott et al. (1987),

Elliott and Nelson (1987), Elliott et al. (1988), Nelson et al. (1987a,b), Snyder and Hansen

(1994a), Snyder and Hansen (1994b), Doelman (1989) investigated simple enclosed sound

fields, with a number of acoustic control sources and a number of error sensors measuring

pressure and potential energy. It was found that when pressure sensors were placed at some

locations inside the enclosures, such as where acoustic modes have zero pressure, performance

was poor. Sound attenuation improved spatially by implementing a potential energy sensing

strategy. An energy based sensing strategy does not suffer from the acoustic modal null points

which a pressure sensing strategy has. Curtis et al. (1990) concluded that in enclosed fields,

an energy sensing süategy is better.

Returning to enclosures of a complex geometry, Bullmore et al. (1990), Elliott et al. (1989,

1990), Pope (1990a,b), Pope et al. (1983, 1987a,b), Svensson and Wilberg (1998), Zalas and

Tichy (1984), Eatwell (1990), Dorling et al. (1989) have all investigated the problem of sound

attenuation in an aircraft cabin, using active and passive techniques. Work has also been done

on automotive cabins by Kinoshite and Aoki (1993) and others. This practical research on

vehicle cabins has run into the local control problems first discovered by Zalas and Tichy

(198a); see Bullmore et al. (1987), Elliott et al. (1987), Elliott and Nelson (1987), Elliott et al.

(1988), Nelson et al. (1987b), Nelson et al. (1987a). To exploit this localised conftol problem,

researchers have developed active headsets where local confiol is quite an acceptable option.
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These were first proposed by Olson and May (1953), Olson (1956) and are now a commercial

reality (Sallowayetal and Millar (1996), Johanson and Winberg (1997)). Standard passive ear

mufflers provide on the order of 20dB of attenuation, and active headsets can improve upon

this in the low frequency range by another 10dB (Johanson and Winberg (1997)). In a similar

vein, research on virtual sensing strategies (Garcia-Bonito et al. (1997), Garcia-Bonito and

Elliott (1995a,b), Kestell (2000), Kestell and Hansen (1998), Kestell et al. (2000)) relies on

improving the zone of conftol near the ear by predicting and cancelling the sound pressure at

the ear with a conftol system installed in the headrest of a vehicle, as first described by Olson

and May (1953), Olson (1956). It has been found that virtual sensors, employing greater

than2 pressure microphones, improve the region over which sound attenuation is achieved in

enclosed sound fields (Garcia-Bonito et al. (1997), Garcia-Bonito and Elliott (1995a,b), Kestell

(2000), Kestell and Hansen (1998), Kestell et al. (2000)). They also enjoy other benefits over

headsets, such as improved hygiene and less risk of attenuating warning signals which are

crucial to the passengers (Kestell (2000)).

The problem of airborne noise transmission into an enclosure such as an aircraft or automobile

cabin and its active conftol by structural sensing has also been recognised (Snyder and Tanaka

(1993a), Cazzolato and Hansen (1998), Cazzolato (1999b)). Snyder and Tanaka (1993a) ex-

amined a coupled enclosure and shaped sensors to sense an orthogonal group of structural

modes that contribute to a potential energy error signal, based on the structural modes. It was

found that only a few eigenvectors of the potential energy performance measure need to be

measured by shaped sensors in order to achieve near optimal control. Cazzolato and Hansen

(1998), Cazzolato (1999b) investigated minimising acoustic potential energy by minimising

the "radiation modes", which are orthogonal with respect to the global potential energy in the

active conüol of sound transmission into an enclosure by structural sensing. Good attenuation

was reported for relatively few sensors.

Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1991), Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1992), Nashif and Sommerfeldt

(1992), Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1994), Sommerfeldt and Parkins (1994), Sommerfeldt et al.
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(1995), Park and Sommerfeldt (1996), Park and Sommerfeldt (1997), Parkins et al. (2000b),

Clark (1995) have reported further investigations into the use of an energy-based enor criterion

in the active control of noise in enclosures. These researchers have analysed and implemented

energy density sensing, which overcomes observability problems described by Kang and Kim

(1995). Cazzolato and Hansen (2000b), Cazzolato and Hansen (2000a), Parkins et al. (2000a),

have investigated the enors in lD, and 3D energy density probes for enclosed fields. These

works have shown the potential for improved attenuation when using energy density sensors

over traditional pressure and potential energy sensors.

A number of error sensing strategies for active conftol of duct noise including: pressure, power

and potential energy were investigatedby Curtis et al. (1990),Zander and Hansen (1993),Zan-

der (1994). The use of energy based sensing sftategies often led to better global attenuation.

Work by Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1994) noted that in general an acoustic intensity cost func-

tion is not positive definite. They also theorised that in a duct, placing acoustic intensity error

sensors between the primary sound source and the conüol source would lead to negative in-

tensity. They concluded that in order for an acoustic intensity error criterion to be effective,

the transducers in such a system would need to be arranged in such a ìvvay so that the intensity

from the primary and control sources is always positive. Swanson (1994) performed a simula-

tion of intensity error sensing in a duct, in which the practical implementation in the time and

frequency domain is discussed. Intensity error sensing improved the wide-band performance

and robusûress. Reichard et al. (1995) reported on some experimental results of a frequency

domain filtered-x feedforward control system minimising the acoustic intensity in a duct. A

single acoustic inænsity sensor was positioned downstream of the single conftol source. Up

to 20dB pressure attenuation was observed downstream of the control source. Intensity and

pressure error sensing in an open ended duct is compared in work by Kang and Kim (1997).

Intensity enor sensors were found to perform well at all locations along the duct, whereas

pressure sensors do not work as well closer to the primary noise (Kang and Kim (1997)).

In short, there have been many demonsffations of the value of energy sensing in enclosed
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spaces. This in part provides the stimulus for the research described in this thesis, looking at

the application of energy-based sensing in free space noise problems.

2.8 Active intensity error sensors

As mentioned in the active control of enclosed sound fields, some authors (Sommerfeldt and

Nashif (1994), Swanson (1994), Reichard et al. (1995) and Kang and Kim (1997)) have anal-

ysed acoustic intensity effor sensors in l-dimensional ducts and found that they improve upon

the attenuation achieved with pressure sensors.

2,8.1 Single active intensity sensors

2.8.1.1 Active suppression of free field monopole radiation

It has been suggested that a suitable measure of the performance of active control is the total

radiated acoustic power. Optimising the error sensor type and location for the case of a sin-

gle monopole primary source and a single monopole conhol source has been considered by

Hansen and Snyder (1997) and Qiu et al. (1998). Hansen and Snyder (1997) first considered

the acoustic power attenuation as a function of error sensor placement. The work centred on

considering a traditional pressure sensor and showed the optimal near field error sensor lo-

cation to be in-between the two monopole sources, but slightly closer to the conüol source

for a source separation distance of )ull\. Qiu et al. (1998) extended the work of Hansen and

Snyder (1997) by considering alternate enor sensor types in the near field including active

intensity, potential energy, kinetic energy and energy density sensors and sensor numbers also

at a source separation distance of ìull}. The theme of both these works was the consideration

of the acoustic power attenuation as a function of error sensor placement.
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The work of Qiu et al. (1998) concluded that single pressure sensors were not as good as single

active intensity sensors when the sensor is placed behind the control source. They confirmed

the intuitive result that in the far fleld, active intensity sensing is equal to pressure sensing as

the far field intensity is ditectly proportional to the squared pressure. This work is important

in the context of this thesis, as it presents the starting point for a more detailed and thorough

investigation.

2.8.1.2 Active suppression of free field structural radiation

Currently no known research has been completed on analysing the performance of a single

intensity sensor in the active confrol of free fleld sffuctural radiation. This thesis will present

work to fill this gap in knowledge of free field active noise control sensing strategies.

2.8.2 Multiple active intensity sensors

2.8.2.1 Active suppression of free field monopole radiation

Qiu et al. (1998) found that if a circle of error sensors positioned at a radius l"/8 is setup around

the primary source with a control source separation distance of À/10, by increasing the number

of eror sensors the active intensity remains slightly better than pressure, however the level of

power attenuation does not change. If the sensor circle is arranged in the far field then there

is no difference between results achieved with active intensity sensors and pressure sensors.

Again, as the sensor number is increased the level of power attenuation does not change.

2.8.2.2 Active suppression of free field structural radiation

Work done by Beny et al. (1999), has considered the attenuation of the acoustic field generated

by single plate vibration modes. The work was restricted to simulations of a simply supported

35
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rectangular plate in an inf,nite baffle, controlled by multiple conftol sources and sensed by

multiple active intensity sensors and pressure sensors. The error sensors Ìvere Íuranged such

that they were located in the near field and setup in a regular grid of 3 x 3 sensors 3Ì,"120 behind

a grid of 2x 2 control sources at?u120 from the plate. The (1,1) plate mode (resonant frequency

283H2) was excited off resonance at 100H2. The results showed that when minimising the

squared pressure at the enor sensor location, a total sound power attenuation of 18dB could be

achieved, while minimisation of the active intensities gives a slightly better result of 20d8. The

results were indicative of global far field attenuation of the sound field. The author found that

intensity minimisation, similar to pressure minimisation, suffers from a rapid decrease of the

control performance when the sensors are positioned near to the sources, and attributed this to

the signed nature of the cost function. Similar results were obtained with the (3,1) mode. Berry

concluded that near f,eld sound intensity minimisation does not in general provide significant

improvements as compared to near field squared pressure minimisation, because the sum of

the intensities can be driven to large and negative values after control.

2.9 Controlling vibration to attenuate sound

Active vibration control is the reduction of sftuctural vibration levels, either locally or globally

through the infroduction of secondary control forces and minimisation of a predetermined

error criteria. When active vibration confrol (AVC) is used to attenuate the sound radiation

from a vibrating structure, the process is called active sffuctural acoustic conftol (ASAC).

The earliest work found on active vibration control was performed in the USSR in the 60's,

Knyasev and Tartakovskii (1967), and mid 80's, Vyalyshev et al. (1986) on a beam and a panel.

Their work included both experimental and theoretical analysis of the problem. These earliest

attempts used single electrodynamic connol actuators and minimised the signal from a single

accelerometer.
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Meirovitch and Baruh (1985), Lee and Moon (1990) were the first to note that a large number

of sensors would be necessary to obtain a measure of the vibration distribution of a primary

radiating süucture. They suggested modal filæring as a means to keep the number of actua-

tors and sensots low, therefore minimising the hardware requirements for a connoller. They

suggested that by attempting to minimise only certain structural modes, which contributed the

most to the sound power, the number of sensors could be reduced'

At the beginning of the 1990s Fuller (1990), Metcalf et al. (1992), undertook experiments on

the active conftol of vibrations from a circular baffled plate with point force control shakers,

by minimising the total radiated acoustic power. They showed that using acoustic error sen-

sors produced better results than vibration sensors on the plate. Work by Pan et al. (1992),

tested ASAC on a simply supported rectangular plate in an infinite baffle. They minimised the

far field sound pressure with a single enor sensor. Both a single acoustic source and single

vibration source were employed, and the sound directivity was plotted before and after con-

trol (see Figure 2.7). They investigated both sound pressure and sound powü error criteria.

It is noted that the plate modal velocity components are adjusted to produce far field sound

control, either by decreasing their amplitudes and or by changing the temporal phases of the

plate modes. They found that vibration control led to better global attenuation than did acous-

tic sources when controlling the (3,1) structural mode. Since these fundamental works, the

research into active conftol of sound radiated from vibrating sfructures has split.

The research has splintered off into, firstly, a search for novel ways of actuating a vibrating

structue. Fuller et al. (1991) investigated AVC on a simply supported rectangular plate in

an infinite baffle using a single PZI (I-ead Ztrconale Titanate) piezoceramic conftol source

and a single far fleld error sensor, and showed that global attenuation can be achieved. Wang

et al. (1991a), extended the work by Fuller on a simply supported rectangular plate in an in-

finite baffle to multiple control sources. Multiple PZT conEol sources and point force control

sources (point force shakers) were tested experimentally. It was noted that point force shakers

produced the best results, but it was noted that PZI actuators have practical advantages in
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terms of space savings and weatherability. Sound power was used as the cost function. They

described an "optimal process" as having been used to derive the conftol signals, but no men-

tion is made of how this is achieved or how it minimised the sound power. They found that as

the number of actuators is increased so is the sound power attenuation. Wang et al. (1991b),

examined AVC with multiple PZT actuators on a rectangular plate in a baffle and concluded

that ASAC with more control sources is more effective as the effects of modal spillover re-

duce. It was found that the location and number of actuators significantly affects the amount

of sound attenuation. It was theorised that broad-band control can be achieved with enough

actuators. Wang and Fuller (1991) also calculated the intensity and pressure distribution in

front of a rectangular plate in an infinite baffle, before and after control through a single PZT

actuator

Dimiftiadis et al. (1991), theoretically analysed P71 actaators, they suggested that it might

be possible to shape PZT actuators to excite particular structural modes, simila¡ to PVDF

(Polyvinylidene Fluoride) shaped sensors. Sung and Jan (1997), investigated ASAC on a

clamped rectangular plate with PZT control sources. They analysed theoretically the bending

moments that PZTs induced on the plate and validated the results experimentally. Research

by Thnaka and Kikushima (1999a) seems to confirm the notion thatPZT actuators perform

worse than traditional point force elecftodynamic actuators. They showed that carefully se-

lected point vibration sensor and actuator placement can lead to better results than disftibuted

sensors and actuators. Tanaka and Kikushima (1999a) experimented on a rectangular plate

and demonstrated that modal spillover can be overcome by grouping the structural modes into

odd/even and so on (Thnaka and Kikushima (1999b). Work by Brennan et al. (1999) has made

a comparison 5 different structural contol actuators, including PZI andelectrodynamic.

Secondly, the research has splintered off into a search for a novel sensor implementation. The

emphasis of most of this research is on PVDF shaped sensors. Some of the earliest work on

PVDFs was done by Clark and Fuller (1991) and Clark and Fuller (1992b), who compared 2

PVDF shaped sensors with up to 3 microphone error sensors, while employing 3 PZT confrol
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sources. The modal amplitudes were measure before and after control was applied. For the

plate excited on resonance, it was found that increasing the number of control sources only

marginally improved the sound attenuation. For the plate excited off resonance, increasing the

number of conüol sources resulted in appreciable improvement in sound attenuation. Later

work by the author (Clark and Fuller (1992d)) used an optimisation algorithm to select optimal

e11or sensor and control actuator locations. They tested this with a single microphone and a

single PVDF error sensor. The results showed that both pressure microphone and PVDF error

sensors produced near optimal results.

The bulk of research into PVDFs has focused on their use to measure particular sfructural

modes (Clark and Fuller (1993). However Charette et al. (1998), described a technique to use

PVDF sensors to measure the volume displacement of a source. PVDF volume displacement

sensors were investigated for plate radiation. Work by Rossetti and Norris (1996) consid-

ered a comparison of structural control and acoustic conftol actuators. At low frequencies the

structural actuators ouþerformed the acoustic control actuators. At higher frequencies the per-

formance of structural and acoustic conftol actuators were found to be similar. In the work by

Rossetti and Norris (1996), a combination of pressure microphones and accelerometers were

used as error sensors. They found that a combination gave good attenuation across a broad

range of frequencies.

Not all vibration sensors are based on PVDFs. Maillard and Fuller (1998) tested two sensing

approaches, firstly an accelerometer aray used to estimate the far field sound pressure, and

secondly an accelerometer array used to estimate the net volume acceleration of the plate. The

results showed that the structural estimate of the far field sound pressure leads to better sound

attenuation. Schwenk et al. (1994) and Audrain et al. (2000) considered minimisation of the

structural intensity, measured by an array of accelerometers, in the active confrol of vibrations

in a beam.

Finally, the research has splintered off into a search for an optimal sensing sfrategy. In sensing

structural modes, early researchers found that the conftol system hardware that they had at
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the time would cope poorly with the large numbers of sensors necessary to calculate them

(Meirovitch and Baruh (1985), Lee and Moon (1990). As such the idea of reducing the

number of inputs to the control system by selecting a reduced number of sensor signals (modal

filtering) which give a measure of some global quantity such as acoustic power (Meirovitch

and Baruh (1985), Lee and Moon (1990), Morgan (1991), Snyder and Tanaka (1993a), Elliott

and Johnson (1993), Snyder et al. (1995b), Snyder et al. (1996), Berry (1999).

Work by Clark and Fuller (1992c) demonstrated that properly selected PVDF distributed sen-

sors should only sense those components that contribute signiûcantly to the far field sound

radiation. Clark and Fuller (1992a) also compared PVDF shaped sensors with pressure mi-

crophone error sensors, employing multiple PZT control sources. It was noted that far field

attenuation is achieved when the supersonic wavenumber components are reduced. They sug-

gested that the k-transform could be used as an effor criterion. Similarly work by Masson et al.

(1998) reported the use of a wavelet approach to active structural acoustic conftol.

Work by Naghshineh and Koopermann(I992) on active vibration control on a beam, attempted

to minimise the total radiated sound power. Naghshineh and Koopermann (1993), also inves-

tigated the sound power minimisation of large vibrating structures. A modal filtering strategy

was employed for a clamped beam case study producing good far fleld attenuation.

Tanaka et al. (1996a) performed research on the sensing of power modes (or modes that con-

tribute most to the radiated sound power). They then minimised the sound power as approx-

imated by these power modes. Snyder and Tanaka (1993a) showed that by deriving an or-

thogonal set of sÍuctural modes which contribute to the error criterion, a reduced number of

sensors is produced. Continuing along this vein of research Snyder et al. (1995a), Tanaka

et al. (1996b), looked at smart sensors made from PVDF. This enabled modal filtering (Snyder

et al. (1993)) to be done, thereby choosing those structural modes which contribute most to the

radiated sound power and concentrating on conftolling them.

Similar methods of reducing the number of inputs in a modal filter have been investigated
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by Gibbs et al. (2000). Their approach applied a radiation modal expansion to the primary

vibrating structure.

Reduction of sound power radiated from a rectangular plate in an infinite baffle was experi-

mentally tested by Tan and Hird (1997) using different control methods: PD control, Cross-

correlation method, Inverse operational amplifier method. The results produced showed good

broad-band attenuation. However it was noted that a feedforward adaptive conftol system

would be necessary in practice because the tested systems could not be accurately modelled to

the degree needed by a feedback approach.

More recently Berkhoff (2000) and Snyder et al. (2001) have proposed acoustic-based modal

filtering. These works considered the decomposition of many acoustic pressure measurements

into a small set which is directly related to a global error criterion such as acoustic power.

2.10 Algorithms for the placement of sensors and actuators

Numerous authors, and most recently Baek and Elliott (2000), have emphasised the importance

of transducer placement in the active control of enclosed fields. To this end there has been a

great deal of research activity directed at finding the optimal location of sensors and actuators

(Baek and Elliott (1993), Baek (1993), Tsahalis et al. (1993), Katsikas et al. (1993), Ruckman

and Fuller (1993), Zimmermann (1993), \Vang (1993), Benzaria and Martin (1994), Wang

et al. (1994), Baek and Elliott (1995), Baek and Elliott (1995), Ruckman and Fuller (1995),

Manolas et aL. (1996), Wang (1996), Pottie and Botteldooren (1996), Simpson and Hansen

(1996), Sergent and Duhamel (1997), Naghshineh et al. (1998), Hansen et al. (1999).

Multiregression for acoustic sensor and actuator location was investigated as early as Snyder

et al. (1991b). Genetic algorithms were explored by Baek and Elliott (1993), Baek (1993),

Tsahalis et al. (1993), Katsikas et al. (1993), Wang (1993), Zimmermann (1993), Baek and

Elliott (1995), Manolas et al. (1996), Wang (1996), Pottie and Botteldooren (1996), Simpson
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and Hansen (1996), Hansen et al. (1999). An annealing algorithm was investigated by Wang

et al. (1994), Baek and Elliott (1995). A successive quadratic programming algorithm and

finite difference gradient technique (subset selection) was conducted on a plate by Ruckman

and Fuller (1993), Ruckman and Fuller (1995). A QR subset selection method was analysed

by Naghshineh et al. (1998). Also various minimum/maximummethods have been researched

by Benzaria and Martin (1994), Sergent and Duhamel (1997). Benzaria and Martin (1994)

used an interpolation method and gradient algorithm to locate acoustic conftol sources.

In the active control of enclosed sound fields and active vibration control, sensor placement is

often optimised for best modal extraction and identification, Baruh and Chloe (1990), Kammer

and Yao (1994), Lim (1993), Liu and Tasker (1995), Obinata and Doki (1993), Yao et al.

(1ee3).

Martin and Roure (1997), Martin and Roure (1998) optimised the conúol source locations by

a spherical harmonics expansion of the primary ûeld and error sensor locations by a genetic

algorithm, producing very good results.

A problem with many of these search methods is that they rely on a knowledge of the modal

characteristics of the stucture/enclosure. Also, since all these methods essentially rely on trial

and error they are all fairly computationally intensive.

2.lI Other sensing and actuating methods

Many new sensors and actuators are being developed which is hoped will lead to better sound

attenuation performance. Fuller (1997) gives an overview of the different sensors/actuators

PVDF shaped sensors, PZI acfintors and sensors, active skin actuators. Active tile actuators

were investigated by Johnson (1996) and Johnson and Elliot (1997). These actuators a¡e de-

signed to cover a vibrating süucture and each tile element is actuated to negate the vibration

produced by the structure. Active conftol using smart foam was first developed by Guigou and
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Fuller (1998) and active skin by Johnson and Fuller (2000). These actuators function similar to

active tiles, by covering the region of the structure which is radiating the sound, and cancelling

the vibration. In some circumstances it is not the desire to improve conftol performance that

directs the design of new actuating/sensing systems, but the environmental conditions under

which the actuators and sensors need to operate. Li et al. (1997) analysed a curved-panel

control source design, which unlike traditional speakers is weather-proof. In the commercial

active transformer control system by Quiet Power (ADTP (1997)) weather proofed error mi-

crophones and conüol speakers (Brungardt et al. (1997)) were developed. Their design used

PZI andtuned acoustic actuators and electret microphones in the far field. Garcia-Bonito et al.

(1998), Kim and Jones (1991) have shown that due to the low powü ouþut fromPZT shakers,

a higher output shaker is necessary to efficiently actuate large sftuctures and they have devel-

opedPZl actuators with larger displacement. AURA shakers (Cazzolato (1999a)), designed

for use in the computer gaming indusüy are \ryorn on the backs of players of 3D games to

simulate being shot by applying impulse forces on the players back. These shakers were found

to be useful for active control of transformer noise, as they produced a large displacement and

could be tuned to a desired frequency and be double or triple mounted. The theory of 'per-

fect' active control put forth by Magiante and Vian (1977), Magiante (1977), Jessel (1979),

of a continuous conftol source completely surrounding the primary disturbance, has not been

achievable because no such continuous source exists. However work by Heydt et al. (2000) on

electrostrictive polymer film loudspeakers has shown that a continuous "wall" acoustic actua-

tor can be constructed. At present they have a poor response at low frequencies and would not

be useful for active noise control. Snain sensing in the active conftol of structural radiation

by Masson et al. (1997), is another alternative to traditional acoustic (microphone) sensors.

Although likePZT, strain sensors are a semi-permanent attachment to the structure, so place-

ment has to be optimised. Kim and Brennan (2000) found that point force actuators are good at

controlling plate-dominated modes while an acoustic source is effective in controlling cavity-

dominated modes, in the active control of sound transmission into enclosed spaces. Constans

and Belegundu (1998) did simulations minimising the sound power from vibrating shell struc-
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tures, by applying optimally located point masses to alter the structural mode shapes which

contribute most to the sound power.

2.I2 Gaps in current knowledge

Many laboratory demonstrations of active control, using acoustic and vibration transducers

have been done. However, very few practical implementations exist. While a lot of focus has

been given to transducer type and location, no definitive "best approach" has emerged. There

are numerous researchers that imply better results with "power" or "energy", but almost no

application in free space. Work by Qiu et al. (1998) has investigated the optimal active intensity

effor sensor placement in terms of minimum acoustic power in the active control of monopole

sound radiation and has identified regions where active intensity error sensors perform better

than traditional pressure elror sensors. When a sum of active intensities error criterion is

employed, Qiu et al. (1998) described a condition for which the sum of active intensities cost

function is guaranteed to be positive. However this fundamental work was restricted to active

control of an idealised monopole sound source. Berry et al. (1999) extended the work of Qiu

et al. (1998), and considered ¿urays of 9, 48 and 432 active intensity error sensors in the active

control of sound radiation from single sftuctural modes of a simply supported rectangular steel

plate in an inûnite baffle. The error sensors were located away from the plate and behind the

arrays of 4 and 12 acoustic control sources near the location identified by Qiu et al. (1998)

as being where active intensity error sensors ouþerform pressure error sensors in the active

control of a monopole sound source. The plate model Berry employed consisted of the single

structural modes: (1,1) excited on resonance, (1,3) excited on and off resonance. Berry stated a

similar condition to that arived at by Qiu et al. (1998), for guaranûeeing that the sum of active

intensities cost function produces a minimum. Neither of these fundamental works were able

to explain the poor performance of active inænsity error sensors. It has been shown (Thornton

(1988) and Nelson and Elliott (1992)) that a single acoustic control monopole source located
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suitably close to a primary monopole source source (< Ì,,112), with a single far field pressure

erïor sensor can lead to global attenuation. Further work by Pan et al. (1992) has confirmed

this for the active conftol of a harmonically excited simply supported rectangular steel plate in

an infinite baffle, where the separation distance between the plate and the conftol source was

zÌull}O. It is therefore important to analyse the performance of a single elror sensor in the

active control of more realistic sftuctures whereas previous research has avoided this. Given

the described practical benefits of employing active intensity error sensors in the near field, it

is important to consider single active intensity enor sensors and compare their performance to

pressure effor sensors in a broad range of free space noise conftol problems.

45
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Chapter 3

Active suppression of a single monopole

primary source by a single monopole

control source

3.L Introduction

Figure 3.1: Thesis FIow chart.

While the literature review in Chapter 2 concluded that the active conEol of a single monopole

primary source by a single monopole control source, employing both pressure and active in-

tensity error sensing sftategies has been done by Qiu et al. (1998), it also highlighted that in

certain regions active intensity effor sensors give marginally better power attenuation perfor-

mance than pressure enor sensors. In order to form a basis for a comparison between hadi-

tional ptessure error sensors and active intensity error sensors, this fundamental work will be

Small Conclusions/
Future work

Baffled
monopole Plate
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revisited. Figure 3.1 outlines the steps in the process of examining active inænsity error sens-

ing. Chapter 3 considers the case of active conftol a monopole source by a single monopole

control source. Chapters 4 and 5 consider the case of a monopole source located on an infi-

nite baffle and a simply supported rectangulil steel plate respectively. Chapter 6 analyses the

practical case of a small elecftical ftansformer on a hard floor in an anechoic chamber. Finally

Chapter 7 draws conclusions and discusses possible future work.

3.2 Theory

3.2,1 Introduction

The purpose of the control source is to attenuate the sound field produced by the primary

source. The chosen method of assessing the level of attenuation is to analyse the sound power

attenuation. It has been noted by Cunefare and Koopmann (1991b,a), that minimising the

sound power does not necessarily lead to global conftol. However it does guarantee that the

average far field sound pressure has been reduced.

In order to initially assess, in simulation, the potential of intensity-based error sensing as

part of a feedforward active noise confrol system implementation in free space, the problem

of contolling acoustic radiation from one monopole source via the introduction of a sec-

ond monopole source will be considered. This anangement is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Tbe

monopole radiation problem has been used in fundamental studies in the past, for assessing

limits on acoustic power attenuation (Nelson and Elliott (1992)), the potential of acoustic pres-

sure elror sensing (Nelson and Elliott (1992)), for studies directed at optimising error sensor

placement (Hansen and Snyder (1997), Qiu et al. (1998)), and for studies of acoustic intensity

error sensing (Qiu et al. (1998)). Results from some of these previous studies will be used here

for comparison.
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Figure 3.2: Single monopole primüy source and a single monopole control souÍce aftang9ment.

Assessment of the quality of error sensing sftategies for the monopole radiation problem re-

quires several steps:

Step 1: Calculation of the acoustic power output of the primary monopole

source in the absence of conftol.

Calculation of the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation

for the given control source affangement.

Calculation of the control source volume velocity that will min-

imise the error criteria of interest (acoustic pressure at a point in

space, acoustic intensity at a point in space, etc) for the given error

sensing arrangement.

Calculation of the total acoustic power ouþut of the primary +

control source affangement using the control source volume veloc-

ity from step 3, followedby the acoustic power attenuation through

comparison with the original (primary only) acoustic power out-

put.

Step 2

Step 3:

Step 4:
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Step 5: Comparison of the attenuation in step 4 with the maximum possi-

ble attenuation for the given control source afiangement calculated

in sûep 2. This will provide some assessment of the efflciency of

the error sensing strategy.

3.2.2 Minimising the total sound power

Consider a single monopole source, radiating unwanted tonal noise at frequency <o. This source

is called the primary monopole source. Consider now a second monopole source, separated

from the primary source by a distance d,whichis to act as the control source.

The acoustic power ouþut of a monopole source radiating into free space is given by Nelson

and Elliott (1992)

W:!
2

2q
&p
4nc

(3.1)

where 4 is the source strength, ol is the angular frequency of the source, p is the density of the

acoustic medium and c is the speed of sound in that medium. It is assumed that there is no

fluid loading acting on the monopole.

The total acoustic power output of the two monopole arangement (primary + control) can be

expressed as a quadratic (Nelson and Elliott (1992), Hansen and Snyder (1997)) function of

the control source strength q, givenby

W : Awlq,l'+qiø* -tbi,vq,+ rw Q.2)

where X*denotes the complex conjugate of X, Ayy : hl2, bw : LZoqpW, r* : ;hløol',
h: *, q, and ep Ne the control and primary source sftengths respectively, ft is the wave

number and d is the separation distance between the sources. The assumption made is that

acoustic reciprocity between a monopole source and an error sensor location exists. As A¡az

is positive definite, this expression has a unique minimum (Nelson and Elliott (1992), Adby
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and Dempster (1974), Nelson et al. (1987c), Noble (1969), Haykin (1986), Huang and Chen

(1989), Bellman (1960). A derivation of this can be found in Appendix E. The optimal control

source süength is given by

Qc,opt: -A*'b* : -Uo# (3.3)

0.5

0

ot
â

t

-05

-1
'ÍE kd 2n 3n

Figwe 3.3: Optimal control source stength tk,opt relative to the primary source strength Qp as a function

of the separation distance d at a particular wavenumber k. After Nelson and EIIiott (1992).

Figure 3.3 shows the optimal conffol source strength as a function of the separation distance

d at aparticular wavenumber k. Substituting this result into the quadratic expression and nor-

malising in terms of the uncontrolled acoustic power output, the maximum possible acoustic

power attenuation is found to be:

-Yt:r-(':Y\' (3.4)
Wnin \ kd )

where W¡n¡n is the acoustic power when the optimal conffol source sÍength is applied andW,

is the acoustic power of the primary soutce acting alone, as shown in Figure 3.4.

Hence if appreciable power attenuation of a monopole primary source is desired then a monopole
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Figwe 3.4: Optimal power attenuationWplW^¡*(dB) as a frnction of the separation distance d at a
paticular wavenumbet k. After Nelson and Elliott (1992).

control source would need to be located within ?uf 2 (conesponding to kd: æ in Figure 3.4).

At a separation distance of d : ),./10 the level of power attenuation is 9.8d8. This computed

level of power attenuation sets an upper limit on the globat control achievable with a single

source.
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Figwe 3.5: Optimal power attenuation as a function of the separation distance d at a particular
wavenumber k for: --one; -two ; -.- three ; , . .four; contol sources. Presented previously by
Nelson and EIIiott (1992).
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Nelson and Elliott (1992) also showed (see Figure 3.5) that by increasing the number of

monopole control sources up to 4, the separation distance necessary to obtain appreciable

power attenuation is still Ìv12. Workby Nelson and Elliott (1992) also investigated analytically

minimising the squared pressure at a single far field location (equivalent to a single pressure

error sensor in the far f,eld) when controlling a single primary monopole source with a sin-

gle monopole conftol source. They found that when the far field pressure minimisation point

is in line with the primary and control sources, then the separation distance to ensure power

attenuation must be less than d:7u16. When the pressure is minimised at right angles to a

line passing through the primary and control sources, then the necessary separation distance is

increased to d :L13. The previously noted problems with sensing the pressure in the far field

in practice, make the results demonstrated by Nelson and Elliott (1992) difûcult to realise. It

was shown again analytically by Hansen (1997) and Qiu et al. (1998) that power attenuation is

in fact possible with pressure sensing in the near field. The work here is concerned with com-

paring the performance of active noise control when minimising squared acoustic pressure at a

point in space against the performance when minimising acoustic intensity at a point in space.

3.2.3 Minimisingpressure

Considering minimisation of acoustic pressure first, the squared acoustic pressure amplitude at

a point r (described by the vector OÈ i"Figure 3.6) in space is given by the sum of pressures

due to the primary and conftol sources respectively as

ptotot(r) : pp|) + p,t) (3.5)

which can be re-expressed as a quadratic (Nelson and Elliott (1992), Hansen and Snyder

(1997)) as

lp,o,oilz : Aplq"l2 + qibp-l biø, * cp (3.6)

where +: (ffi)' , uo : (ffi)' åqpe-ik('o-r") , cp : (ffi)' , ro and rc aÍethe distances
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between the enor sensor location and the primary and control sources, respectively, as shown

in Figure 3.6. Again the assumption of acoustic reciprocity is made.

As with radiated acoustic power, because Ao is positive definite, this expression has a unique

minimum given by the (pressure) optimal control source strength:

Qc,p: -Ar'bo

For a derivation of this result see for example Hansen and Snyder (1997). Substituting this

result back into the expression for acoustic power given in equation (3.2), and normalising

with respect to the uncontrolled acoustic power output, the sound power attenuation that results

from minimising squared acoustic pressure amplitude at a point in space is given by

relative to the primary source , û" (which is

direction relative to the control source.

(3.1)

as shown in Figure 3.6) is in the radial direction

I

CÉ as shown in Figure 3.6) is in the radial

wp

Wmin

cW
(3.8)

ült¡tuo - (Aptbp).bw - bhØ¡tb) + cs

3,2,4 Minimising active intensity

The total acoustic particle velocity in the direction ît¡6¡a¡ of both sources at an observation

point r (described by the vector OÈ i"Figure 3.6) in the free field is given by the sum of the

particle velocities of the primary and control sources given by

amot(t): up(r) t u"(r) (3.e)

which can be rewritten as

utoø(r) : utonlîUotat: upûp*urî, (3.10)

2

where the unir vector ûp (which tr 
Ë
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Figure 3.6: Radial active intensity shown in terms of the it vector components

The total active intensity in the direction of u¡o¡a¡ is given by

(3.11)

It was chosen to minimise the radial (with respect to the primary source, in the same direction

as the vector up) active intensity, as this is the direction from which all of the primary acoustic

energy is coming. It will be shown that the selection of the direction in which the active

intensity is minimised (see Figures 3.11 and 3.12) does not significantly alter the results. Hence

it is the component of I¡o¡o¡ in equation (3.11) in the direction of Io henceforth labelledlrad.¡ar

(as shown in Appendix A) which must be minimised and is given by

lra¿¡aír) : Pro jrro¿¡o,l,orol : (lra¿¡at ol¡o¡a¡)I¡a¿¡q¡ (3.r2)

The notation projyY is used to denote the orthogonal projection of vector Y on vector X.

X o Y indicates the vector dot product between X and Y. The direction of positive intensity is

defined to be ûo. Substituting (3.10) and (3.5) gives

tmoilr) : 
T*" {pîo,oÁùo,o,oír)}

T*" {þi+ pî)(up +u")}

)*" t@iuo* pîo,-r pîtp+ pîu,\

Itotat (3.13)

(3.14)
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where pp : Zp(rp)qp 
^d 

p, : Zr(r")Qc, tp is the distance from the primary source to the

observation point(error sensor location) and similarly r" is the distance from the control source

to the observation point. Zo andZrboth describe the acoustic ftansfer impedances due to the

primary and conftol sources respectively at the observation point and are given by

zp(rp) 4n rp

itrrlP ¿-i*'"

(3.1s)

zt(rt)

iøp e-i*',

4TE rc

and where uo:Ho(ro)øp and u" : H"(rr) qr, where r, and r" are defined as before. Ho and

H" both describe the acoustic velocity fiansfer impedances due to the primary and control

sources respectively at the observation point r and are given by

(3.17)

(3.18)

The active intensity in the direction îr¡o¡s¡ can be re-expressed in a hermitian quadratic form as

Itotat: Ã,lqà2 + qibt *b|qr+ct

Hp(,p): +(+.,;)
H,(,,) : h(,+.*)

e-ik'o îtp

"-ik " îr,

(3.16)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.2t)

(3,22)

where fu : |Re {ZiH,} and b¡ : lqp(Hizp +Id.pZî) and c¡ : lne 1z;l$ lø ol'

As shown in Figure 3.6 the radial active intensity can be written as

lra¿¡at(r) : pro j\o¿øtltotot

: (lra¿¡at.Itont)lra¿nt

: Ãr,**,lqrlt + q\bt,*^ *bT,*r,4" * crra¿iat
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where Llr*r^rblr^*, and clroo,^ can be written as

LI,*r, n" {z;n,projqî,}
1:
2
I:
4
I:
2

bIr*,*

CIro¿øt

q o(H[ Z oprojÇû",¡ + Zi H pq)

Re {z;Hpt lqÀ'û

)n" 1z;n,çû".Ç)Ç)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

where H o: I I 
Ho 

I I 
, H" : 

I lH" I I are the complex vector magnitudes of the corresponding vectors

describing the velocity transfer impedances.

If the arbitrary definition of positiveradial intensity in the direction û, (see Figure 3.6) is made,

then the vector notation for the radial active intensity can be dropped. Consider equation (3.23)

for the active intensity of the conffol source acting on its own Ar,*^. Appendix E shows that

providedA¡,*, is positive, there exists a unique minimum given by the optimal conftol source

strength Qc,opt. This is not necessarily the case for an active intensity cost function which may

be negative at certain locations. The term proi¡;î, which is defined by

/^ ^\^pro Jlittc : (llc o ttp )uo (3.26)

can at certain effor sensor locations be negative, when the dot product û" . Ç is negative, or

the angle between Ç *d û" is obtuse (0" > 0p in Figure 3.6).

Expanding equation (3.23) gives

Ã1,^,* (3.27)

@pk

t6n//
(û".Ç)Ç (3.28)

If the direction Ç is taten as being positive, then if the condition ù. Ç < O is met at a

particular error sensor location r, then Ar,**, ( 0 and hence there is only a unique maximum

exists as derived in Appendix E.
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The region where error sensors satisfy the condition that û" . Ç ( 0 can best be illustrated

graphically, as shown in Figure 3.7. lf A¡,*r, ) 0 a unique minimum exists or if A¡,*,o, 10

0.1

0.05

-0.05

-0.1

-o'1 -o'05 
x-posifon 11,) 

o'05 o'1

Figure 3.7: The region (indicated by the colour red) where ù,o¿øt 10, and hence the radial active
intensity can become negative, leading to an optimal control source strcngth which maximises úåe

radial active intensity. The blue region indicates the region where.$,^^ > 0 and hence the radial active
intensity is positive defrnite and the optimal control source strength minimises the radial active intensity.

then a unique maximum exists and in either case the exfieme control source sftength is given

by

0

.<
c
.9
U'o
o_I

Qc,opt
-1
Iradin!A brr*^, (3.2e)

Therefore to optimise the radial active intensity at a particular location r from a primary

monopole source by a single control monopole source (3.29) is substituted into (3.22).

The amount of sound power attenuation when the active intensity is minimised at the error

sensor location is found by substituting (3.29) into (3.2) giving
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cWfwp

Wmin Awr -Lt,,)r,(b,*o^)l - e Lq,),o,(b +*,^))* bw¡ - biv¡? Lt,,),^(ø,,*,r)) t'w ¡
(3.30)

3.3 Comparison of power attenuation when minimising pres'

sure and intensity error criterion

As described, the aim of the work presented here is to compare the performance of pressure

and intensity error sensing strategies for a simple free space radiation problem. Referring to

Figure 3.2, theproblem to be studied here has a single monopole control source separated from

a single monopole primary source by one-tenth of a wavelength. Using equation (4,17), the

maximum possible acoustic power attenuation for this alrangement is 9.8 dB.

Illustrated in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 is the acoustic power attenuation that would result from

minimising the square acoustic pressure amplitude at a point in space. While these results

have been presented previously by Hansen and Snyder (1997), it is important that they be re-

presented here to provide the basis for comparison with intensity error sensing. The results in

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 are to different scales: Figure 3.8 depicts results for minimising acoustic

pressure at points in space for x,y positions over 3 wavelengths, while Figure 3.9 depicts results

over a 0.3 wavelength region. Observe that significant attenuation can be achieved at locations

perpendicular to a linejoining the sources.

Illustrated in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 are results for the same geomefty, but where acoustic

intensity is minimised as opposed to square acoustic pressure amplitude. For these results, the

acoustic intensity vector is minimised in the radial direction, along a line between the primary

and control sources. Comparing Figures 3.8 and 3.10, the results obtained when minimising

acoustic intensity at locations distant from the sources are very similar to the acoustic pressure

results, this intuitive result (as noted by Qiu et al. (1998)) comes about because the far field

2
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Figwe 3.8: Acoustic powü attenuation in dB as a function of presswe efiot sensot placement, single
monopole primary and contol sources separated by ?vl I0 wavelength in far freld view, The circle Q on
the Ieft is the primary monopole source location, and the circle Q on the right is the contol monopole
sou¡ce location.
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Figwe 3.9: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a fiinction of pressure erroÍ sensoÍ placement, single

monopole primuy and control sources separated by ?ull} wavelength in near freld view. The circle

Q on the heft is the primffiy monopole soulce location, and the circle Q on the right is the contol
monopole source location.
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Figwe 3.10: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a function of ndial active intensity enor sensor
placement Qadial with respect to the primary source), single monopole primary and control sources
separated by LllD wavelength in far frehd view. The circle Q on the left is the primüy monopole
sou¡ce location, and the circle Q on the right is the control monopole souÍce location.
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Figwe 3.11: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a function of radial active intensity enor sensor

placement (radial with rcspect to the primary sornce), single monopole gimary and conflol sources

separated by ÌulI} wavelength in near freld view. The circle Q on the heft is the Fimtry monopole

source location, and the cfucle Q on the right is the cont¡ol monopole sowce location.
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Figwe 3.12: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a function of the active intensity enor sensor place-
ment when úhe senso¡ is directeil at the midpoint between the primary and contol sowces, single
monopole Ptimuy and control sources separated by ?vll| wavelength in near frehd view. The circle
Q on the fteft is the primuy monopole source location, and the circle Q on the right is the contol
monopole source loc ation.
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intensity is directly proportional to the squared pressure. However, when comparing the results

in Figures 3 .9 and 3. I 1 , it is evident that the results obtained when minimising the error criteria

at locations close to the sources are very different. In fact, the acoustic po\ryer attenuation that

results from minimising acoustic intensity is far worse than when minimising squared acoustic

pressure. Note also that the region of poor performance in Figure 3.11 matches the expected

result fromFigure3.T. The choice of direction in which the active intensity is minimised

(as shown in Figure 3.12) does not affect the distinct region between the primary and control

sources where sound power affenuation is negligible'

?"120e

î,,110

Figure 3.13: The three sensor locations considered. The rcd dots indicate the enor sensor location.

As one of the drivers for examining acoustic intensity sensing is the hypothesized ability to

place error sensors in the near field of the primary soutce, this result is particularly bothersome

and requires further exploration. Referring back to the five steps outlined at the start of Section

3.2, for an effor sensing strategy to be of "high quality", the control source volume velocity

that minimises the error criterion of interest, derived in step 3, must be virtually identical to the

control source volume velocity that provides maximum acoustic power attenuation, calculated

in step 2. Shown in Figures 3.14a and 3.14b are plots of the squared pressure and intensity

error criteria evaluated at a location which is À (see Figure 3.13) from the primary source and

directly in front as a function of complex conftol source volume velocity. Observe that both

the pressure and intensity error surfaces have a single minimum, at approximately the same

volume velocity, and that these minima are close to volume velocity that is optimal in terms of

acoustic power attenuation.

?,.

?r/5
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Figure 3.14: Squared presswe amplinde and radial active intensity as a function of the real and imag-
inary parts of the contol source stength q, relative to a unitary primary source stength, at the sensor
Iocation r": (?v,0). (the calculations are relative to a unitary primüy souÍce strength). X indicates
the optimal contol souÍce stength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimal contol
souÍce stength when minimising squared pressure. I indicates the optimal contol source stength when
minimising rudial active intensity.
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Figwe 3.15: Presswe amplinde and radial active intensity as a function of the real andimaginary patts

of the contol souÍce stength q" relative to a unitary $imtry souÍce stength, at the sensor location

rr: (tvf 5,0). (the calculations are relative to a unitary primary source stength). X indicates the optimal

contol souÍce strength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimal conttol source stength

when minimising squared pressure. I indicates the optimal contol souÍce stenglh when minimising

r adial activ e intensity.
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The result is similar for error sensors located at a position of ?vlí (see Figure 3.13) from the

primary source, just behind the control source, as evident in the error surface plots shown in

Figures 3.15a and 3.15b. In this case the intensity minima is slightly closer to the value that

will minimise radiated acoustic power than is the pressure minima. Hence at this location

acoustic intensity error sensing would produce a superior result, as previously noted in Qiu

and Hansen (1997).

Theresultsareverydifferent,however,foranerrorsensinglocation of )"120(seeFigure3.13)

from the primary source, mid way between the primary and conftol sources. Referring to

Figure 3.16b, observe that with acoustic inúensity there is no global minimum. In fact, the

point of inflexion is a global maximum.

To examine this result further, consider the results where the imaginary part of the control

source volume velocity is equal to zero. The plot of the intensity error surface as a function of

(the real part oÐ conftol source volume velocity is illusftated in Figure 3.17a.

Observe that there are two points where intensity amplitude becomes zero (actually a locus of

infinitely many points where intensity amplitude is zero, see Figure 3.16b): where the conftol

source volume velocity is equal in amplitude and phase to the primary source volume velocity,

and where the control source volume velocity is equal in amplitude and opposite in phase to

the primary source volume velocity. To explain why there are two locations of zero intensity,

the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at the error sensing location are also plotted for this

range of control source volume velocities, in Figures 3.17b and3.l7c, respectively. Observe

that one of the points of zero intensity corresponds to a point of zero acoustic pressure. The

other corresponds to a point of zero acoustic particle velocity. Referring to the plot of sound

power attenuation in Figure 3.17d, it is clear that the point corresponding to zero acoustic pres-

sure produces the desired power attenuation, while the point corresponding to zero acoustic

particle velocity equates to an increase in total acoustic power output.

It is worthwhile considering these results in terms of active noise control system implementa-
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Figure 3.16: Pressure amplitude and radial active intensity as a function of the real and imaginary patts

of the contol source strength q, relative to a unitary primary source stength, at the sensor location r":
(Ll20,O). (the calculations aÍe relative to a unitary Fimary source stength). X indicates the optimal

control source strength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimal conttol source stength

when minimising squarcd presswe. I indicates the optimal contol source strength when minimising

radial active intensity.
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tion. First, for the simple monopole example being considered here, there is little difference

between the pressure and intensity minimisation results when the sensor is remote from the

sources. Second, in some error sensing locations, particularly between the primary and con-

trol sources, there is no global minimum in the intensity error surface. Finally, if the error

criterion is modified to be intensity amplitude, then there are two points where the error cri-

terion has a zero value: one where acoustic pressure is equal to zero, and one where acoustic

particle velocity is equal to zeÍo. The use of a control source volume velocity corresponding

to the first of these points yields good sound power attenuation. The use of a conffol source

volume velocity corresponding to the first of these points results in an increase in sound power

output.

In short, the use of a sound intensity error criterion for the simple monopole radiation case

offers little improvement over the acoustic pressure error criterion at best, and can lead to

greatly reduced performance in some sensing locations.

3.4 Experimental verification of the acoustic power atten-

uation of a single monopole primary source and single

monopole control source

3.4.1 Introduction

Experiments were undert¿ken to veriff several of the key results from the previous simulation

study. Referring to Figure 3.18, the experiments were conducted in an anechoic chamber, with

a 100H2 sine wave reference signal used as input to both the primary and control speakers.

Active control was achieved by manually adjusting the amplitude and phase of the conftol

speaker signal with respect to the primary speaker signal. Tirning was undertaken by visually

monitoring either the active intensity or acoustic pressure from the intensity probe on the
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signal analyser and adjusting the output so that the active intensity amplitude or pressure is

minimised. The pressure distribution at a distance of 1.8 mefies from the primary source was

then measured before and after control. The 1.8 metres radius was the maximum distance

allowed by the anechoic room dimensions.

3,4,2 Enclosed speaker

3,4.2.1 Introduction

In order to model in experiment an acoustic monopole, an enclosed speaker was used (see

Figure 3.19). It has been shown (Beranek (1996), Small (1972b), Small (1972a) and Small

(1973)) that at low frequencies a speaker can be approximated as a monopole source. The

pressure amplitude generated by the enclosed speaker, used in the experiments, was measured

radially away from the speaker, and a direetivity measurement was made, to verify that it was

a suitable model for an acoustic monopole source.

3.4.2.2 Enclosed speaker specifications

The enclosed speaker (see Figure 3.21) used consisted of a 11Omm SEAS Driver Model num-

ber Wl1CY001. The driver was enclosed in an unported enclosure which consisted of PVC

plumbing pipe 165mm in diameter and 200mm long, with a wall thickness of 5mm (see Figure

3.20).

The enclosed speaker has a sensitivity of 86dB/m'W and a nominal impedance of 8Q. The

maximum input power was 75Wrms.
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Intensþ Probe

Anechoio Chamber¡
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I
I

Variable Gain Amplifia
& Adjustable Phase Shifter

B&K2604

Fìgwe 3.18: Expeñmental setup for the measuÍement of the far freld presswe attenuation achieved by

active contol of 100H2 tonal noise ndiated ftom a monopole prímaÍy source and cancelled by a single

monopole contol soutc e.
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.d

\

Figure 3.19: Custom made enclosed spe made from 165mm PVC plumbing pipe and a SEAS
driver.

3,4.2.3 Monopole approximation

An enclosed speaker can be modelled as a circular piston in an infinite baffle (Beranek (1996),

Small (1972b), Small (1972a) and Small (1973)). It was shown that when the circumference

of the piston is less than half the wavelength, the piston behaves essentially like a monopole

source. That is at low frequencies (where ko < i, fr being the wave number and a the speaker

radius) an enclosed speaker can be considered as a monopole source (Beranek (1996)). The

enclosed speaker used in the following experiments has a radius of a: 55mm. Driven at a

frequency of 100H2, ka : 0.I. As this is much less than 0.5, the enclosed speaker was able to

model the behaviour of monopole sources.

3.4.2.4 Radial pressune distribution

The radial pressure distribution of the enclosed speaker was measured with the a B&K Type

4131 condenser microphone starting at the speaker front face, at radial intervals of 50mm. A

3 metre length of 30 by 30mm Aluminum angle section with holes drilled at 50mm intervals

to fit the l/2" B&K Type 4l3l condenser microphones was used to measure the pressure

transfer function, between the speaker input and the B&K'fype 4l3l microphone ouþut. The

experimental setup is shown inFigure3.22.

The experiment was conducted in an anechoic chamber (dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m x
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Figure 3.21: Custom made enclosed speaker, made from 165mm PVC plumbing pipe and a 110mm
diameter SEAS driver.

3.9m x 3.94m) with a lower cut-off frequency of 85I{2. The speaker was driven with random

noise and at each 50mm interval location the acoustic signal was measured with the B&K

Type 4131 condenser microphone. The Hewlett Packard 35665A Digital Signal Analyser

was used to measure the fransfer function between the speaker ouþut and the microphone

input. 100 linear averages were used in the ftansfer function measurement. The radial pressure

distribution produced is shown in Figure 3.23.

The B&K Type 4L3l condenser microphone was not calibrated and hence Figure 3.23 shows

the relative pressure amplinrde and not the sound pressure level. The objective was to obtain

transfer function measurements for the estimation of the optimal sound power attenuation

without the construction of a control system, hence calibration of the microphone signal was

not done. Very close to the speaker (approximately 50mm) the radial pressure disftibution

diverges from that of an idealised monopole source because of the near field of the finite sized

speaker. At distances greater than 50mm, the enclosed speaker fits the 6dB per doubling of

distance characteristic of a monopole source.
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Prima¡y
s¡suSEr

Radial

Anechoic Chamber

B&K 2604

B&K2034
Signal Analyser

Figwe 3.22: Experimental setup for the measüement of the radial presswe distibution of an enclosed

speaker model of a monopole souÍce.
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Figure 3.23 : Radial reL ative p¡essure distibution of enclosed speaker.

3.4,2.5 Radial active intensity distribution

Based on the ftansfer function measurements described in the previous section, the active

intensity along a radial line away from the enclosed speaker was calculated.

Consider the active intensity of the monopole source given by

t:f,nr{p-,r} (3.31)

where p is the acoustic pressure at one of the measurement locations and u is the acoustic

particle velocity also at that measurement point. To calculate the active intensity the two-

microphone technique described by Kristiansen (1981), Krishnappa and McDougall (1989),

Fahy (1995) was used. 24 measurements were made, spaced 50mm apart, in this arrange-

ment the same microphone (B&K Tlpe 4131). Hence there was no phase matching of the

microphones necessary. The acoustic pressure amplitude was taken to be the average of two

consecutive microphone measurements by

o.2

lr
monopole radlal pressure

dlstrlbutlon of €nclossd

**

*

r* ir
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(3.32)

and the particle velocity is given by (Kristiansen (1981), Krishnappa and McDougall (1989),

Fahy (1995)) as

u -(pz- pt)
(3.33)

jpad

where p, o are defined as before. d is the separation distance between microphone measure-

ments (50mm). pr and pz arc the acoustic pressure amplitudes at consecutive measurement

locations. d was selected to minimise measurement errors (as shown in Appendix C). Using

equations (3.32) and (3.33) and substituting them into (3.31) the active intensity can be cal-

culated. Figure 3.24 shows the active intensity as a function of radial distance away from the

enclosed speaker.

10

5
o.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.40

radial distance (mekes)

Figure 3.24: Radial relative active intensity distribution of the enclosed speaker

It can be seen in Figure 3.24 thatthe measured relative active intensity does not lie as closely

to the theoretical monopole radial active intensity distribution, as the measured pressure to the
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theoretical monopole radial pressure distribution shown in Figure 3.23. This is most probably

due to effors induced by variations in the separation distance d.

3.4.2.6 Enclosed speaker directivity pattern

To further test the accuracy of modelling a monopole source by an enclosed speaker, an ex-

periment was done to measure the directivity of the enclosed speaker. Figure 3.25 shows the

setup used. The enclosed speaker was mounted on the floor of the anechoic chamber. On top

of the enclosed speaker a B&K Type 3921Turnt¿ble is positioned with a microphone stand

and boom (1.8 metres) attached. A B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone is used to mea-

sure the produced sound field. A B&K Type 2034 Signal Analyser is used to generate a tone

at 100H2 which is fed to the enclosed speaker. The resultant sound field is measure by the

B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone which is 1/3 octave band pass flltered in the 100H2

l/3 octave band. The signal from the filter is fed to a B&K'|ype2307 Level Recorder and the

signal is plotted on polar plotting paper. The results were scanned into a computer with Corel

TracerM. In order to convert the data into a useful elecÍonic format, a number of points were

entered into MatlabrM from the traced data. The directivity plot is shown in Figure 3.26. The

points entered into MatlabrM are indicated in Figure 3.26by *. It is noted that the directivity

is almost constant, with only slight deviation in radius by approximately 2dB.

3,4.2,7 Enclosed speaker frequency response

The frequency response of the speakers was next measured. Experimental equipment to mea-

sure the frequency response of the enclosed speaker was set up as shown in Figure 3.22. The

signal generator on the Hewlett Packard 356654 Digital Signal Analyser was used to gener-

ate random noise, which was input into the enclosed speaker. A B&K Type 4l3l condenser

microphone put through a B&K T\pe 2604 Microphone Amplifier was used to measure the

response of the speaker at a distance of 1.8 metres.
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B&KType 3921
T\¡mtable

B&K 4131
Microphone

Anedroic Chamber

B&K2034
Signal Analyser

B&K2307
Level Recorder

Figure 3.25: ExpeÅmental setup for enelosed speaker
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Figwe 3.26: Directivity pattem of enclosed speaker.
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Figwe 3.27: Frequency response function of enclosed speaker and coherence frnction in the frequency

range 0 to 1.6kHz.

The frequency response and coherence function in the frequency range of 0 to 1600H2 is shown

in Figure 3.27. The response is reasonably flat deviating by only approximately 5dB. The

coherence function shows good coherence and hence the measurement is reasonably accurate.

Figure 3.28 shows a zoomed view of the frequency range 0 to 300H2. At the frequency of

interest (100H2), the coherence was 94To and the response is very flat. It can be seen that at

frequencies lower than 50Hz the response is rather poor. This is due to the fact that the acoustic

cavity (enclosure) couples with the speaker and the cavity acts like an air spring which is quite

stiff at low frequencies, resulting in a poor radiation efficiency at these frequencies.

3.4,2,8 Conclusion

The relative radial pressure and active intensity distributions were measured. The radial pres-

sure distribution fell off at approximately 6dB per doubling of distance, indicating monopole
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Figwe 3.28: Frequency rcsponse function of enclosed speaker and coherence function in the frequency
range 0 to 300H2.

source behaviour, except very close to the speaker. The directivity of the enclosed speakers

was also measured and found to be nearly constant, also indicating monopole behaviour. The

frequency response function of the speakers was also measured and found to be reasonably

constant above 50H2. It is therefore concluded that the speakers look like monopoles at low

frequencies and are suitable for use in the following experiments.

3.4,3 Results

There are two sets of experimental results presented here. The first results employ a transfer

function method whereby only the ftansfer functions between the primary and conûol source

and the effor sensors ale measured and through quadratic optimisation the optimal attenuation

is predicted. Secondly, real control results are presented, where manual control has been used

as a working control system capable of handling an intensity error signal was not available at

the time that work was done.
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3.4,3.1 Measured transfer function method

A technique called the Transfer Function Method has been used by authors such as Baek and

Elliort (1993), Baek (1993), Baek and Elliott (1995), Cazzolato and Hansen (1998), Cazzolato

(1999b), Li et al. (1999a,b), Kestell (2000), Kestell et al. (2000), Li (2000) to estimate the level

of attenuation theoretically achievable with a perfect conftol system. This method bypasses the

need for a real conüol system, by using üansfer function measurements between the primary

disturbance and conffol source and the enor sensors and quadratic optimisation theory (Nelson

and Elliott (1992)) is used to estimate the level of achievable control. This method can be

adapted to include a control signal magnitude andphase error, which simulates more accurately

the behaviour of a real control system. It has been previously noted that sound power is

diffrcult to measure in practice. Hence in order to simplify the experimental process, transfer

functions between the primary speaker and the error microphone and conftol speaker and error

microphone were measured. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.29. Measurement

points separated by 50mm were selected. Fahy (1995) has shown that for a frequency of

interest of 100H2 a microphone separation distance of 50mm in a p-p type intensity probe

arangement is acceptable.

The primary and control speakers were mounted on stands in an anechoic chamber (dimen-

sions over wedge tþs: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) and separated by a distance of À/10. The

error microphone was moved to 24locattons (spaced 50mm apart) along a radial line passing

through both the primary and control sources as shown in Figure 3.29. A Hewlett Packard

35665A Digital Signal Analyser was used to measure the ftansfer functions. The signal gen-

erator on the IIP 356654 Digital Signal Analyser was used to drive the primary and control

speakers and a B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone put through a B&K 1\pe26Ù4 Micro-

phone Amplifier which is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the 100H2 1/3 octave band was used

to measure the response. The primary and control speakers were driven with random noise

from the t{P 356654 Digital Signal Analyser. l00linear averages were taken, ensuring that

the transfer function was stable.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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B&K 4131
Microphone Conhol
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Figwe 3.29: Experimental setup for measwement of the transfer frtnctions between the primary and
control speakers and the enot microphone. The enor microphone was moved to 24locations separatd
by 50mm.
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Sound power estimate

To measure the sound power, the fiansfer function to 16 far field locations equally spaced on a

circle of radius 1.8 metres was also measured.

The power attenuation is given by

lnøl
2

before
Nwart:W- (3.34)

> 
lnnl

N

2

after

where the sum is over the N : 16 far field transfer function measurement locations. Where

Pfar : Zmcasured7 (3.3s)

where Zm¿asured is the measured fransfer function between the source 4 (either primary or

control) and the far field location.

Optimal control source strength when minimising sound pressure

The sound pressure transfer function due to the primary and conüol sources arc Zo and Z, te-

spectively. The total squared pressure at microphone locations i can be expressed in quadratic

form as

lp,o,ol2 : Aplqrl2 + qibp * bf,ø, * c p (3.36)

where

AP: ZTZ, (3.37)

br: ZlZpQp (3.38)
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the optimal control source strength is given by

Qopr,p: -bplAp (3.40)

Substituting equation (3.40) into (3.34), gives the predicted level of power attenuation when

the error microphone minimises the squared pressure.

optimal control source strength when minimising radial active intensity

The particle velocity ftansfer function due to the primary and conftol sources at the midpoint

between microphone locations I and2 in the radial direction are given by

Hp _ -(2p,2- Zp,t)

"o: zlzplønlz

tt : 
)n" {zîH,}

u, : 
)øoryëzp +Hpzi)

", 
: 

|^" 1z;no\ lø/'

(3.3e)

(3.41)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.4s)

(3.46)

jhap

Hc - -(2",2-ZrJ) (3.42)jhap

where the particle velocity vector is pointing in the radial direction from microphone location

1 towards microphone location 2. The total active intensity in the radial direction can be

expressed in quadratic form as

Itotat: A,lqrl2 + qibt *blqr+ tt

where
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Acoustic reciprocity is assumed. The optimal control source strength is given by

Topt,I: -hlAt (3.47)

Substitutingequation (3.47) into (3.34), givesthepredictedlevel of powerattenuationwhenthe

error microphone minimises the radial active intensity. The level of sound power attenuation

predicted when minimising a sound pressure and radial active intensity cost function is shown

in Figure 3.30.
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Figwe 3.30: Predicted sound power attenuation using the tansfer function technique and theoretically.

It can be seen that the maximum sound power attenuation is approximately 10dB for this pri-

mary and control source configuration (separation distance d:L|10). Theoretically there is a

predicted maximum sound power attenuation near the midpoint between the primary and con-

trol sources when minimising the squared soundpressure. Very close to the primary source the

level of power attenuation approaches zero. Close to the control source the power attenuation

also drops significantly. However as the radial distance to the elror sensor increases so does

the level of sound power attenuation. When minimising the active intensity, the theoretically

-ê- Measured TF poweratt€nuation minimising lpl2' Measured TF power att€nuation minimising I

' Theoretical power altenuetion minimising lpl2
* Theoretical pow€r att€nuation minimlsing I

:-{
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predicted level of sound power attenuation approaches zero close to the primary source. As

the radial distance to the error sensor increases the level of power attenuation increases and

becomes significant as the error sensor is moved beyond the control source. The transfer func-

tion method results show some discrepancies to that which was predicted theoretically. The

results very close to the enclosed speaker sources were affected by a mathematical singular-

ity in the calculations. Also measurements on the transfer function of the enclosed speakers

very close to the speaker were inconsistent with a pure monopole source, due to near field ef-

fects and measurement error. It is difûcult to surmise the exact acoustic centre of the enclosed

speaker unit, and hence this impairs the accuracy of the measurements, particularly close to

the speaker cone. The dynamic range of the speakers is also a limiting factor on the accuracy

of the technique, as can be seen in the results for the minimisation of active intensity very near

to the primary source. It can be seen that as the active intensity enor sensor is brought close to

the primary source the power attenuation is 40dB above that predicted by theory (this is due to

the dynamic range of the control system and actuators).

3.4,3,2 Far field pressure distribution

In order to assess the power attenuation of minimising an active intensity cost function over

that which is obtained by minimising the squared pressure, control was manually generated

through a variable gain amplifier and phase shifter, and the far field (as far away as the di-

mensions of the anechoic chamber allowed) sound pressure was measured with a microphone

attached to a boom and turnt¿ble through an arc 180o, before and after conftol is applied.

Figure 3.31 shows the experimental setup. The primary and confrol sources used were the en-

closed pipe speakers described previously. The sources were mounted on stands in an anechoic

chamber (dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) and separated by a distance of

),'110, A B&K Tlipe 4131 condenser microphone put through a B&K T\pe 2604 Microphone

Amplifier which is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the 100H2 ll3 octaveband was used to mea-

sure the "fat field" sound pressure. The B&K T)pe 4l3l condenser microphone was attached
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B&K Typ€ 3921
Turntable Speaker

-------180"

B&K4IJ7
Microphone

B&K 3519
Int€nsity

Anechoic Chamber
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Variable Gain Amplifier
& Adjustable Phase Shifter
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Level Recorder
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Microphone
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Figwe 3.31: Experimental setup for measuring the fn freld pressure distibution before and aftet active

contol is applied to minimise a squared pressure and active intensity antplitude cost function.
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to a microphone boom which was located just behind the primary source and extended 1 .8 me-

tres out. The signal from the B&K Type 4131 condenser microphone was sent to B&K Tlpe

2307 Level Recorder which plotted the results on polar paper. The results were then scanned

into a computer using Corel TracerM and placed on a half circle polar graph. The B&K Type

4131 condenser microphone was not calibrabd, since we are only interested in the pressure

reduction. Shown in Figure 3.32 is the "control system". For this experiment it was decided

for lack of a control sysûem which could handle an active intensity error criterion, that manual

control would be used, as was also done by Conover (1956), Pan et al. (1992).It is noted that

for later experiments (Chapters 4 - 6) a suitable intensity control system was developed and

implemented. The signal generator of the EZ-ANCTM was used to generate a 100H2 signal

which was used as a reference signal and as the primary noise source. This 100H2 signal was

put through a variable gain amplifier (also on the EZ-ANCTM) and a power amplifier and then

fed to the primary speaker in the anechoic chamber. The reference signal was passed through

a phase shifter and then a variable gain amplifier and then it was fed to the control speaker

in the anechoic chamber. A portable B&K Type 2144 Dual Channel Real-Time Frequency

Analyser was used to measure the active intensity and pressure amplitude at 100H2 from the

intensity probe. A HP Oscilloscope was used to check the actual amplitude reduction of the

primary noise source. The confol signal was manually adjusted until the levels of the primary

noise source had been reduced by between 30 and 40d8. Figure 3.13 shows the location of

the error sensors tested in these experiments. Illustrated in Figure 3.33 is the result of far field

error sensing with either an acoustic pressure effor sensor or an active intensity effor sensor.

The error sensor was located a distance of À from the primary source (see Figure 3.13). As

expected, the outcome when using either a pressure or intensity error signal is similar.

Figure 3.34 shows the result of minimising the pressure and active intensity amplitude at a

position closer to the primary and control sources at a distance of ì'l 5 from the primary source

(see Figure 3.13). As predicted in the simulations, the active intensity result is marginally

better than the pressure result in this instance.
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Figure 3.32: Bxperimental setup for measuring the far freld pressure distibution before and after active

control is applied to minimise a squared pressure and active intensity amplitude cost function.
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Figwe 3.33: Far freld prcssure beforc and after conflol when employing a single acoustic p¡essure or

radial active intensity eÍror sensor atlu from the primary source on the x-arts tu contol a 100H2 tone

from a monopole primary source with a single monopole control source. The red lines indicate the

expertmental measurements. The blue lines indicate the theoreticaþ predicted ¡esulfs with a 1Vo enor

in amplitude and Io enor in phase of the control signal.
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Figure 3.34: Far field pressure before and after contol when employing a single acousticpress¿re or
radial active intensity eÍror sensoÍ at?,"15 from the primary sotïce on the x-axis to control a 100H2
tone from amonopole primary source with a single monopole control source. The red Lines indicate the
experimental measurements. The blue lines indicate the theorcticaþ predicted rcsults with a 1Vo enor
in amplitude and Io enor in phase of the control signal.

Illustrated in Figure 3.35 is the result of sensing the pressure and active intensity amplitude in

the near field, between the primary and control sources at a distance of ìv120 from the primary

source (see Figure 3.13). Since active intensity has not minimum at this effor sensor location,

the active intensity amplitude, instead of the active intensity is a more appropriate error crite-

rion. An active intensity amplitude error criterion is predicted have a locus of infinitely many

minima. In the case of the experiment, significant global attenuation was achieved with the

pressure elror sensor. However when the active intensity amplitude was minimised a net in-

crease in the far field pressure resulted; this arises because an intensity amplitude error criterion

can not guarantee a minimum close to the optimal poìüer minimum and hence the performance

is potentially much worse.
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Figwe 3.35: Far freld pressure before and after contol when employing a single acoustic pressu¡e or

rudial active intensity enor sensor located atLf 20, halfway between the primary and contol sou¡ces fo

control a 100H2 tone from a monopole primary souÍce with a single monopole contol souÍce. The red

lines indicate the experimental measwements. The blue lines indicate the theoretically predicted results

with a lVo enor in amplitude and lo enor in phase of the control signal.

3.4.3,3 Active intensity versus control source strength

In order to test the validity of the theoretical prediction of negative active intensity, measure-

ments were made of the active intensity at the midpoint between the primary and conftol

sources at different conftol source strengths. Figure 3.36 shows the setup used in the experi-

ment. The primary and control speakers were again mounted on stands in an anechoic chamber

(dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) and separated by a distance of À/10

as shown in Figure 3.36. The B&K Type 2134 Sound Intensity Analyser's intensity probe was

positioned at the midpoint between the primary and control source and at a distance of l, from

the primary source along a line passing through the primary and control sources. The primary

and control sources were driven by a 100H2 tone. The intensity signal is 1/3 octave band pass

filtered in the 100H2 1/3 octave band.
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Figwe 3.36: Experímental setup to measure the active intensity located. halfway between the primary
and contol monopole sources at 100H2 at dìffercnt control source sf:engths,
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Relationship of source strength and the speaker input voltage The only original work

that the author could find on modelling real sound sources was by Beranek (1996) and Small

(1972b). Beranek (199ó) has shown that the far field sound pressure amplitude of an enclosed

speaker is directly proportional to the input voltage applied to it .

lpl * v¡npu, (3.48)

An exact expression is given by Beranek (1996) for the sound pressure amplitude at distance

r at low frequencies by

Þt:tp e.4s)

where / is the frequency in Hz, p is the density of the acoustic medium (air) and lu"l is the

magnitude of the rms volume velocity or the source sffength. It is assumed in writing equation

(3.49) that r is large with respect to the wavelength of interest.

The magnitude of the rms volume velocity or source strength is given by

lu,l: (3.s0)
S¿(AgaRø) fi+fau¡- (rlcúù12

where B is the flux density in the air gap in webers per square mefte, / is the length of the wire

wound on the voice coil in metres, V¡nou¡ ls the open circuit voltage of the amplifier driving

the speaker, R, is the generator resistance i.e. the resistance of the power amplifler driving the

speaker, R¿ is the voice-coil resistance, ^S¿ 
is the effective area of the speaker cone, to is the

frequency in radians per second.

B212Ro: gftfuB*Res *R¡n*fr¿n (3.s1)

MA: Mm I Mn * M¡n (3.s2)

(3.s3)
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where Ra5 is the acoustic resistance of the suspensions in mks, Ra3 is the real paft of the

impedance of the enclosure presented to the back of the speaker cone, S4.¡q is the radiation

resistance for a piston in an infinite baffle in mks, M¡p is the acoustic mass of the speaker

cone and voice-coil in kilograms per metre, MAt : ff, where ø is the effective radius of

the speaker cone, M¡B : u#, 
Co, is the acoustic compliance of the speaker cone suspensions,

CAn: tr, where V¡ is the volume of the enclosure, T: l.4for air for adiabatic compressions,

Ps is the atmospheric pressure in Pascals.

The magnitude of therms volume velocity or source strength which has been up to now identi-

fied by the variable 4, is directly proportional to the speaker input voltag ë Vinput . The equations

(3.49) and (3.50) from which this relationship was derived, assume that the sound pressure is

measured in the far field. The point of interest here is the midpoint between the primary and

control source which is atì,"120 from the primary source, well inside the near field range. At

low frequencies the enclosed speaker behaves like a monopole source, and hence has no near

field. It is therefore possible to imply a far field relationship between the active intensity I and

the input voltage Vinput. From equation (3.48) the active intensity is directly proportional to

the squared input voltage as

r* lpl' n V?np,, (3.s4)

It is possible to sây that the source sftength or volume velocity q of an enclosed speaker is

directly proportional to the input voltage V¡nput. Hence the active intensity is directly propor-

tional to the square of the source strength q2.

3.4.3.4 Results of the relative total active intensity

The intensity probe positioned as described above, was used to measure the active intensity

when the primary speaker was driven with a reference voltage Vo at l00Hz and the input

voltage to the control speaker V" was adjusted. The voltmeter in Figure 3.36 was used to
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measure the input voltage V¡.nput : V" to the enclosed speakers. The active intensity value and

the relative voltage VrlVp was recorded. The active intensity values were then converted from

dB to a linear scale and the relative voltage VrlVp was squared and then plotted in MatlabrM.

Figure 3.37 shows tot¿l active intensity (from both primary and control sources) relative to

the primary active intensity on its own, plotted against the control source strength relative to

the primary source strength when the intensity probe is located at the midpoint between pri-

mary and control soutces. The results show a discrepancy between the theoretically predicted

relative total active intensity and that which was measured by experiment described above. Ex-

periment has verified that the active intensity does indeed become negative for certain control

soutce strengths, the difference between theory and experiment can be put down to experimen-

tal error. Such as for example the measurement accuracy of the active inænsity at a relative

control speaker input volt¿ge in dB conversion to a linear scale. The active intensity varied by

approximately 10dB across the range of voltages which were measured, sometimes only by

0.2d8 between voltage increments.

Figure 3.38 shows total active intensity (from both primary and control sources) relative to the

primary active intensity on its own, plotted against the control source strength relative to the

primary source sftength when the intensity probe is located at a distance of À from the primary

source along a line passing through the primary and control sources. Table 3.1 summarises

the results. The results show a slight discrepancy between the theoretically predicted relative

total active intensity and that which was measured by experiment described previously. Exper-

iment has verifled that the active intensity does remain positive definite at this location. The

differences between theory and experiment can be put down to experimental error as described

before.

Error Signal Sensor Location Comparison Relevant Figures

Active intensity inverted parabola, maximum 3.37

Active intensity l. positive definite 3.38

Table 3.1: Monopole intensity vs source stength resulfs summny table.
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Figure 3.37: Relative total active intensity plotted against the relative control source strength at the
midpoint between the prtmary and contol sources.

3.5 Conclusion

The performance of active control of free field tonal noise from a single monopole primary

source via introduction of a single monopole control source using far fleld error sensing is

not signifrcantly improved with the use of active inænsity error sensors in place of pressure

error sensors. A single minimum exists in both the acoustic pressure and active intensity error

criteria, at roughly the same control source strength, leading to similar outcomes. Significant

differences do exist in the pressure and intensity enor criteria for sensing locations in the

near field. At some near field locations, the global disturbance attenuation that accompanies

intensity error sensing is greater than that achieved with pressure error sensing, as previously

reported. However, for some sensing locations the active intensity cost function can be made

negative and have a maximum value. If intensity amplitude is considered, the cost function

is now positive definite, however, it is also no longer quadratic. In this case there may be

* Measurêd relatlve actlve intensity
Theoretlcal relal¡ve activê intensity
Quadratic curve fit of measurêd data

* t .t *.-
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Figwe 3.38: Relative total active intensity plotted against the relative contol soLtÍce strength at a dis-

tance of ìv from the primary sou¡ce along a line passing through both primary and conttol sources.

infiniæly many control source settings that yield à zeÍo intensity result. Furthermore, if one

resüicts the conftol source strength to be real, two possible control source settings yield zero

intensity. One of these corresponds to a pressure minimum, and one corresponds to a particle

velocity minimum. The former of these leads to attenuation of the total radiated acoustic

power, while the latter leads to an increase in total po\ryer.

The conclusion that must be drawn is that no simple statement can be made about the utility

of near field intensity sensing for error signal input in an active conftol system. In cases where

the error sensor location is such that the radial active intensity due to the primary disturbance

and control source are both positive, intensity sensing will yield a result (marginally) superior

to that achieved with pressure sensing. However, in cases where the error sensor location is

such that the radial active intensity due to the primary disturbance is negative or due to the

control source is negative, the result can also be much worse.

-1 01
Control Source Strength qs/qp

* Measured relative active intênsity
Quadratic curve flt to measured data
Theorêtical relative act¡ve

*
:k

,lÉ*
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Chapter 4

Active suppression of a single monopole

primary source in an infinite baffle by a

single monopole control source

4.1 Introduction

Figure 4.1: Thesis Flow chart.

Chapter 3 reconsidered the case of active confiol a monopole source by a single monopole

control source as has already been done by (Qiu et al. (1998)). The slightly better performance

of active intensity erïor sensors over that of pressure effor sensors just behind the control

source, noted by Qiu et al. (1998) has been experimentally confirmed. Furthermore a region

described in Figure 3.7, has been found to yield far worse performance by active intensity error

sensors. This region is defined by the active intensity cost function possibly being negative

and having only a maximum extreme point, instead of the minimum as produced by a positive

Small
Future workPlate

103



104 Chapter 4. Baffled monopole

definite cost function. Figure 4.1 det¿ils the progression of this thesis in examining active

intensity error sensing. Chapter 4 considers the case of a monopole source located on an

infinite baffle. Chapter 5 considers the case of a simply supported rectangular steel plate.

Chapter 6 analyses the practical case of small elecftical transformer on a hard floor in an

anechoic chamber. Finally Chapter 7 draws conclusions and discusses possible future work.

4,2 Theory

4,2.1 Introduction

In order to further assess, in simulation, the potential of intensity-based error sensing as paft

of a feedforward active noise conftol system implementation in free space, the more realistic

problem of conftolling acoustic radiation from one monopole source located on an infinite baf-

fle via the introduction of a second monopole source will next be considered. This arrangement

is illustrated in Figure 4.2a. This baffled monopole radiation problem is similar to what has

been used in fundamental studies of a plane two monopole arangement in the past, for assess-

ing limits on acoustic power attenuation Nelson and Elliott (1992), the potential of acoustic

pressure error sensing Nelson and Elliott (1992), for studies directed at optimising enor sensor

placement Hansen and Snyder (1997), Qiu et al. (1998), and for studies of acoustic intensity

error sensing Qiu et al. (1998). The problem considered here is a more complicated planar ra-

diation problem, which is still easily analysed theoretically in simulations. The previous work

on two monopoles in Chapter 3 is extended here to this planar radiation problem.

As outlined in Chapter 3, assessment of the quality of error sensing strategies for the baffled

monopole radiation problem requires several steps (restated here):

Step 1: Calculation the acoustic power output of the primary source in the absence of

control.

Adelaide University Dep ntment of Mechanic aI Engineering
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Monopole
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Monopole
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i Monopole

' Source

Monopol6
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(a) Single monopole primary source in an

infrniæ baffie and a single monopole con-

trol source.

(b) Single monopole primary source in an

infrnite baffle with a single monopole con-

trol source and its image source which
models the baffle.

v

Figure 4.2: Single monopole primary souÍce in an infrnite baffie and a single monopole control souÍce

arrangement.

Step 2: Calculation of the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation for the given

control source arrangement.

Calculation of the control source volume velocity that will minimise the error

criteria of interest (acoustic pressure at a point in space, acoustic intensity at a

point in space, etc) for the given error sensing alrangement.

Calculation of the total acoustic power output of the primary + control source

arrangement using the control source volume velocity from step 3, followed by the

acoustic polver attenuation through comparison with the original (primary only)

acoustic power output.

Comparison of the attenuation in step 4 with the maximum possible attenuation

for the given control source arrangement calculated in step 2. This will provide

some assessment of the effrciency of the error sensing sftategy.

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of ftee freld sound ndiation Robert Koehler



106 Chapter 4. Baffied monopole

4.2.2 MinimisÍng the total sound porver

Consider first a monopole source with no baffle, or other reflecting surfaces in its vicinity. The

sound pressure distribution of such a monopole source at location r is defined by the expression

p(r) : !9-!r-io' : iapqG¡(rnlr)

where rn is the location of the source and G¡ is the free space Green's function,

(4.r)

(4.3)

(4.5)

(4.2)

where 4 is the source strength, or is the angular frequency of the source, p is the density of

theacousticmedium,fristhewavenumbër,r:1"-"qlandj:FÍ.Theradiationhansfer

function for this source of strength q atlocation r is, from equation (4.1),

ZnQ) :7ropG¡(ro lr)

The sound power of a simple monopole source is detned by

G¡(rnlr) :#

w : 
)ne{qp. 

(r)}

w :)n"p,(r.) + pog")l*q,+lpp|p) + p,(rp)l*qp\

(4.4)

where Re denotes the real part and x denotes the complex conjugate.

Consider now the arangement shown in Figure 4.2a, the total acoustic power output of the

primary monopole source radiating into a half space and conffol monopole source in front of

the baffle at a separation distance d is given by

Adelaide University Dep artment of Mechanical Engineering



Chapter 4. Baffied monopole 107

where q, and ep are the control and primary source strengths respectively and p"(r.) and

pp(r") are the sound pressures produced at the control source location r" by the control and

primary sources respectively. Similarly pp|ù and pr(rr) are the sound pressures produced

at the primmy source location ro by the primary and control sources, respectively.

A source in the presence of a rigid walled baffle of infinite extent can be modelled by replacing

the baffle with an image source at (0,0, -d) @ierce (1989) as shown in Figure 4.2b, wherc d

is the separation distance between the primary and conüol sources.

Substituting the radiation transfer functions into equation (4.5) gives

w : 
] 

ne { I 
q à' zî (, 

") 
+ q,Zi g 

") 
øi + q rz[ (r o) qî + lq ol' zi(.o ) 

- ] (4.6)

where Z, (r) : jrop G¡ (r" 
I 
r) + itop C¡ (r¡ 

| 
r) and Z, (r) : Trop G¡ (rn 

I 
r)

Using the following identity Rle{ab* c* * a*bc*} : ab*Rle{c} + a*bne1c}, where a andb and

c are complex numbers, equation (4.6) can be rewritten as

w : 
|lø,1'Re {2" ( r. ) } * q,Re {z o F ò} qî * q rrte {2, (t p)} qî + lq rl2ne{z r( tp ) }l

By neglecting wind effects the principle of acoustic reciprocity exists and therefore Zr(r") :

Zr(rp), or in other words the radiation transferfunction due to the primary source at the con-

trol source is equal to the radiation transþr functíon due to the control source at the primary

source. The total sound power output can be expressed as a quadratic function of the control

source sftength Nelson and Elliott (1992)

W : Aw lqrl' + qibw + bit,q, + rw

(4.7)

(4.8)

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler



108 Chapter 4. Baffied monopole

where Aw : lne{2,(r")} andb¡" : lnelZo(r")}qi and. cy¡ : }ne{Zr(rp)}lqpl2. Ayy rep-

resents the "power" of the control source operating on its own in the presence of the infinite

baffle, cw represents the power of the primary source operating on it own in the infinite baffle.

If the control source strength 4" is adjusted so that the total sound power is minimised, bw

represents the "conftol effect" of conftolling the total sound power. Hence the expressions for

Aw, bw and c1r¡ can now calculated from equations (4.1) and (4.2) giving

1
Alar Re{Z"(r.)}

2

I
2

1:
2

Re{iop [c¡(r" I ",) 
+ c¡ (r¡ lr")] ]

o-jkry o-jkrrcneUonl*; +ïnrt"l]

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.t1)

(4.12)

where rcc : ltc - r"l : 0 and r¡": lr; - \l:2d, which leads to

Aw : #,t -t sinc2kd)

where sinc(x) - sþr.

1

b1r: ,Re{Zp(r")}qi f 
nel;op ¡c¡("p 1"") + c ¡(r )r ¡)l\ q|

I""{,^¡#+ffinai
where fpc: tp-tc :dandrpi: tp-ti :d,whichgives

(4.13)

Uw : qp#sinckd (4.14)

Awlqrlz represents the power from the conftol source at a distanc e d fromthe baffle if it were

acting alone. By setting d : 0 the expression for the power of the primary source cyy in the

baffle acting alone can be calculated giving
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Chapter 4. Baffled monopole 109

(4.1s)

The expression I I sinc2kd is always greater than zero and hence, A17 is guaranteed to be

positive definite. Hence the expression for the total sound power ouþut given by equation

(4.8) has a unique minimum given by the optimal confol source sftength

otok ..cw: Ëlqpl'

vc,opt: -A*tb*: -qo#fu (4,16)

0.5

-Fo.s
ú

-1

-1.5

0

kd

Figwe 4.3: Optimal control source stength ec,opt ralative to the gimary source strength Qp as a function

of the separution distance d at a particular wavenumber k.

Figure 4.3 shows the optimal control source sftength as a function of the separation distance d

at a particular wavenumber k.

Substituting this result into the quadratic expression and normalising in terms of the uncon-

trolled acoustic power ouþut, the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation is found to

be:

1t 2tc 3r

Intensity enor sensing inthe active contol offree freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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wp I I sinc2kd
(4.17)Wmin I I sincZkd - 2sinc2 kd

where Wru¡nis the acoustic power when the optimal control source strength is applied andWo

is the acoustic power of the primary source acting alone. Figure 4.4 shows the acoustic power

attenuation as a function of the separation distance d at aparticular wavenumber fr.

10

r kd 21 3¡

Figwe 4.4: Optimal power attenuation WplWnin@B) as a function of the separation distance d at a
p articul ar w av enumb er k.

Hence if appreciable power attenuation of a monopole primary source is desired then a monopole

control source would need to be located within a tenth of a wavelength. At a separation dis-

tance of d:ì"110 the level of power attenuation is approximately 24.2d8. This computed level

of power attenuation sets an upper limit on the global control achievable with a single source.

60

40

20

.E

È-so

=

0
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4.2.3 Minimisingpressure

Considering minimisation of acoustic pressure first, the squared acoustic pressure amplitude

at a point in space r can be expressed as a quadratic

lprctoír)|2 : A plq,'l' + qib p + bf,ø, -t c p (4.18)

where Ao: lZr(r)12, bo: qoz[(r)Zo(r), cp: lzp(")12 and

Z,(r) : jrop[G¡(r.lr)+ c¡(r¡lr)]
-¿-lkrc ¿-ikri -: ilopl 4nh + *I

Zp(t) : zjaPc¡(rlr)
e- ikro: ¿J@p 4W

(4.r9)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

where rp, rc rfld r¿ are the distances between the error sensor location and the primary, control

and image sources, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.2t.

As with radiated acoustic power, since Ao is positive definite, this expression has a unique

minimum given by the (pressure) optimal conffol source strength (see Appendix E):

Qc,p: -A -1p bp (4.23)

Substituting this result back into the expression for acoustic power given in equation (4.8), and

normalising with respect to the unconüolled acoustic power ouq)ut, the sound power attenu-

ation that results from minimising squared acoustic pressure amplitude at a point in space is

given by

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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wp

Wnin

cW

2
(4.24)

A*lA -1p bp - (Al'bò.bw - bhØ¡tb) + cy¡

4,2,4 Minimising radial active intensity

The total acoustic particle velocity in the direction ît¡ç¡a¡ of both sources at an observation

point r in the free field is given by the sum of the particle velocities of the primary and control

sources given by

woø(r): up(r) * u"(r) (4,2s)

which can be rewritten as

tttot ol (t) : utotøIitotal : u pã p * ucîtc (4,26)

where the unit vector ûo is in the radial direction relative to the primary source, ûc : ûc,o * û¡

is in the direction of the sum of the radial unit vectors û",0 ,ûi with respect to the conüol source

and the image source respectively (see Figure 4.5).

v
u"

rl

P c X

Figure 4.5: Particle velocity vectoÍs.

The total active intensity in the direction of u¡o¡o¡ is given by

E
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(4.27)

where

pmat(r): pr(r) + pp?) (4.28)

It is desired to minimise the radial (with respect to the primary source, in the same direction

as the vector up) active intensity. Hence it is the component of l¡6¡o¡ in equation (4.27) in the

direction of Io henceforth labelledl¡a¿¡o¡ as shown in Appendix A which must be minimised

and is given by

lraa¡at(r) : Pro jt o¿¡otltotal: (lra¿u'ltotat)lrad¡at (4.2e)

The notation pro jyY is used to denote the orthogonal projection of vector Y on vector X. The

direction of positive intensity is û, (see Figure 4.6). Substituting (4.25) and (4.28) gives

v

rl

P c x

Figure 4.6: Radial active intensity vector.

: 
L^' { oî 

", 
o, (r)q o, o¡ (r)}(")Itotal

R

E

Itomt : 
T*" {@i+ p;¡(up + u") }

: 
I*r{@iuo-r piu,* pîup+ pîu,}

(4.30)

(4.31)

Intensity enor sensing in the active control of free fre|d sound radiation Robert Koehler
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where to : Ho(ro)øp and u, : Hr(rr,¡)qc, wherc ro and rc : ri are defined as before. Ho

and Hr both describe the acoustic velocity ftansfer impedances due to the primary and conftol

sources respectively at the observation point r and are given by

,krp 
îtpHr('ò :

Hr(rr,i) :

.t)"
* H¿(r¡)

t (t
o" \4
H",o(r")

| /t_t _
+n \4

(4.32)

(4.33)

(4.34).':) e-ik'"î,,0. *(+. *),-ikri¡,

Ira¿¡ø(r) : pro j\o¿øtltotot

: (lra¿¡at.lmat)Irad¡al

: Ãr,*r,lqrl' + q\b+o¿,ot |bl¡,*r,Q, * cr,o¿a

where ÃIrøøtrblr*r, àndc¡r^,^ can be written as

Lr,*r, : )n, {z;|n,,spro 
jîiî.,s+ nipro¡2¡îi)\

The active intensity in the directionît¡o¡a¡ can be re-expressed in a hermitian quadratic form as

Itotat : ù lqrl2 * qibt *bl q, + ct (4.3s)

where fu : lRe {ziH,} and b¡ : lqp(Wzp +Id.pzî) and c¡ : lne {zittr} løplz where x*

represents the complex conjugate of X.

The radial active intensity can be written as

(4,36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.3e)
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bIr*,o,
f,no0rJ,ooroi¡;î,,s 

* Hi pro iç;î¡)zp r ziH pû)

f,n,12;no)lq,l'û

(4.40)

(4.41)CIro¿nt

where Hrad.- llH-¿ll, Hc,g: llH",oll andH¡: llH¡ll arethecomplexvectormagnitudesof the

corresponding vectors describing the velocity fiansfer impedances.

Consider equation (4.39) for the active intensity of the control soutce acting on its own Ãr,**,,

if the direction Ç is defined to be positive then we can write

(4,42)

where

AIr*, (4.43)

Appendix E shows that providedA+o¿,a is positive, there exists a unique minimum given by the

optimal control source strength ec,opt. This is not necessarily the case for an active intensity

cost function which may be negative at certain locations. The term proj¡;îr,s in equation

(4.39) which is defined by

proj¡;î,,s: (û",0.Ç)Ç (4.44)

can at certain error sensor locations be negative, when the dot product û",0. Ç is negative, or

the angle between Ç and î",6 is obtuse. The term proi¡¡î¡ which is defined by

(4.4s)

as can be seen from Figure 4.5 is always positive, as the dot product û¡ . Ç > 0 because the

rtpAIr*r^Ã1,^r,

: 
T^" {z;çn,,sçî",0 . Ç) + ¡r¡(û¡ . Ç))}

proi¡;î¡: (û¡.Ç)Ç

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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(4.46)

now substituting equation (4.20) where we define the terms Zr,o(r) and Z¡(r) to write Z¿(r) :
Z,,o(r) +Z¡(r) giving

angle between Ç and û¿ is always acute.

Expanding equation (4.39) gives

AI,*,o, :

Ar,**, : 
T*" {zî (H,p(î",0 . Ç)Ç * ¡d (û¡ . Ç)Ç) }

I*" {(zî'+zî)(ri",o(û",0 oÇ)g+ Hi(û,.Ç)Ç) } Ø.47)

ï*, {(zî,oH,,o-t zl Hç,s(î,,0 . Ç)) Ç + (z;,tn, + zi Hi(îp Ç)) Ç)}4.48)

(ï* {zi,ou,,o} *}*" {zin,,o}) (û",6 oÇ)Ç+ . . .

* (l^"{zi,on,} *I*,viHù) (û;.Ç)Ç) Ø.4s)

It can be seen from equation (4.49) that Ä¡,*,^ comprises terms for the active intensity due to

the control source on its own and the image source on its own plus cross terms.

When û",0 o Ç < 0, Ar,ø¡ø will be negative when the first term in equation (4.4g) is less than

the second term, or altematively the following condition is met:

(û¡.Ç)

(4.s0)

If condition (4.50) is met at a particular error sensor location r when û",0 . Ç < 0 then A1,*r, <

0 and hence there is only a unique maximum exists as derived in Appendix E.

(i* {zi,o,,,o} + }n" 
py n,,o } ) {0",0 . Ç) < (i* {zi,on¡ * }^" {zi H ù)
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Figwe 4.7: The region (indicated by the colour red) where h,o¿a 10, and hence the radial active

intensity can become negative, Ieading to an optimal cont:ol source sÛ..ength which maximises fhe

radial active intensity. The blue region indicates the region where fi,r,^ ) 0 and hence the radial active

intensity is positive defrnite and the optimal contol source strength minimises the radial active intensity'
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Condition (4.50) can best be illustrated as shown in Figure 4.7 lf A4*^ ) 0 a unique minimum

exists or if Ar,^,o, ( 0 then a unique maximum exists and in either case the extreme conftol

source süength is given by

Qc,opt: -Al)^b,,**, (4.sr)

Therefore to optimise the radial active intensity at a particular location r from a baffled monopole

primary source by a single conftol monopole source (4.51) is substituted into (4.27).

The amount of sound power attenuation when the active intensity is minimised at the error

sensor location is found by substituting (4.51) into (4.8) giving

lt - ,2 cw 
@.52)wmin A*I-+A-,,:^(b,,^^)lt - f-Ld*r,b,,*r,)*b, - birye+A+:*bL**¡ + rw

4,3 comparison of power attenuation when minimising pres-

sure and intensity error criterion

As described several times, the aim of the work presented here is to compare the performance

of pressure and intensity enor sensing sftategies for a simple (but more complicated than sim-

ple free field monopoles) free space radiation problem. Referring to Figure 4.2a, theproblem

to be studied here has a single monopole control source separated from a single monopole

primary source embedded in an infinite baffle by one-tenth of a wavelength. Using equation

(4.17), the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation for this ¿urangementis 24.2 dB.

Illustrated in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 is the acoustic power attenuation that would result from

minimising the square acoustic pressure amplitude at a point in space. The results in Figures

Adelaide University Dep ntment of Mechanical Engineering
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4.8 and 4.9 are to different scales: Figure 4.8 depicts results for minimising acoustic pressure

at points in space for x,y positions over 3 wavelengths, while Figure 4.9 depicts results over

a 0.3 wavelength region. Observe that significant attenuation can be achieved at error sensor

locations perpendicular to a line joining the sources.

-1 o.4 0.5 0.6
x-position (L)

119

0.8
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0.4

0.2

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

ã
c
.9Ëøoî

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 o.7 0.8 0.9

Figwe 4.8: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a function of presswe efior sensoÍ placement, single

monopole primary at the origin in an infinite baffie in the z-plane and contol sources separated by1ull}
wavelength in fn fiehd view. The circle Q on the left is the primary monopole source location, and the

circle Q on the dght is the control monopole source location.

Illustrated in Figures 4.10 and 4.ll are results for the same geometry, but where acoustic

intensity is minimised as opposed to square acoustic pressure amplitude. For these results,

the acoustic inænsity vector is minimised in the radial direction along a line joining both the

primary and control sources. Comparing Figures 4.8 and 4.10, the results obtained when min-

imising acoustic intensity at locations distant from the sources are very simila¡ to the acoustic

pressure results. However, when comparing the results in Figures 4.9 and 4.11, it is evident

that the results obtained when minimising the error criteria at locations close to the sources are

very different. In fact, the acoustic power attenuation that results from minimising acoustic
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Figure 4.9: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a frinction of pressure enot sensor placement, single
monopole primary at the origin in an infrnite baffle in the z-pLane and contol sources sepnated by ?vl lO
wavelength in near freld view. The circle Q on the left is the $imary monopole source location, and
the circle Q on the right is the contol monopole source location.
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Figure 4.10: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a function of radial active intensity enor sensor

placement (tadial with respect to the primary source), single monopole primary at the origin in an

infrnite baffie in the z-plane and contol sources sepnated by ?,"1rc wavelength in far freld view. The

circle Q on the Ieft is the primary monopole source location, and the circle Q on the rtght is the contol
monopole so¿rrce location.
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Figwe 4.1 1: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a fitnction of radial active intensity enor senso¡
placement (radial with respect to the gimary source), single monopole pimary at the oñgin in an
infrnite baffie in the z-plane and contol sources separated by ÌulL0 wavelengfh in near freld view. The
circle Q on the |eft is the yimary monopole souÍce location, and the circle Q on the right is the conr:ol
monopole source location.
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intensity is far worse than when minimising squared acoustic pressure. As with the monopole

result, the areas of poor performance are well predicted by the plot A¡,*,^ in Figure 4.7.

3M50

)'"110

Figure 4.12: The three sensor locations considered. The red dots indicate the enor sensor location.

Referring back to the f,ve steps outlined at the start of Section 4.2,fot an elror sensing sftategy

to be of "high quality", the control source volume velocity that minimises the error criterion

of interest, derived in step 3, must be virtually identical to the conüol source volume velocity

that provides maximum acoustic power attenuation, calculated in step 2. Shown in Figures

4.13a and 4.13b are plots of the squared pressure and intensity error criteria evaluated at a

location which is l, (shown in Figure 4.12) ftom the primary source and directly in front, of

the control source as a function of complex conftol source volume velocity. Observe that both

the pressure and intensity error surfaces have a single minimum, at approximately the same

volume velocity, and that these minima are close to volume velocity that is optimal in terms of

acoustic power attenuation.

The result is similar for error sensors located at a position of ?vl5 (shown in Figure 4.12) from

the primary source, just behind the control source, as evident in the error surface plots shown

in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b. In this case the intensity minima is slightly closer to the value

that will minimise radiated acoustic power than is the pressure minima. Hence at this location

acoustic intensity error sensing would produce a superior result.

The results are very different, however, for an error sensing location of 3Ìu150 (shown in Fig-

ure 4.12) from the primary source, approximately mid way between the primary and control

î,"

Ì,,/5
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(b) Radial active intensity as a function of the real and imag-
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Figure 4.13: Pressure amplitude and radial active intensity as a function of the rcaI and imaginary parts
of the control source stength q, relative to a unitary primary source stength, at the sensor location
r, : (?v,0) (the calculations aÍe relative to a unitary primary source strength). X indicates the optimal
control source strength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimal contol source strength
when minimising squned pressure. I indicates the optimal contol so¿rce strengfh when minimising
radial active intensity.
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Figure 4.14: Pressure amplinde and radial active intensity as a frnction of the real andimaginary pans

of the contol souÍce stength q" relative to a unitary púmary source stength, at the sensor location

r, : (?,"f 5,0) (the calculations are relative to a unitary primary soLîce stength). X indicates the optimal

control source strength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimal control source strcngth

when minimising squared p¡essure. I indicates the optimal contol source stength when minimising
radial activ e intensity.
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Figure 4.1,5: Pressure amplinde and radial active intensity as a function of the real and imaginary puts
of the contol source strength q" relative to a unitary primary source stength, at the sensor location r" :
(3À/50,0) (the calculations are relative to a unitary primary sotnce strength). X indicates the optimal
control source strength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimat control source stength
when minimising squared p¡essu¡e. I indicates the optimal contol source strength when minimising
radial active intensity.
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sources. Referring to Figure 4.15b, observe that with acoustic active intensity there is no

global minimum. In fact, the point of inflexion is a global maximum. If the error criterion is

modified to be intensity amplitude, then there are a ring of infinitely many points where the

error criterion has azeÍo value.

To examine this result further, consider the results where the imaginary part of the control

source volume velocity is equal to zefo. The plot of the intensity error surface as a function of

(the reat part of) control source volume velocity is illusftated in Figure 4.16a.

Observe that there are two points where intensity amplitude becomes zero: where the conftol

source volume velocity is equal in amplitude and phase to the primary source volume velocity,

and where the control source volume velocity is equal in amplitude and opposite in phase to

the primary source volume velocity. To explain why there are two locations of zero intensity,

the acoustic pressure and particle velocity at the enor sensing location are also plotted for this

range of control source volume velocities, in Figures 4.16b and 4.16c, respectively. Observe

that one of the points of zero intensity corresponds to a point of zero acoustic pressure. The

other corresponds to a point of zero acoustic particle velocity. Refening to the plot of sound

power attenuation in Figure 4.16d, it is clear that the point corresponding to zero acoustic pres-

sure produces the desired power attenuation, while the point corresponding to zero acoustic

particle velocity equates to an increase in total acoustic power output.

It is worthwhile considering these results in terms of active noise conftol system implemen-

tation. First, for the simple baffled monopole example being considered here, there is little

difference between the pressure and intensity minimisation results when the sensor is remote

from the sources. Second, in some error sensing locations, particularly between the primary

and conftol sources, there is no global minimum in the inænsity error surface. Finally, if the

error criterion is modified to be intensity amplitude, then there are two points where the enor

criterion has a zero value: one where acoustic pressure is equal to zero, and one where acoustic

particle velocity is equal to zeÍo. The use of a control source volume velocity conesponding

to the flrst of these points yields good sound powü attenuation. The use of a control source

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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Figure 4.16: Radial active intensity amplitude, Sound power attenuation, p¡essure amplitude and par
ticle velocity amplitude as a function of the contol source stength q relative to a unitary primtry
soutce stength, at sensor location r": (3?vf 5010) (tåe calculations are relative to a unitary primüy
soutce stength). X indicates the optimal control source stength when minimising acoustic power. P
indicates the optimal control source stength when minimising squaredpr"essure. I indicates the optimal
contrcl source stengfh when minimising radial active intensity.
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volume velocity conesponding to the second of these points results in an increase in sound

power output.

To highlight the regions where negative intensity is produced when minimising both pressure

and radial active intensity it would be helpful to have contour plots of the pressure field and

active intensity field before and after control because this also serves as a global control indi-

cator.

4,3.1 Pressure and active intensity fields before and after control min-

imising the acoustic pressure

Figure 4.17a shows the theoretical pressure distribution before control, with just the primary

monopole source in operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance

of one wavelength from the primary source. Figure 4.17b shows the pressure dishibution after

control. It can be seen that the result of far field pressure sensing is to reduce the pressure field

globally. Figure 4.18a shows the radial active intensity disftibution in dB (Figure 4.19a on

a linear scale) before pressure minimising conftol, with just the primary monopole source in

operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of one wavelength

from the primary source. Figure 4.18b shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB

(Figure 4.19b on a linear scale) after control. It can be seen that the result of far field radial

active intensity sensing is to also reduce the pressure field globally.

Figure 4.20a shows the pressure distribution before conftol, with just the primary monopole

source in operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of one fifth

of a wavelength from the primary source. Figure 4.20b shows the pressure distribution after

control. It can be seen that the result of far field pressure sensing is to reduce the pressure

field globally. Figure 4.21a shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.22a

on a linear scale) before control, with just the primary monopole source in operation in the

infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of one ûfth of a wavelength from the

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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Figure 4.17: Pressure amplitude distribution in dB before and after control minimising pressure at the
pressure sensor location r? : (¡,,0) (the calculations are relative to a unitary primary source strength).
The circle Q on the left is the pñmary monopole source location, and the circle Q on the right is the
control monopole souÍce location.
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Figwe 4.18: Radial active intensity distibution in dB before and after contol minimising p¡essure

at the prcssure senso¡ location r2 : (À,0) (the calculations are relative to a unitary pimtry source

st;:ength). The circle Q on the left is the primary monopole source location, and the circle Q on the

right is the contol monopole source location.
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The circle Q on the heft is the primúy monopole source location, and the circle Q on the tight is the

contol monopole souÍce location.
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Figure 4.21: Radial active intensity distribution in dB before and after control minimising pressure
at the pressure sensor location r": (7u15,0) (the calculations are relative to a unitary pñmary source
strength). The circle Q on the left is the primary monopole souÍce location, and the circle Q on the
right is the control monopole sowce location.
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primary source. Figure 4.21b shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.22b

on a linear scale) after control. It can be seen that the result offar field radial active intensity

sensing is to also reduce the pressure field globally.

Figure 4.23a shows the pressure distribution before conftol, with just the primary monopole

source in operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of three

fiftieths of a wavelength from the primary source. Figure 4.23b shows the pressure distribution

after control. It can be seen that the result of far field pressure sensing is to reduce the pressure

field globally. Figure 4.24a shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.25a on

a linear scale) before control, with just the primary monopole source in operation in the infinite

baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of three fiftieths of a wavelength from the

primary source. Figure 4.24b shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figurc 4.25b

on a linear scale) after control. It can be seen that the result offar field radial active intensity

sensing is to also reduce the pressure field globally.

4,3.2 Pressure and active intensity fields before and after control min-

imising the radial active intensity

Figure 4.26a shows the pressure distribution before conftol, with just the primary monopole

source in operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of one

wavelength from the primary source. Figure 4.26b shows the pressure distribution after con-

trol. It can be seen that the result of far field pressure sensing is to reduce the pressure fleld

globally. Figure 4.27a shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB @igure 4,28a on a

linear scale) before control, with just the primary monopole source in operation in the infinite

baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of one wavelength from the primary source.

Figure 4.27b shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.28b on a linear scale)

after control. It can be seen that the result offar field radial active intensity sensing is to also

reduce the pressure field globally.
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Figwe 4.23: Pressure ampliude dist¡ibution in dB beforc and after contol minimising pressure at

the pressure senso¡ location r" : (3?t150,0) (the calculations arc rclative to a unitary primwy sou¡ce

stengh). The circle Q on the Ieft is the primary monopole source location, and the circle Q on the

right is the contol monopole source location.
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Figure 4.24: Radial active intensity distribution in dB before and after control minimising prcssure at
the pressure sensor location r, : (3?uf 50,0) (the calculations are relative to a unitary primary souÍce
strength). The circle Q on the left is the primary monopole source location, and the circle Q on the
right is the control monopole source location.
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Figwe 4.27: Radial active intensity distibution in dB before and after contol minimising the tadial

active intensity at the radial active intensity sensor location r" : (Ìu,0) (the calculations are relative to

a unitary primary souÍce stength). The circle Q on the Ieft is the primuy monopole source location,

and the circle Q on the rtgfu is the control monopole source location.
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Figure 4.28: Radial active intensity distribution inW lnî before and after contol minimising the radiat
active intensity at the ndial active intensity sensor location r" : (?,,,0) (the catculations are relative to
a unitary primary source stength). The círcle Q on the [eft is the prtmary monopole source location,
and the circle Q on the ñght is the control monopole source location.
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Figwe 4.29: Pressure amplitude distibution in dB before and after cont:ol minimising the radial active

intensity at the radial active intensity sensor location rr: (Ìvlí,O) (the calculations aÍe relative to a

unitary pimary source stength). The circle Q on the heft, is the pimary monople soulce location, and

the circle Q on tåe right is the conf.ol monopole source location.
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Figure 4.29a shows the pressure distribution before control, with just the primary monopole

source in operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of one fifth

of a wavelength from the primary source. Figure 4.29b shows the pressure distribution after

control. It can be seen that the result of far field pressure sensing is to reduce the pressure

field globally. Figure 4.30a shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.31a

on a linear scale) before conffol, with just the primary monopole source in operation in the

infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a dist¿nce of one fifth of a wavelength from the

primary source. Figure 4.30b shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.31b

on a linear scale) after control. It can be seen that the result offar field radial active intensity

sensing is to also reduce the pressure field globally.

Figure 4.32a shows the pressure distribution before confrol, with just the primary monopole

source in operation in the infinite baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of three

flftieths of a wavelength from the primary source. Figure 4.32b shows the pressure distribution

after control. It can be seen that the result of far field pressure sensing is to reduce the pressure

field globally. Figure 4.33a shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.34aon

a linear scale) before control, with just the primary monopole source in operation in the infinite

baffle when minimising the pressure at a distance of three fiftieths of a wavelength from the

primary source. Figure 4.33b shows the radial active intensity distribution in dB (Figure 4.34b

on a linear scale) after control. It can be seen that the result of far field radial active intensity

sensing is to also reduce the pressure field globally.

Table 4.1 summarises the results. In short, the use of a sound intensity error criterion for

the simple monopole radiation case offers little improvement over the acoustic pressure error

criterion at best, and can lead to greatly reduced performance in some sensing locations where

condition (4.50) is met.
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Figure 4.30: Radial active intensity distribution in dB before and aftet conttol minimising the tadial

active intensity at the radial active intensity sensor location rr: (Ìvf5,0) (the calculations are relative

to a unitary prtmary sowce sû:ength). The circle Q on the left is the primary monopole source Iocation,

and the circle Q on the right is the control monopole sou¡ce location.
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Figure 4.31: Radial active intensity distribution inw lnf beforc and after control minimising the radial
active intensity at the radial active intensity senso¡ location r, : (?ulí,O) (the calculations aÍe relative
to a unitary primary sowce strength). The circle Q on the left is the primny monopole souÍce location,
and the circle Q on the right is the control monopole source Location.
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Minimising Error
Sensor
Location

Comments far
field Pressure

Comments far field Intensity Relevant
Figures

Pressure 0 Jby-1 .1, by - 40d8, near field negative
intensity between primary and
control

4.17,
4.18,
4.19

Intensity (r,0) { by - 20dB J by - 35dB, near field negative
intensity between primary and
control

4.26,
4.2J,
4.28

Pressure (7,,/5,0) {by - lldB J by - 15d8, near fleld negative
intensity between primary and
control

4.20,
4.2t,
4.22

Inænsity (7v/5,0) lby-4dB .f by - 13d8, negative intensity
behind control source

4.29,
4.30,
4.3t

Pressure (3Àls0,0) $by - 1ldB J by - 15d8, near fleld negative
intensity between primary and
control

4.23,
4.24,
4.25

Intensity (3Àlso, o) fby-adB I by - 7dB, near field negative
intensity between primary and
control

4.32,
4.33,
4.34

Table 4.1: P¡essure and radial active intensity distibution resulús summary.

4,4 Experimental verification of the acoustic power attenu-

ation of a single baffled monopole primary source and

single monopole control source

4,4.1 Speaker mounted in baffle

4,4.1,1 Introduction

In order to model in experiment an acoustic monopole in an infinite baffle, a speaker of roughly

the same size as was used (see Figure 4.35) for the monopole experiments, but mounted in a

large baffle in an anechoic chamber (dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m)

with a lower cut-off frequency of 85H2. It has been previously noted (Beranek (1996)) that at

low frequencies a speaker can be approximated as a monopole source. The pressure amplitude
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generated by the baffled speaker, used in the experiments, was measured radially away from

the speaker, and a directivity measurement was made, to verify that it was a suitable model for

an acoustic monopole source in a baffle.

Figure 4.35: Speaker mounted in baffle (110mm diameter SEAS dtivet) primary souÍce, conttol en-

clòsed speaker hung from a support arm by an elastic sling for isolation. Sepnation distance d : ?"110.

4,4.1,2 Baffled speaker specifications

The speaker (see Figure 4.35) used in the experiments consisted of a 110mm SEAS Driver

Model number Wl1CY001. The speaker has a sensitivity of 86dB/mW and a nominal impedance

of 8Q. The maximum input power was 75Wrms. A baffle was constructed from 12mm thick

medium density fiber board (MDF). The approximate dimensions of the baffle were 3 metres

long by 2.5 mefes high. The baffle was g-clamped vertically to a heavy steel table. Due to

the weight of the table, it had to be positioned on the support poles of the floor structure in the

Bafile

Primary Speaker
d:¡"/10 B&K Turntable and

Microphone Boom

Intensity Probe Control Speaker
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anechoic chamber, which meant that the position of the baffle limited the useful measurement

space of the anechoic chamber to75Vo.

4.4,1.3 Monopole approximation

A speaker radiating into an acoustic half-space can be modelled as a circular piston in an

infinite baffle (Beranek (1996). It was found that when the circumference of the piston is less

than half the wavelength, the piston behaves essentially like a monopole source. That is at

low frequencies (where ko < L, ft being the wave number and. a the speaker radius) a speaker

radiating into a half-space can be considered as a monopole source (Beranek (1996)). The

speaker used in the following experiments has a radius of a:55mm. Driven at a frequency of

100IIz, ka: 0.1. As this is much less than 0.5, the speaker was able to model the behaviour

of monopole sources.

4,4.1.4 Radialpressune distribution

The radial pressure distribution of the speaker was measured with the a B&K Tlpe 4131 con-

denser microphone starting at 50mm from the speaker front face, at radial intervals of 50mm.

A 3 metre length of 30 by 30mm Aluminum angle section with holes drilled at 50mm inter-

vals to fit the l/2" B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphones was used to measure the pressure

transfer function, between the speaker input and the B&K Type 4l3l microphone ouþut. The

speaker was driven with random noise and 100 linear averages were applied to measure the

pressure ftansfer functions at each radial location. The experimental setup is shown in Figure

4.36.

The experiment was conducted in an anechoic chamber (dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m

x 3.9m x 3.94m). Thespeakerwasdrivenwithrandomnoiseand ateach5Omminterval

location the acoustic signal was measured with the B&K þpe 4131 condenser microphone.

A Hewlett Packard 35665A Digital Signal Analyser was used to measure the transfer function
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Microphone
Amplifier
& Filter

Figwe 4.36: Expeñmental setup for the measurement of the radial presswe disnibution of a speaker in

a baffie model of a monopole soutce in an infrnite baffie.
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between the speaker output and the microphone input. 100 linear averages were used in the

transfer function measurement. The radial pressure distribution produced is shown in Figure

4.37.

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
radial distance (metres)

Figwe 4.37: Radial relative pressure dlstabution of enclosed speaker.

The B&K Tirpe 4131 condenser microphone was not calibrated and hence Figure 4.37 shows

the relative pressure amplitude and not the sound pressure level. At distances greater than

50mm, the enclosed speaker ûts the 6dB per doubling of distance characteristic of a monopole

source with only a slight deviation which can be attributed to experimental error.

4,4,1,.5 Radial active intensity distribution

Based on the transfer function measurements described in Chapter 3, the active intensity along

aradial line away from the enclosed speaker was calculated.
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Figure 4.38 shows the relative active intensity as a function of radial distance away from the

baffled speaker.

25 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0'8 0'9
radial distance (metres)

Figure 4.38: Radial active intensity distribution of the baffled speaker.

It can be seen in Figure 4.38 that the measured active intensity closely matches the theoretical

monopole radial active intensity distribution, as does the measured pressure to the theoretical

monopole radial pressure disfribution shown in Figure 4.37. There is only a slight variation,

the most likely cause of which is experimental error.

4.4.1.6 Baffled speaker directivity pattern

To further test the accuracy of modelling a monopole source by an baffled speaker, an experi-

ment was done to measure the directivity of the baffled speaker. Figure 4.39 shows the setup

used. The speaker was mounted in the baffle in the anechoic chamber. At the face of the baffle

a B&K T\pe 3921Tumtable is positioned with a microphone stand and boom (1.8 metres)
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attached. A B&K Type 4131 condenser microphone is used to measure the produced sound

field. A B&K Type 2034 Signal Analyser is used to generate a tone at 100FIz which is fed to

thebaffledspeaker. TheresultantsoundfieldismeasurebytheB&KType4131 condensermi-

crophone which is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the l00Hz l/3 octaveband. The signal from

the filter is fed to a B&K Type2307 Level Recorder and the signal is plotred on polar plotting

paper. The results were scanned into a computer with Corel TracerM. In order to convert the

data into a useful electronic format, a number of points were entered into MatlabrM from the

traced data. The directivity plot is shown in Figure 4.40. lt is noted that the directivity is

constant, with only slight deviation in radius by approximately 2dB.

4.4.2 Results

4.4.2.1 Far field pressure distribution

In order to assess the power attenuation of minimising an active intensity cost function over

that which is obtained by minimising the squared pressure the "far field" sound pressure was

measured with a microphone attached to a boom and turntable through an arc 180o, before and

after conftol is applied.

Figure 4.41 shows the experimental setup. The primary source used was a speaker embedded

in a baffle (as described previously) and a control source which was an enclosed pipe speaker

(described previously in Chapter 3). The control source was hung inside a pair of stockings

from a cantilever support beam bolted above the primary source to isolate vibrations. The

experiment was conducted in an anechoic chamber (dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m x

3.9m x 3.94m with a lower cut-off frequency of 85tIz) and the sources were sepatated by a

distance of ìull0. A B&K Type 4131 condenser microphone put through a B&K Type 2604

Microphone Amplifier which is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the 100H2 I/3 octaveband was

used to measure the "far field" sound pressure. The B&K Type 4l3l condenser microphone

was attached to a microphone boom which was located just in in front of the baffled primary
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Figure 4.39: Experimental setup for baffied speaker
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Figwe 4.40: Directivity pattern of baffled speaker.

source and extended 1.8 metres out (see Figure 4.42). The control sysûem is described in

Appendix D.

Figure 4.12 displays the location of the effor sensors tested in these experiments. Illusftated in

Figure 4.43 isthe result of far field error sensing (at I from the primary source, see Figure 4.12)

with either an acoustic pressure error sensor or an active intensity error sensor. As expected,

based on the previous results, the outcome when using either a pressure or intensity error signal

is similar.

Figure 4.44 shows the result of minimising the pressure and active intensity amplitude at a

position closer to the primary and control sources. The error sensor is located atlu/5 from the

primary source, just behind the confol source, see Figure 4.12. As predicted in the simula-

tions, the active intensity result is marginally better than the pressure result in this instance.

Illustrated in Figure 4.45 is the result of sensing the pressure and active intensity amplitude

in the near field, between the primary and control sources at a distance of 3?1150 from the

baffle. Table 4.2 summarises the results. An active intensity cost function (see Appendix D)

is predicted to have only a maximum, which leads to an increase in the radiated sound field,

; ã Ë E EB
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Figwe 4.41: Experimental setup for measuring the far freld pressure distibution before and after active

co¡¡ol is applied to minimise a squared pressure and active intensity amplitude cost function.
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Baffle

Primary Speaker

d:I/l0

Intensity Probe
Control Speaker

B&K Turntable and
Microphone Boom

Figure 4.42: Speaker mounted in baffle (110mm diameter SEAS driver).
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when control is applied. Active intensity amplitude is positive definite, but no longer quadratic

and from Figure 4.15 is known to have a locus of infinitely many minima. In the case of

the experiment, significant global attenuation was achieved with the pressure error sensor.

However when the active intensity amplitude was minimised a net increase in the far field

pressure resulted. This poor performance is predicted theoretically, as there is no mechanism

to force the active intensity amplitude error signal to converge to the pressure or power optimal

minimum, it will occur whenever (which is most likely) the active intensity amplitude error

signal converges to a minimum other than the pressure or power minimum.
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(D'-- Without Control

- With Control minimising pressure
"" W¡th Control minimising rad¡al active intensity

Figwe 4.45: Far freld pressure before and after cont¡ol when employing a single acoustic p¡essure

or radial active intensity enor sensor located approximately halfway between the primary and contol
sources (at radial distance of 3?vl50 from the primary source) to conttol a 100H2 tone from a monopole

primary source with a single monopole control source. The red lines indicate the expedmental mea-

suremenús. The blue lines indicate the theoreticaþ predicted results with a lVo enot in amplitude and

lo enor in phase of the contol signal.
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4.4.2.2 Active intensity yersus control source strength

In order to test the validity of the theoretical prediction of negative active intensity, measure-

ments were made of the active intensity at the midpoint between the primary and conftol

sources at different control source strengths. Figure 4.46 shows the setup used in the experi-

ment. The primary speaker was mounted in the baffle (described previously) and the control

speaker was again mounted on a stand in an anechoic chamber (dimensions over wedge tips:

4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) and they were separated by a distance of )u/IA as shown in Figure

4.46. The B&K Type 2134 Sound Intensity Analyser's intensity probe was positioned at a

distance of 3?,/50,?,"15 and À from the primary source along a line passing through the pri-

mary and conftol sources. The primary and conftol sources were driven by a 100H2 tone. The

intensity signal is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the 100H2 1/3 octave band.

4,4,2.3 Results of the relative total active intensity

The intensity probe positioned as described above, was used to measure the active intensity

when the primary speaker was driven with a reference voltage Vo at l00Ðz and. the input

voltage to the conftol speaker V" was adjusted. The voltmeter in Figure 4.46 was used to

measure the input voltage Vinput : V" to the enclosed speakers. The active intensity value and

the relative voltage VrlVp was recorded. The active intensity values were then converted from

dB to a linear scale and the relative volage VrlVp was squared and then plotted in MatlabrM.

Figure 4.47 shows total active intensity (from both primary and control sources) relative to

the primary active intensity on its own, plotted against the control source shength relative to

the primary source strength when the intensity probe is located at the approximate midpoint

between primary and control sources (at a radial distance of 3)"/50 from the primary source).

The results show a deviation between the theoretically predicted relative total active intensity

and that which was measured by experiment described above. Experiment has verified that
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Primary

I
I
¡
¡
¡

EI Speaker

B&K 3519
Intensþ Probe

Control
Speaker

Anæhoic Chamber

- -. - - -l

Voltmetor r---. -------!
Figwe 4.46: Experimental setup to mea,swe the actíve intensity located at radial distances of 3Ì,'f 50,

tul5 and?', ftom the primary source at 100H2 at differcnt contol sounce stengths.
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the active intensity does indeed become negative for certain control source strengths, the dif-

ference between theory and experiment can be put down to experimental error. Such as for

example the measurement accuracy of the active intensity at a relative control speaker input

voltage in dB conversion to a linear scale. The active intensity varied by approximately lOdB

across the range of voltages which were measured, sometimes only by 0.2d8 between voltage

increments.

-12

-14

-16
-4 -2 -1 01

Control Source Strengrth qc/qe

Figwe 4.47: Relative total active intensity plotted against the relative control source strength at the
apptoximately the midpoint between the primary and contol sources (at a radial distance of 3tul50
fromthe pñmary sowce).

Figure 4.48 shows the total active intensity amplitude relative to the primary active intensity

plotted against the control source sftength relative to the primary source strength at a radial

distance of 3)'150 from the primary source. From Figure 4.47 ithas been shown that the active

intensity cost function can be made negative and hence has no minimum value. If an active
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Figwe 4.48: Relative total active intensity amplitude plotted against the rcIative control souÍce sttength

at the approximately the midpoint between the primary and conttol sources (at a radial distance of
3Ll5O from the primary source).
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intensity amplitude cost function is employed, Figure 4.48 shows 2 minima out of infinitely

many possible minima (see Figure 4.15).

-0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2

90

80

70

o
(É

o

ã50
U'
L
o)
c
õ40
C)

30

20

10

-1
0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Control Source Strength qc 

x 10-g

Figure 4.49: Relative total active intensity plotted against the rclative contol source strength at a dis-
tance of ?,"f 5 from the primary source along a line passing through both primary and control sources.

Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50 show the total active intensity (from both primary and control

sources) relative to the primary active intensity on its own, plotûed against the control source

strength relative to the primary source srength when the intensity probe is located at distances

of Ìul5 and À from the primary source along a line passing through the primary and control

sources. The results show a slight discrepancy between the theoretically predicted relative

total active intensity and that which was measured by experiment described previously. Exper-

iment has verified that the active intensity does remain positive definite at this location. The

differences between theory and experiment can be put down to experimental error as described
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Figwe 4.50: Relative total active intensity plotted against the relative contol source strength at a dis-

tance of ?,, from the primary source along a line passing through both ptimary and control sources.

4.5 Conclusion

The performance of active control of free field tonal noise from a single monopole primary

source via introduction of a single monopole control source using far field error sensing is

not significantly improved with the use of active intensity effor sensors in place of pressure

enor sensors. A single minimum exists in both the acoustic pressure and active intensity error

criteria, at roughly the same control source strength, leading to similar outcomes. Significant

differences do exist in the pressure and intensity enor criteria for sensing locations in the

5
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near freld. At some near field locations, the global disturbance attenuation that accompanies

intensity error sensing is greater than that achieved with pressure elTor sensing, as previously

reported. However, for some sensing locations the active intensity cost function can be made

negative and have no minimum value, but in fact a maximum. If at error sensor locations

where the active intensity is negative, the cost function that is minimised is switched to active

intensity amplitude (guaranteed to be positive definite) there may be multiple control source

settings that yield a zeÍo intensity result. At other effor sensor locations (where the active

intensity is always positive) an active intensity amplitude error criterion is identical to active

intensity.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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Chapter 5

Baffled plate

5.L Introduction

Figure 5.1: Thesis Flow chart.

Chapter 4 considered the case of active control a monopole source in an infinite baffle by a sin-

gle monopole confiol source. The slightty better performance of active intensity error sensors

over that ofpressure effor sensorsjust behind the conEol source, noted by Qiu et al' (1998) for

the simple case of monopoles has also been observed experimentally for a baffled monopole

(simple planar radiator). Furthermore a region described in Figure 4.J,has been found to yield

far worse performance by active intensity effor sensors. This region is defined by the active

intensity cost function possibly being negative and having only a maximum extreme point,

instead of the minimum as produced by a positive definite cost function. Figure 7.1 det¿ils the

progression of this thesis in examining active intensity error sensing. Chapter 3 reconsidered

the case of active conftol a monopole source by a single monopole control source as has al-

ready been done by (Qiu et al. (1998)). Chapter 4 considered the case of a monopole source

located on an infinite baffle. Chapter 5 considers the case of a simply supported rectangular

Small Conclusions/
Future workPlate

173



174 Chapter 5. Baffied plate

steel plate controlled by a single monopole control source and also a single vibration control

source respectively. Chapûer 6 analyses the practical case of small electrical ftansforner on a

hard floor in an anechoic chamber. Finally Chapter 7 draws conclusions and discusses possible

future work.

Consider a simply supportedrectangular steel plate in an infinite baffle as shown in Figure 5.2.

This chapter will consider the active control of this plate by a single monopole control source

separated by a distance of )'110.

lnfinite Baffle

Supported Plate

v

Error Sensor Locatlon

Figwe 5.2: Simply supponed rectangular steel plate in an infrnite baffie. The ortgin is in the cente of
the plate.

5.2 Inhomogeneous bending-wave equation for thin plates

For harmonic excitations p(r6, r) of a thin isoftopic plate (as shown in Figure 5.3) in flexure,

the bending-\ryave equation is given by

BYaw(r,,) -^,@tYP: p(ro,t) (s.1)

where B : E+P$ it ttt" bending stiffness, where E is Young's Modulus, v is poisson's

Ratio, (t +.¡î) is factored into the bending

z

x
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w(r,t)

Input force

Figwe 5.3: Isotropic plate in flexure under the infl ence of a harmonic excitation p(n' ¡) (input fotce),

tÍansverse displacement w (r rt) at location r.

stiffness to model damping, where q is the loss factor and, j : ¡=,1¿ is the thickness of the

plate. mr(r) is the mass per unit area of the surface of the plate, ryn(r) is the mode shape

function of mode n at location r on the plate. w(r,r) is the ftansverse displacement of the plate

and p(r, r) is any external force per unit area acting on the plate (Cremer et al. (1973)).

Consider now the homogeneous bending-wave equation for a harmonically excited isonopic

thin plate given by

Vaw(r) -kaw(r):g (s.2)

where k4 : úilt where ro is the excitation frequency in radians per second. It is assumed

that the temporal component of the wave equation is given by the harmonic function ei* . A

solution to (5.2) can be written as

w(r)elw : wnYn(r)eiú (s.3)

where wn is acomplex constant known as the displacement modal amplitude and ryr(r) is the

displacement mode shape function for the nth structural mode. Making the assumption that

there is no fluid loading on the plate and substituting (5.3) into (5.2) gives for each structural

mode

Intensity error sensing in the active contol of ftee fre|d sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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BVary,(r) -ú^tVn(r):0 (s.4)

Since the bending stiffness B is complex due to the inclusion of the damping model, the reso-

nant frequency en in (5.4) is also complex and can be written as

@3:0170+ jTt) (s.s)

where the underline indicates a complex resonant frequency

If the boundary conditions of the plate (see Leissa (1993) for examples of different boundary

conditions) are such that no energy can be conducted across the boundaries, then the the mode

shape functions ry, are orthogonal; that is

l r*, (r)r,(r)ty *(r) dr :

1?: o
dn

0 ifmln
Mn ifm:n

(s.6)

where.Sisthesurfaceof theplateand Mnisthemodalmassof thenthmode. Anotherwayto

express this boundary condition is to state that \rn must satisfy the condition

(s.t)

The mode shape functions can hence be written into a sftuctural Green's function (Morse and

Ingard (1968)), which satisfies the same boundary conditions and can be written as

G5(r,r¡) :Zr¡r.n(") (s.8)
n:l

where the Green's function is a solution of the following 4th order partial differential equation

with a delta function input at 16, give by
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Now multþlying (5.10) by V.(r) and integrating over the surface of the plate and applying

(5.6) gives

(, nc&nM n - w no? M n¡ : Vn (ro) (s.11)

thus the displacement modal amplitude is

VaG5(r, r¡) - kaG5(r, ro) : ô(r - 16)

By substituting (5.8) into (5.9), and applying(5.4), (5.9) can be written as

ir,*s(r) v,(Ð -ry(lo? i r,v,(") : ô(r- ro)
n=l n:l

G5(r,r¡) :åffi

(s.e)

(s.10)

(s.14)

(s.12)

(s.13)

Now substituting (5.5) into (5.12) gives the displacement modal amplitude as

vn(ro),":ffi

where W(rg) is the mode shape function at the input location rs.

Hence the structural Green's function is given by

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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The transverse displacement of a plate excited by a harmonic force distribution p(rs,r) as

specified in (5.1) can be written as

where a harmonic excitation of the form ejt is assumed.

5.3 Modal analysis of a simply supported rectangular plate

5.3.1 Modal analysis of a simply supported thin rectangular steel plate

INPUT

Electrodynamic
Shaker

OUTPUT

Figwe 5.4: A rcctangular simply supporæd steel plate.

Consider a simply supported thin rectangular steel plate shown in Figure 5.4. The physical

parameters for the theoretical and experimental work are specified below:

380mm (Ìvidth of the plaæ)

300mm (height of the plaÐ

2mm (thickness of the plate)

209GPa (Youngs Modulus for steel)

w(r) : 
/cs1","¡¡ 

p(rs,t)d,rs

I

L(

Lz

h

E
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Ps

v

,n

7800kglm3 (Density of steel)

0.3 (Poissons Ratio)

0.1 (Loss factor)

5.3,2 Validation of theoretical model

What follows is a comparison of theoretical and measured values for key quantities.

The resonant frequency fn inllz of the r¿th mode is specified by the following equation (Leissa

(1ee3)):

(s.16)

where D : ffi andm and n arcpositive integers, referred to as the modal indices.

For the modal indices m in rhe x direction and ¡¿ in the z direction, the resonant frequencies

can be calculated and ordered from lowest to highest as follows.

Table 5.1.: Theoretical and measured resonant frequencies of the simply supported tectangalar steel

plate. The theoretical Íesonant frequencies were calculated with a loss factor of 0.1.

A measurement of the frequency response function and coherence function of the plate (shown

in Figure 5.4) where the plate has been excited by white noise input at (0.3L*,0.4L), with an

nfiz

L,(T)'.(t,
\ p,h

^tJn1rn- 2n- zn )')

Ordered Modes (m,n) Theoretical frequencies (Hz) Measured resonant frequencies (Hz)

I t 1 88.8 88

2,1 191 188

1,2 252.8 246

2,2 355 336

3,1 36r.4 352

3,2 525.4 512

r,3 526.2 unresolved

4,1 600 unresolved

2,3 628.4 unresolved

4,2 764 unresolved

Intensity enor sensing in the active conûol of f¡ee freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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accelerometer located at (0.4Lr,0.3L) is shown in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.5 shows a photo of

Figure 5.5: Steel rectangular plate used in the experiments mounted in a wooden baffle.

the plate setup. The resonant peaks are marked with their respective resonant frequency and

modal indices.

Good agreement is obtained between the theoretically predicted resonance and the measured

resonance frequencies. The simply supported boundary conditions were implemented by thin

shim spring steel sftips, one end of which was bolted to a rigid steel frame and the other

was glued with a sealant to the edges of the plate. This experimental setup for the plate is

identical to that used by Pan et al. (1992), without the noncontacting elecfromagnetic exciter.

The agreement with the theoretical model serves to validate the simply supported boundary

condition on the experimental apparatus.

The damping or loss factor of each mode can also be measured. The theoretical model assumes

a constant loss factor of each mode of î:0.1. To determine whether this is accurate, for

Adelaide University Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Velocity Frequency Response Functlon of Plate
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Figwe 5.6: Measured velocity frequency response and coherence function of the plate. The fitst 6 peaks

are identifred as s¿;uctural modes over the range 0 to 550H2, Structural resonances athighet frequencies

weÍe not possible to be rcsolve expertmentally.
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784
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each of the first six modes measured above, the loss factor will be measured. The half-value

bandwidth method of estimating the damping in a mode will be used as described by Cremer

et al. (1973). This is physically done by zooming in around each resonant peak on the signal

analyser and estimating the half-value or 3dB down from the peak-value and determining the

bandwidth and dividing this by the resonant frequency as given by

(s.17)

where ( is the damping ratio and L,fn is the 3dB or half-value bandwidth

Mode (m,n) Loss factor t1

l,l 0.086
2,1 0.12
1,2 0.1
)) 0.09
3,1 0.11

3,2 0.085
Average: 0.0985

Table 5.2: The measwed loss factor of the plate. The loss factor does not vary appreciably for the
modes identified experimentally and the average loss factor is approximately rA, = O.l with a standard
deviation o:0.014.

Referring to Table 5.2, an average loss factor of approximately r¡ :0.1 is measured in the

first six modes of the plate and the standard deviation is approximately 0.014. It is therefore a

reasonable approximation to model all modes with a loss factor of 0.1.

The mode shape functions of the plate are shown in Figure 5.7

Lf"
fn

"\:2Ç:
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Figure 5.7: The mode shape function of the frrst 10 stuctural modes is plotted. The position of nodal

lines in the mode shape functions is coupled to the efficiency of vibration sources located along those

Iines.

5.4 Baffled plate radiation using an acoustic control source

5.4.1 Theory

5.4.1.1 Introduction

In this section, the potential of intensity-based error sensing as part of a feedforward active

noise control system implementation in free space, will be tested against the more realistic

problem of controlling acoustic radiation from a baffled rectangular panel via the introduction

of a monopole control source. This anangement is illusftated in Figure 5.8a. Pan etal. (1992)

have considered this problem for single far field pressure elror sensors, with both acoustic and

vibration control sources demonstrating significant far field attenuation. The use of multiple

active intensity effor sensors in the active control of individual plate modes was considered in

simulation only by Berry et al. (1999). The plane of error sensor locations used was restricted

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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to behind (towards the far field) the plane of control sources. The problem considered here

involves a more complicated multi-modal plate model akin to (Pan et aL. (1992)) and looks at

the efficiency of single active intensity error sensors as compared to pressure erïor sensors in

a broader range of locations.

Baflle
Baffle

SupÞortod Plate
Supported Plate

dEUl0
Conlrol Sourco

d.Ulo Control Sourco
lmagg sou16 d!r./10

x

v
v

x

(a) Rectangular steel plate pñmary source
in an infrnite baffie and a single monopole
contol souÍce.

(b) Rectangular steel plate primary source
in an infrnite baffie with a single
monopole contol source and its image
source which models the baffie.

Figute 5.8: Steel rectangular plate primary sowce in an infrnite baffle and a single monopole control
souÍce arrangement.

As outlined in the previous two chapters, assessment of the quality of error sensing strategies

for the baffled plate radiation problem requires several steps:

Step l: Calculation the acoustic power ouÞut of the primary monopole source in the ab-

sence of conftol.

Step 2: Calculation of the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation for the given

control source arrangement.

Step 3: Calculation of the control source volume velocity that will minimise the error

criteria of interest (acoustic pressure at a point in space, acoustic intensity at a

point in space, etc) for the given error sensing alrangement.

Step 4: Calculation of the total acoustic power output of the primary + control source

arrangement using the conftol source volume velocity from step 3, followed by the

Adelaide University Department of Mechanic aI En gineerin g
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Step 5:

acoustic power attenuation through comparison with the original (primary only)

acoustic power output.

Comparison of the attenuation in step 4 with the maximum possible attenuation

for the given control source arrangement calculated in step 2. This will provide

some assessment of the efflciency of the error sensing strategy.

5.4.2 Minimising the total sound power

Consider first a simply supported rectangular plate primary source and monopole control

source whose source strength and hence amplitude and phase can be adjusted. Figure 5.8a

represents the arrangement of the baffled plate and monopole sources. Calculating the max-

imum achievable sound power attenuation possible with a rectangular plate primary source

in an infinite baffle of surface velocity vo controlled by a single monopole control source of

source sfrength 4" involves the modelling of an infinite baffle with an image source (as shown

in Figure 5.8b) to the control source to take account of the reflection of the sound fleld by the

presence of the baffle. The image source sfrength 4¡ should equal that of the conftol source qc.

Again it is assumed that there is no fluid loading on the sources.

Consider now a simply supported rectangular steel plate with the physical properties described

in Section 5.3.1. The plate is harmonically excited with a unitary point force excitation at the

centre of the plate as given by:

xin: 0 mm (x-location of point excitation force)

zin:0 mm (z-location of point excitation force)

The coordinate system used to describe the sound radiated from the plate is shown in Figure

5.9

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free frehd sound radiation Robert Koehler
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v

Figure 5.9: Coordinate system for simply supported rectangular plate.

Hansen and Snyder (1997) gives the acoustic pressure at some observation point r : (rr,, rry, r,,) :
(t,0' 0') in space due to the harmonic excitation of the plate is given by the Rayleigh integral

(Rayleigh (1887)) by

L,

x

i<--
z

p(r): vi
e-ikn

R
ry¡(x)dA (s.18)

which integrates over the surface area A of the plate and sums all of the structural modes N.

v¡ is the complex velocity amplitude of the ith structural mode, ry¡(x) is the mode shape of the

ith structural mode at location y: (x,z) on the plate dA : dxdz and R is the distance between

the point r and the location x on the plate,

R: lr-xl : (rr*- *)2 ¡ 4r+ (r",- z)2 (s.1e)

It should be noted that the Rayleigh integral expression for the radiated acoustic pressure

cannot be solved analytically.

When modelling low frequency plate radiation it is not possible nor is it necessary to include

inf,nitely many structural modes in the analysis. For the following analysis the number of

modes considered is N : 100 . If only a finiæ number of modes are used the Rayleigh integral

N

i:t

joÐ
2n l^
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expression can be rewritten in maffix form (Pan et 
^1. 

(1992) and Hansen and Snyder (1997))

P(r) : loavp (s.20)

where Z¡a¿ is the (N x 1) vector whose ith element is given by

Zro¿,¡(r):

andvo is the (N x 1) vector whose ith element is given by

jtov¿(*¡r)
vp,i: 

MIZ

Xl^ff*'@oo (s.2t)

(s.22)

(s.24)

where M¡: ry andZ¡: a? +2Çrr¡ro¡ - ro2 , to¿ is the ith resonant frequency, to is the excitation

frequency and ( is the damping factor. A is the area of the plate.

Nelson and Elliott (1986) gives the acoustic pressure of the monopole conttol source in the

presence of the infinite baffle as

pr(r) : Z^ono(rr)q, (s.23)

where Zrrno(rr) : #+ + H+ ,rc: 11- r"l and r¡ : lr - r¡l

The acoustic power radiated by the plate and monopole combination in the far field is given

by @an etal. (1992) and Hansen and Snyder (1997)) as

w - Awr lq"l' + qibw¡ * biv¡q, -l rw¡

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of ftee frehd sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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where

¡*,: Io'" lo"'' 
E#u,inododþ,

6wÍ : Io'" lo"'"W ? sinedodþ,

çw. : lo^ lo"'' ryy r2 sinedodþ,

(s.2s)

(s.26)

(s.21)

(s.28)

(s.2e)

(s.30)

where the spherical to rectangular coordinate üansformation given by

re* : rcosþrsinï

tr, : rsinþrsinO

fr, : fCOSï

where to be in the far field the radial distance r )) Ìu. The integral expression Ay, has an

analytic solution given by equation (4.11) in Chapter 4. Where as the integral expressions

for b1ry, and c1ry, are functions of Zro¿ which has no analytic solution and must be numerically

integrated. Hence numerical integration must be performed to calculate the acoustic power

radiated by the plate and monopole combination.

lf A1ry, > 0 , equation (5,24) has a unique minimum (see Appendix E for a derivation) given by

the optimal control source strength ec,opt (shown in Figures 5.10a and b) where

(s.31)
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Since Agz, represents the power output from the monopole conüol source acting on its own, it

is guaranteed to be positive and hence a unique minimum Qc,opt iS guaranteed.

to'
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Figwe 5.10: The amplitude and phase of the contol souÍce strength which minimises Úåe total sound

power veÍsus the separation distance d (N=IN).

Substituting (5.31) into (5.24) gives the minimumpower as

Wnin : wp - biryrAwlbwr (s.32)

where Wp: W¡ is the power due only to the primary source.

Therefore the amount of sound power attenuation achievable by employing a single monopole

control source to conftol the sound field of an infinitely baffled simply supported rectangular

plate primary source is given by the ratio of sound power before and after control by

wp

Wmin
(s.33)

The general shape of the power attenuation curve for the plate problem, shown in Figure 5.11,

is similar to the monopole radiation curve in Figure 3.4 andbaffled monopole radiation curve

in Figure 4.4. Hence at a separation distance of d:Lll} the maximum achievable power

attenuation is approximately 29.4d8. Atd:Ll2 the maximum achievable power attenuation

falls to zero. It therefore becomes necessÍtry to make the separation distance very small in order
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Figwe 5.11: The optimal sound power attenuation (dB) versus the separation distance d (N=100).

to achieve any appreciable sound power reduction. The sound power before and after control

when minimising the sound power plotted as a function of frequency, is shown in Figure 5.12.

The maximum power attenuation possible for the problem being considered here, plotted as

a function of frequency, is shown in Figure 5.13. Observe that there is good atûenuation up

to approximately 600tlz. The aim now is to develop an enor sensing system that will help

practically realise this potential.

5.4,3 Minimising squared sound pressure at a point

Consider first the problem of minimising sound pressure at a point in space (practically a

microphone location).

The total acoustic pressure of both sources at an observation point r in the free field is given

by
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Figwe 5.12: Relative sound power level (dB) before and after contol when minimising the sound

po*", with a unitary force applied to the plate cenirt:e and a single monopole contol souÍce positioned

at a separation distance d. (N=100).
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Figwe 5.13: Sound power attenuation (dB) when the sound trnwer with a unitary force
applied ta the plate cente and a single monopole contol source positioned at a sep tion distance d.
(N=100).
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Ptotot(r): PpF) *P"(r) (s.34)

where po(r) is the pressure due to the primary source and p.(r) is the pressure due to the

conüol source at the observation point r . If we multiply the total acoustic pressure by its

complex conjugate we get an expression for the squared sound pressure amplitude as

lp,o,oÁr)|2 : plo,oít)P,o,oít)

: (pp(r)+p"(r))* þp(") +p"(r))

: nþnp+ninp*PiP,*PiP,

(s.3s)

(s.36)

(s.37)

(s.3e)

(s.40)

where the dependence on r is assumed and hence for brevity, dropped from the equations.

ppG) :10?o)ro and p"(r) : Zrono(rr,¿)qr, rp: l" - rol is ttre distance from the primary

source to the observation point (error sensor location) and similarl! tc: lt - ..1 is the distance

from the confiol source to the observation point as described above. Z¡s¿ and Z.ono both

describe the acoustic transfer impedances due to the primary and control sorrces respectively

at the observation point and are given by

H Io#v'g)dA
Z*¿(rp) (s.38)

vp

Z.oro(rr,¡)

# Io"#v*6)ot
jrovr(xtn)

Mtzt

jrov¡v(*¡n)
Muzu

jcop ¿-lk'" , jrrlp ¿-ik'i
4n rc 4,rc ri
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The squared pressure amplitude can be re-expressed in a hermitian quadratic form (Hansen

and Snyder (1997)) as

lp,o,o,l' : Aplqrl2 + qib p * blq, -t c p (s.41)

where

Ap: Z|*roZorno andbp: ZI*noloovo and ce: Zflovþlarp

again since Ao is always greater than zero, there exists a unique minimum (see Appendix E)

given by the optimal conftol source strength ec,opt wheÍe

fuc,opt: -Aotbo (s.42)

Therefore to minimise the squared pressure amplitude at a particular location from a single

primary monopole source by a single control monopole source (5.42) is substituted into (5.41).

The amount of sound power attenuation when the squared pressure amplitude is minimised at

the error sensor location is found by substituting (5.42) into (5.24), giving

wp

Wmin
(s.43)

t*l-e¡tuo - (-Altbp)*bw¡ - bfuleAptbt) + *

5,4.4 Minimising radial active intensity

Consider now minimising radial active intensity at a point in space. The total acoustic particle

velocity in the directionît¡o¡o¡ of both sources at an observation point r in the free field is given

by the sum of the particle velocities of the primary and control sources, given by
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\oø(1): up(r) *u"(r) (s.44)

which can be rewritten as

ta.tot ø(f) : ut otatìtomt : u pi p * ucîtc (s.4s)

where the unit vector ûo is in the radial direction relative to the primary source, û¿ : ûa,6 * û¿

is in the direction of the sum of the radial unit vectors û",0 ,ûi with respect to the control source

and the image source respectively.

The total active intensity in the direction of u'¡o¡o¡ is given by

I (s.46)lro,ot(t) Re {pl orot(r) ur¿o¿ (r) }
2

It is desired to minimise the radial (with respect to the primary source, in the same direction

as the vector up) active intensity. Hence it is the component of l¡6¡a¡ in equation (5.46) in the

direction of Io henceforth labelledlya¿¡o¡ as shown in Appendix A which must be minimised

and is given by

lraa¡at (r) : Pro j\o¿to,lro, ol : (lra¿¡al' Itotal)lra¿¡at (s,41)

The notation pro jyY is used to denote the orthogonal projection of vector Y on vector X. The

direction of positive intensity is û0. Substituting (5.45) and (5.34) gives

lrctat i^, {@i + pî)(tp + u.)}

L^, {@}uo* piu,i piap+ piv}

(s.48)

(s.4e)
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where lp:HToa(ro)vo and'u^ç:H¡¡sn6(rr,¡)qr, where ro and rc are defined as before. Hro¿

and H*ono both describe the acoustic velocity transfer impedances due to the primary and

control sources respectively at the observation point r and are given by

H*a(rp) Y2,6¿(rp)fip
1

Jpú)
(s.50)

(s.s4)

(s.ss)

(s.56)

(s.s1)

The active intensity in the directionît¡o¡o¡ can be re-expressed in a hermitian quadratic form as

Itotar: lr,lqàz + qiÞ -tbTqr+ct (s.s2)

whereA¡:ln"7z;roH*onolandb¡:i(Hk"r"Zl"ovp*HloovpZî*r)andc¡:lne{zflovþH!"ovo}

where Xä represents the hermitian (conjugate ffanspose) of X.

The radial active intensity can be written as

Iraa¡at(Î) : Pro ir,o¿¡otltotat : (lra¿¡at .ltorat)lrad¡at : Ar,¿¿¡ lqrl' + 4Ib4**, I bî,*^e, I cr,o¿iot

(s.s3)

where AIr*^rbIr*,* and c¡,*,^ can be written as

H^ono(,,,i) : +(ä. *) e-jk" ît.,,0. +(+.':),-ikri ¡,

Lr,*^ : 
)n, {2ilr"(Hr,spro 

j¡rîrp -f H¡pro^n,)}

bI,*^ : 
){{r:,oo-Jûrû",0 

-f Hf proi¡oî¡)loavp + zhnoHlavpîp)

cr,o¿¡a : l^" {ry*rî,') lrrl'îo
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where Hrad.- llH-¿ll, Hc,g: llH",oll andH¡: llH¡ll afethecomplexvectof magnitudesof the

conesponding vectors describing the velocity fiansfer impedances. Which expands to

I:
2
I:
4
1:
2

bt,*

LIr*

clro¿ø

ne {zfunoQt,,g (ûr,o o ûo)ûp * H¡(î¡. ûp)ûp) }

((äÄo (û",0 o ûo)ûp + ¡Ii (û, oîo)îp)zl"¿v p * T,*noHÏ,a, pîp)

ne {zf,on!,,} lrol'îo

(s.s7)

(s.s8)

(s.se)

(s.60)

(s.61)

(s.62)

As equations (5.57), (5.5S) and (5.59) are all in the direction û0, the vector notation can be

removed, giving

Ar,**, : Lrn" 1z;r"(r{",0 (û",0 o ûp) * 11¡ (û¡ o ûo) ) }

brr*^

cr,odøt : f,^" lzY,or\ollrol'

Consider equation (5.54) for the active intensity of the control source acting on its own Ã1,*,o,,

Appendix E shows that provide d Ar,ø¡a is positive, there exists a unique minimum given by the

optimal control source strength 7c,opt. This is not necessarily the case for an active intensity

cost function which may be negative at certain locations.

The term proi¡¡îr,s which is defined by

proj¡;îr,s: (û",0.Ç)Ç (5.63)

can at certain eilor sensor locations be negative, when the dot product û.,0. Ç is negative, or

the angle between Ç and û",s is obtuse. The term proi¡;î¡ which is defined by

Intensity error sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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proj¡;î¡: (û¡oÇ)Ç (s.64)

as can be seen from Figure 5.8b is always positive, as the dot product û¡ . Ç ) 0 because the

angle between Ç and û¡ is always acute.

Expanding equation (5.54) gives

nowsubstitutingequation(5.40)wherewedefinetheterms Zr,o(r)andZ¡(r)townteZmono(r):

Z,,o(r) +Z¡(r) giving

1:
2
I
2

:(

: I*" {zko,o(H,,0(û,,0 o Ç)Ç + ¡¡,(û¡ . Ç)Ç) }Ar,*,^

* ()*, {zi,on,} *T*" {zi*ù)

Re{(z[,0+zi)(H,,0(û",0.Ç)Ç rH¡(î¡.Ç)Ç)] fs.osl

ne {(z[,on,,o r zl H,,s7û",0 . Ç)) Ç + (z;,ont + zi Hi(îi. Ç)) Ç) ]5.66)

)^" 7r;,or^o\ +)n, {4 n,,o}) (û",0. Ç)Ç (s.67)

ÃIr*ro,

(û¡.Ç)Ç)

It can be seen from equation (5.67) that A4*,* comprises terms for the active intensity due to

the control source on its own and the image source on its own plus cross terms.

When û",0. Ç < 0, Ar,øia will be negative when the first term in equation (5.67) is less than

the second term, or alternatively the following condition is met:

()* {zT,on,,o} * )^, {zi n,'}) (û",0 o Ç) < ()* {zi,on¡ * I^" {zi H,}) (î¡.Ç)

(s.68)
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If condition (5.68) is met at a particular eÍor sensor location r when û",0.Ç ( 0 then Ã1,*,^ 1

0 and hence there is only a unique maximum exists as derived in Appendix E'

Condition (5.68) can best be illusfrated as shown in Figure 5.14

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 o.2 0.25
y-positlon ( I)

Figwe 5.14: The region (indicated by the colour rcd) where h,øid 10, and hence the rudia[ active

intensity can become negative, leading to an optimal contol source strength which maximises the

radial ictive intensity. The blue region indicates the region whete A¡,*r, ) 0 and hence the radial active

intensity is positive defrnite and the optimat conf:ol source strength minimises the rudial active intensity'

lf A4**, ) 0 a unique minimum exists or if A4^,* < 0 then a unique maximum exists and in

either case the exfreme control source strength is given by

Qc,opt: -Ar,)o^br*r, (s.6e)

Therefore to optimise the radial active intensity at a pafticular location r from a rectangular

steel plate primary source by a single control monopole source (5.69) is substituted into (5.52),

The amount of sound power attenuation when the active intensity is minimised at the error

sensor location is found by substituting (5.69) into (5'24) giving

.<

c
o
'6
oô
*
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wp

Wmin A*, 
| 
- tA-,,) *, 

(b,, *, )l - ( - +A-,,) 
", 

(b + *,,,)) 
* 

b w ¡ - biv 
¡ G Ll,,) *, (b + *, ",)) 

*, w ¡
(s.70)

5.4.5 Comparison of power attenuation when minimising pressure and

intensity error criterion

As described, the aim of the work presented here is to compare the performance of pressure

and intensity error sensing strategies for a relatively simple sffuctural radiation problem. Re-

ferring to Figure 5.8a, the problem to be studied here has a single monopole control source,

separated from a previously described rectangular sûeel plate primary source, by one-tenth of a

wavelength. Using equation (5.33), the maximum possible acoustic power attenuation for this

arangementis29.4 dB. The plate size is close to 8¡,/100, and the plate is driven at its centre.

The dominant mode is the (1,1) and hence the plate is behaving like a monopole source.

Illustrated in Figures 5.15 and 5.16 is the acoustic power attenuation that would result from

minimising the square acoustic pressure amplitude at a point in space. The results in Figures

5.15 and 5.16 are to different scales: Figure 5.15 depicts results for minimising acoustic pres-

sure at points in space for x,y positions over 7 wavelengths, while Figure 5.16 depicts results

over a 1 wavelength region. Observe that significant attenuation can be achieved at locations

perpendicular to a line joining the sources. The maximum power attenuation shown in the

resolution provided by Figures 5.15 and 5.16 is 24d8, however as the resolution is increased

the maximum power attenuation should approach 29.4dB.

Illustrated in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 are results for the same geometry, but where radial active

intensity is optimised as opposed to square acoustic pressure amplitude. Comparing Figures

5.15 and 5.17, the results obtained when optimising radial active intensity at locations distant

cW
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Figwe 5.1,5: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a fitnction of ptesaxe enot sensor placement, rectan-

gilar steel plate primary at the oñgin in an infrnite baffie in the xz-plane and conf:ol sources sepanted

ly ?ult1 wavelength in far freld view. The x marks the edge of the plate. The circlo Q is fåe conl.rol

monopole so¿rce location. (N= 1 00).
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Figwe 5.16: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as afiinction of presswe enor sensor placement, Íectan-
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Figure 5.L7: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a function of ndial active intensity enor sensor

plácement (radial with respect to the primary source), rectangular steel plate gimaty at the otigin in an

infrnite baffie in the xz-plane and contol sources separated by ?,.110 wavelength in far freld view' The

x marks the edge of the plate. The circle Q is the contol monopole source location. (N=100).
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Figute 5'18: Acoustic power attenuation in dB as a frinction of radial active intensity error sensor
placement (tadial with respect to the gimary sowce), rectangular steel plate primary at the origin in an
infrnite baffie in the xz-plane and conÚ:ol sou¡ces separated by ?ullO wavelength in near freld view. The
x marks the edge of the plate. The circle Q is ttre conrrol monopole source location. (N=IN).
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from the sources are very similar to the acoustic pressure results. However, when comparing

the results in Figures 5.16 and 5.18, it is evident that the results obtained when optimising the

error criteria at locations close to the sources are very different. In fact, the acoustic power

attenuation that results from optimising acoustic intensity is far worse than when optimising

squared acoustic pressure. The areas of poor attenuation correspond to areas where A¡,*,o, 10,

shown in Figure 5.14.

Figwe 5.19: The three sensor locations considered. The rcd dots indicate the enot sensor locations.

As discussed previously in this thesis, for an error sensing strategy to be of "high qualitY", the

conffol source volume velocity that minimises the error criterion of interest, derived in step

3, must be virtually identical to the control source volume velocity that provides maximum

acoustic power attenuation, calculated in step 2. Shown in Figures 5.20a and 5.20b are plots

of the squared pressure and intensity error criteria evaluated at a location which is À (shown

in Figure 5.19) from the primary source and directly in front as a function of complex control

source volume velocity. Observe that both the pressure and intensity error surfaces have a

single minimum, at approximately the same volume velocity, and that these minima are close

to volume velocity that is optimal in terms of acoustic po\ryer attenuation'

The result is simila¡ for error sensors located at a position of 7,'15 (shown in Figure 5.19) from

the primary source, just behind the control source, as evident in the error surface plots shown

in Figures 5.21a and 5.21b. In this case the intensity minima is slightly closer to the value

2,,

),"ts

?,,/10
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inary parts of the contol source stength q" relative to a unitary primary souÍce stength, at the sensor
location r, : (?u,0). (the calculations are relative to a unitary primmy source strength). X indicates
the optimal control source stength when minimising acoustic poweï. P indicates the optimal contol
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inary parts of the control souÍce stength q relative to a unitary primary source stength, at the sensor

bcatiòn r" : (L15,0) . (the calculations are relative to a unitary Fimary source stength). X indicates

the optimat 
"ont 

ol soufce strength when minimising acoustic power. P indicates the optimal control

sourõe stength when minimising squared pressure. I indicates the optimal contol souÍce stength when

minimising radial active intensity.
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that will minimise radiated acoustic power than is the pressure minima. Hence at this location

acoustic intensity error sensing would produce a superior result.

The results are very different, however, for an error sensing location of 3t 150 (shown in Fig-

ure 5.19) from the primary source, approximately mid way between the primary and conftol

sources' Referring to Figure 5.22b, observe that with acoustic active intensity there is no global

minimum. In fact, the point of inflexion is a global maximum. The pressure minima is very

close to the value that will minimise radiated acoustic power where as the intensity maxima is

much further away. If the active intensity only has a global maximum at this sensor location

then only poor acoustic power attenuation can be expected. If the error criterion is modified

to be intensity amplitude, then there is a locus of points where the error criterion has a zero

value. Hence there would be infinitely many possible minima for an intensity amplitude error

signal to converge to.

5,4.6 Experimental verification of the acoustic po\ryer attenuation of a

rectangular steel plate primary source in an infinÍte baffle and sin-

gle monopole control source

In order to experimentally verify the previous findings a test rig of a simply supported rectan-

gular steel plate in an infinite baffle, arectangular steel plate of dimensions (380mm x 300mm

x 2mm) mounted in a heavy steel frame similar to that used by Pan et al, (1992), and set into

a baffle. The vibration properties of the plate were checked using modal analysis in Section

5.3 and it was found to accurately model the simply supported boundary conditions. The steel

plate was clamped to a heavy steel table to which a large baffle was mounted by bolting it with

brackets to the table. The experiments were conducted in an anechoic chamber (dimensions

over wedge tips: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) which has a lower cutoff frequency of 85H2. The

same enclosed speaker was used as the control source as was used in Chapters 3 and,4.
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5.4.6.1 Radial pressune distribution

The radial pressure distibution of the plate was measured with the a B&K Tlpe 4131 con-

denser microphone starting at 50mm from the plate front face, atradial intervals of 50mm. A

3 metre length of 30 by 30mm Aluminum angle section with holes drilled at 50mm inûervals to

fit the 1/2" B&KT\pe 4l3l condenser microphones was used to measure the pressure transfer

function, between the plaúe electrodynamic shaker input and the B&K Type 4131 microphone

ouþut. The plate was driven with random noise and 100 linear averages were applied to mea-

sure the pressure transfer functions at each radial location. The experimental setup is shown

in Figure 5.23.

The measured radial relative pressure distribution at 100H2 is shown inFigwe 5.24. The

measured and theoretical radial relative pressure distributions are also plotted from the baffled

monopole case (in Chapter 4) for comparison. The B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone

was not calibrated and hence Figure 5.24 shows the relative pressure amplitude and not the

sound pressure level. At distances greater than 50mm, the enclosed speaker fits the 6dB per

doubling of distance characteristic of a monopole source with only a slight deviation which

can be attributed to experimental error, as described in Chapter 4. Observe that there is good

agreement between theoretical and experimental values.

5.4,6.2 Radial active intensity distribution

Based on the ftansfer function measurements described in the previous section, the active

intensity along a radial line away from the plate was calculated as in Chapters 3 and 4.

Figure 5.25 shows the active intensity at 100FIz as a function of radial distance away from the

baffled speaker. It can be seen in Figure 5.25 thatthe measured active inúensity closely matches

the theoretical monopole radial active intensity distribution, as does the measured pressure to

the theoretical monopole radial pressure distribution shown in Figure 5.24. There is only a

slight variation, which may cause some experimental error.
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Figwe 5.23: Experimental setup for the measwement of the rudial pressute distibution of a speaker in

a baffie model of a monopole saurce in an infrnite baffie.
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5,4.7 Results

5.4.1.1 Far field pressure distribution

In order to assess the power attenuation of minimising an active intensity cost function com-

pared to that which is obtained by minimising the squared pressure, the "far freld" sound

pressure \ryas measured with a microphone attached to a boom and turntable through an arc

180o, before and after conúol is applied. Figure 5.26 shows the experimental setup. The pri-

mary source used was a rectangular panel embedded in a baffle (as described previouslY) and

a conftol source which was an enclosed pipe speaker (described pteviously in Chapter 3). The

control source was hung inside a pair of stockings from a cantilever support beam bolted above

the primary source. The experiment was conducted in an anechoic chamber (dimensions over

wedge tips: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) with a lower cut offfrequency of 85H2, and the sources

were separated by a distance of I/10. A B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone put through

a B&K T\pe2604Microphone Amplifier which is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the 100H2

ll3 octave band was used to measure the "far field" sound pressure. The B&K Tlpe 4131

condenser microphone was attåched to a microphone boom which was located just in front of

the baffled primary source and extended 1.8 meües out (see Figure 5.5). The confrol system

is described in Appendix D. The signal from the B&K Type 4131 condenser microphone was

sent to B&K Type 2307 LevelRecorder which plotted the results on polar paper. The results

were then scanned into a computer using Corel TracerM and placed on a half circle polar graph'

The B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone was not calibrated, as interest centres on pressure

reduction. A HP Oscilloscope was used to check the actual amplitude reduction of the primary

noise source. The confiol signal reduced the primary signal by between 30 and 40d8.

Figure 5.45 displays the location of the error sensors tested in these experiments. Illusfrated in

Figure 5.27 is the result of far field error sensing with either an acoustic pressure error sensor

or an active intensity amplitude enor sensor at l, from the plate (see Figure 5.45). As expected,

the outcome when using either a pressure or intensity error signal is similar.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free fre|d sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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Figute 5'26: Experimental setup for measuring the far freld pressure distibution before and after active
contrcl is applied to minimise a sqaarcdpressure and active intensity anplitude cost fr)nction.
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Figwe 5.27: Far freld pressure before and after contol when employing a single acoustic pressure or

radial active intensity amplitude eïror sensor atlv from the prtmary souÍce on the x-wris to contol a

I00Hz tone from a simply supported rectangular plate primary source with a single monopole contol

sowce. The red lines indicate the experimental measurements. The blue lines indicate the theoteticaþ

predicted¡esulfs with a lVo enor in amplitude and a Ilenor in phase of the contol signal.
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Figure 5.28 shows the result of minimising the pressure and active intensity amplitude at a

position closer to the primary and control sources at),"15 from the plate (see Figure 5.45). As

predicted in the simulations, the active intensity result is marginally better than the pressure

result in this instance.

g0o

60 1200

300 1 500

o
'-- Without Control Ê
- With Control minimising pressure
""' W¡th Control minimising radial active intensity

Figure 5.28: Far freld pressure before and after contol when employing a single acousticp.ressure or
tadial active intensity amplitude elror sensoÍ atlvl1 from the primary sowce on the x-axis to control a
100H2 tone from a simply suppofted rectangular plate pïimary souÍce with a single monopole control
souÍce. The ted lines indicate the experimental measurements. The blue lines indicate the theoretically
predicted resulfs with a 1% enor in amplitude and a l"enor in phase of the conû:ol signal.

Illustrated in Figure 5.29 is the result of error sensing the pressure and active intensity ampli-

tude in the near field, between the primary and control sources at 3)u150 from the plate (see

Figure 5.45). It can be seen that between 15 and 20dB of attenuation is achieved with a pres-

sure enor sensor, whereas an active intensity amplitude error sensor achieves an increase in

the sound levels by approximaûely 5dB.
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Figwe 5.29: Far freld pressure before and after conÍol when employing a single acoustic pÍessure or

ndial active intensity amplitude error sensor located approximately halfway between the primary and

control sources (at radial distance of 37u150 from the primüy source) to control a 100H2 tone from a

simply supported rectangular plate primary source with a single monopole contol souÍce. The ted lines

indicate the experimental measurcments. The blue lines indicate the theoreticaþ prcdicted results with

a IVo enor in amplitude and a loenor in phase of the contol signal.
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5.4,7,2 Active intensity versus control source strength

In order to test the theoretical prediction of multiple minima when minimising active inten-

siry amplitude, measurements were made of the active intensity at the midpoint between the

primary and conftol sources at different conhol source sfengths. Figure 5.30 shows the setup

used in the experiment. The primary and control speakers were again mounted on stands in an

anechoic chamber (dimensions over wedge tips: 4.79m x 3.9m x 3.94m) and separated by a

distance of )ull0 as shown in Figure 5.30. The B&K Type 2134 Sound Intensity Analyser's in-

tensity probe was positioned at a distance of 3)u150, Ìul5 and l, from the primary source along

a line passing through the primary and conüol sources. The primary and control sources were

driven by a 100H2 tone. The intensity signat is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the l00Hz ll3

octave band.

5.4,7.3 Results of the relative total active intensity

The intensity probe positioned as described above, was used to measure the active intensity

when the plate was driven with a reference voltage Vo at l00Hz and the input voltage to the

control speaker V, was adjusted. The voltmeter in Figure 5.30 was used to measure the input

voltage Vinput : V, to the enclosed speakers. The active intensity value and the relative voltage

V"lVp was recorded. The active intensity values were then converted from dB to a linear scale

and the relative voltage VrlVp was squared and then plotted in MatlabrM.

Figure 5.31 shows total active intensity (from both primary and control sources) relative to the

primary active intensity on its own, plotted against the control source strength relative to the

primary source strength when the intensity probe is located at the approximate midpoint be-

tween primary and conftol sources (at a radial distance of 3ìu150 from the primary source). The

results show a deviation between the theoretically predicted relative total active inænsity and

that which was measured by experiment described above. Observe that in the experiments the
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Figure 5.30: Experimental setup to measurc the active intensity located at ndial distances of 3Ìvf 50,

?,"15 and\, from the gimary soutce at 100H2 at different contol source stengths.
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active intensity does indeed become negative for certain control source strengths, the differ-

ence between theory and experiment can be put down to experimental error. It is worth noting

that the active inænsity varied by approximately lOdB across the range of voltages which were

measured, sometimes only by 0.2d8 between voltage increments.

-2 -1 01
Control Source Strength qc/qp

Figwe 5.31: Relative total active intensity plotted against the relative control source strength at the
apptoximately the midpoint between the primny and contol sources (at a radial distance of 3?u150
from the primary source).

Figure 5.32 shows the tot¿l active intensity amplitude relative to the primary active intensity

plotted against the control source strength relative to the primary source strength at a radial

distance of 3?"150 from the primary source. From Figure 5.31 it has been shown that the active

intensity cost function can be made negative and hence has no minimum value. If an active

intensity amplitude cost function is employed, Figure 5.32 shows 2 minima out of infiniæly

many possible minima (see Figure 5.22).

Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 show the total active intensity (from both primary and conftol
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sources) relative to the primary active intensity on its own, plotted against the control source

strength relative to the primary source sftength when the intensity probe is located at distances

of Ll5 and l, from the primary source along a line passing through the primary and control

sources. The results show a slight discrepancy between the theoretically predicted relative

total active intensity and that which was measured by experiment described previously. The

experiment confums that active intensity does remain positive definite at this location. The

differences between theory and experiment can be put down to experimental effor as described

before.
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Figwe 5.34: Relative total active intensity plotted against the relative conttol souÍce sttength at a dis-

tance of Ìv from the primary souÍce along a line passing through both primaty and control sources.
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5.4.8 Conclusion

The performance of active conftol of free field tonal sound radiation from a simply supported

rectangular plate in an infinite baffle, via infroduction of a single monopole conftol source

using far fleld error sensing is not significantly improved with the use of active intensity error

sensors in place of pressure elïor sensors. A single minimum exists in both the acoustic pres-

sure and active intensity error criteria, at roughly the same conftol source strength, leading to

similar outcomes. Significant differences do exist in the pressure and intensity elror criteria

for sensing locations in the near field. At some near f,eld locations, the global disturbance

attenuation that accompanies intensity error sensing is greater than that achieved with pressure

error sensing, as previously reported for monopole radiation and confirmed here for a sffuc-

tural radiation problem. However, for some sensing locations the active intensity cost function

can be made negative and have only a maximum value. If active intensity amplitude (identical

to active intensity cost function when active intensity is positive definite) is considered there

may be multiple control source settings that yield azero intensity result. One of these minima

leads to attenuation of the total radiated acoustic power, while most others lead to an increase

in total power.

5.5 Baffled plate radiation using a vibration control source

5.5.1 Theory

5.5.1.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 2, a great deal of work has been directed towards the use of vibra-

tion conftol inputs to provide active attenuation of the radiated acoustic field (termed active

structural acoustic control (ASAC)). The aim of this section is to repeat the baffled panel work

Intensity enor sensing in the active conÛ|]ol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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using vibration control sources, again focusing on the differences between pressure and active

intensity enor sensing.

The arrangement is illustated in Figure 5.35a.

lnfln¡tê
Bafflo

Supported Plato

Slmply
Supportod Plate

x

v

x

(a) Rectangular steel plate primary source

in an infrnite baffle and a single vibtation
contol source.

(b) Rectangular steel plate primary source

in an infinite baffie with a single vibration
contol source front view.

Figure 5.35: Steel rectangular plate primary source in an infrnite baffle and a single vibration conttol

souÍce afiangement. xprimar!: (0,0) andxconftot: (-70,0) in millimettes.

5.5.2 Minimising the total sound power

Consider a simply supported rectangular plate primary source excited by a point force excita-

tion at location xprimary: (xo,zp): (0,0) (in mm) and controlled by a point force vibration

input at location xcon*or: (xr,zr): (-70,0) (in mm), whose source strength fc and hence

amplitude and phase can be adjusted. Figure 5.35a represents the Íurangement of the baffled

plate and vibration sources. Calculating the maximum achievable sound power attenuation

possible with a rectangular plate primary source in an infinite baffle of surface velocity vp con-

trolled by a single vibration control source of source sftength /r involves the modelling of the

plate by the Rayleigh's integral to obtain the pressure field and superimposing the Rayleigh

integral due to the conüol source assuming that there is no fluid loading on the plate.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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Consider now a simply supported rectangular steel plaûe with the physical properties described

in Section 5.3.2. The plate is excited at 100H2 (near first resonance) with a unitary point force

excitation at the centre of the plate given by xprimary: (0,0) (in mm). The coordinate system

used to describe the sound radiated from the plate is shown in Figure 5.9.

Referring back to Section 5.4.1, if N: 100 modes are again used, then the Rayleigh inte-

gral expression, describing the primary source acoustic pressure at a point r in space, can be

rewritten in maftix form as

p(r): loavp (s.71)

where Zro¿ is the (N x 1) vector whose ith element is given by

andvo is the (N x 1) vector whose ith element is given by

z,o¿,¡(r) : t# 
l^Ç*,r*l oo (s.72)

(s.73)

where M¡: + andZ¡: @? +2ç0Jo)¡ - o)2, or¡ is the ith resonant frequency, ro is the excitation

frequency and ( is the damping factor. A is the area of the plate.

Similarly the acoustic pressure at some observation point r : (r,0,0r) in space due to the

control force excitation of the plate is given by equation (5.71) as

p(r) : Z!o¿v,f, (s.74)

wheteZro¿ is the (N x 1) vector whose ith elementis given by equation (5.72),/" is the complex

control force and v, is the (N x 1) vector whose ith element is given by
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(s.7s)

The total radiated acoustic power radiated by the plaæ and monopole combination is given by

(Hansen and Snyder (1997)), which is calculated in the far field by

w - Awrlf,l2 + fi bw¡ * bIv¡f, + rw¡ (s.76)

where

¡*, : lo'" Io"'' ryf sinodedþ,

6wr : Io^ lo"'t W? sinododþ,

"w, 
: 

Io'" lo"'' ryy 12 sinododþ,

(s.77)

(s.78)

(s.7e)

where to be in the far field the radial distance r )) 1,. Aw¡, bw¡ ffid cwr are functions of Zro¿

which has no analytic solution and must be numerically integrated. Hence numerical integra-

tion must be performed to calculate the acoustic power radiated by the plate and monopole

combination.

lf Ay¡, > 0 , equation (5.76) has a unique minimum (see Appendix E for a derivation) given by

the optimal control source strength fc,opt where

fc,opt: -A*jb*, (s.80)

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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Since A¡ar, represents the power output from the vibration control source with a unitary control

force, acting on its own, it is guaranteed to be positive and hence a unique minimum fr,opt is

guaranteed.

Substituting (5.80) into (5.76) gives the minimum power at vibration control source location

X¿6n¡¡6¡ àS

W^in(xrontroù :Wp - øirrl¡jøw, (s.81)

where Wp : cwr is the power due only to the primary source.

Therefore the amount of sound power attenuation achievable by employing a single vibration

control source at location xcontror to control the sound field of a simply supported rectangular

plate in an infinite baffle primary source is given by the ratio of sound power before and after

control by

(s.82)

Snyder et al. (l99la), has mapped the optimal vibration control source location on a rectangu-

lar plate in an infinite baffle, in terms of power attenuation. For a (3,1) mode, the sound power

attenuation achieved by locating a vibration control source anywhere on the plate was plotted.

The sound power attenuation was also calculated at control source locations across the surface

of the plate as shown in Figure 5.36. Hence at a control source location xcontrot: (-70,0)

when the primary source location is at xprimary: (0,0) in millimetres, the maximum achiev-

able power attenuation is approximately 48d8.

The relative sound power level before and after control, when actively controlling the sound

power radiated from a simply supported rectangular plate (excited atxprima,y : (0,0) in mil-

limetres) with a single vibration control source located ttxror¡ro¡ : (-70,0) millimefres plot-
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Figure 5.36: Sound Power attenuation (dB) versus the vifuation control source location ,qontrct fot a

primary source location of xprimary: (0,0) in millimetres with 100 sfructutal modes included in the

model. (N=100).

ted against frequency is shown in Figure 5.37. Figure 5.38 shows the sound power attenuation

plotted against frequency. Observe that large attenuation is predicted below 200H2, however,

above this frequency little sound power attenuation is to be expected.

5.5.3 Minimising squared sound pressure

The total acoustic pressure of both sources at an observation point r in the free field is given

by

pmat(r): PpG) + p,(r) (s.83)

where po(r) is the pressure due to the primary source and p"(r) is the pressure due to the

control source at the observation point r . If we multiply the total acoustic pressure by its
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Figute 5.37: Relative Sound Power Level (dB) before and after control when minimising the sound
powü with a unitary force applied to the plate cente and a vibration conúol souÍce is located at
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Figure 5.38: Sound power attenuation (dB) before and after control when minimising the sound power

with a unitary force applied to the plate centre and a vibration contol source is located ãt \o¡xrot :
(-70,O)mm. (N=ß0).
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complex conjugate we get an expression for the squared sound pressure amplitude as

lp,o,oúr)|z : plo,oír)p,o,oú")

: (pp(") *p"(r))* (pp(r) + p,(r))

: ninp+ninn+pip,*pip,

where the dependence on r is assumed and hence for brevity, dropped from the equations.

ppG) :10?ùr, and p"(r) : ZdooQ)vrfr, rp : l.- "ol 
is rhe distance from the primary

source to the observation point(error sensor location) and similarly rc: l" - ""1 
is the distance

from the conhol source to the observation point as described above. Since the primary source

and the conffol source are one and the same, rc : rp. Zrad describes the acoustic transfer

impedance due to the primary and conftol sources respectively at the observation point and are

(Hansen and Snyder (1997)) given by

# Io#v'g)dA
Z*¿(rp)

(s.84)

(s.8s)

(5.86)

(s.87)

H toe-{y¡¡(x)dA
janyt(xo¡rory)

MtZt

vp: (s.88)

jaV¡v(xp¡nary)
M¡tZn

j@\¡t(xcontrot)
Mtzt

V¿: (s.8e)

j(¡Yn(xro,,troù
M¡,tZu

The squared pressure amplitude can be re-expressed in a hermitian quadratic form (Hansen
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and Snyder (1997)) as

lp,o,otlz -- Ap lf,lz + fi b p + blf, + c, (s.e0)

where

Ap : vîZlodloavc and br: uiZloa/loovo and cp: vþZfo¿/Ïoavp

again since Ao is always greater than zero, there exists a unique minimum (see Appendix E)

given by the optimal control source strength fc,opt whete

fc,opt: -A;l bp (s.e1)

Therefore to minimise the squared pressure amplitude at a particular location from a single

primary monopole source by a single confrol monopole source (5.91) is substituted into (5.90).

The amount of sound po\ryer attenuation when the squared pressure amplitude is minimised at

the error sensor location is found by substituting (5.91) into (5.76) giving

wp

Wmin
(s.e2)

Awr -A-lp bp - (-Altbp)*bw¡ - bivreAptbù * "r,

Since the control sorrce is located on the primary source and conüol is achieved by alter-

ing the structural vibrations of the plate, the sound power attenuation achieved is indepen-

dent of the enor sensor location. The relative sound power level before and after conffol,

when actively connolling the sound power radiated from a simply supported rectangular plate

(excited atxprinau: (0,0) in millimetres) with a single vibration control source located at

xcontrot: (-70,0) millimetres plotted against frequency is shown in Figure 5.39. Figure 5.40

shows the sound power attenuaúon plotted against frequency. Observe that large attenuation

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free frehd sound radiation Robert Koehler
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is predicted below 200H2 as shown in Figure 5.38, however above this frequency little sound

power attenuation is to be expected.

0 100 2oo 300 
rr"qrlIIv ¡r, soo 600 700 8oo

Figute 5.39: Relative sound power leve| (dB) before and after contol when minimising the squared
sound pressure with a unitary force applied to the plate cente and a vibration conf:ol source is located
ât xconrot : (-70, O)mm. (N=100).

5.5.4 Minimising radial active intensity

The total acoustic particle velocity in the direction î¡6¡a¡ of both sources at an observation

point r in the free f,eld is given by the sum of the particle velocities of the primary and control

sources given by

utotot(r): up(r) * ur(r) (s.e3)

which can be rewritten as
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Woø(r) : urcmtfrtotut : u pû p * ucttc (s.e4)

where the unit vector ûo is in the radial direction relative to the primary source, û" is in the

radial direction relative to the control source. Since the primary and conftol sources are one

and the same, the direction of the particle velocity at an enor sensor location r, û¿ : ûp,

simpli$ring the theoretical development, giving

atotot(r) : ütutatîtotat : (u p I ur)io (s.es)

The total active intensity in the direction of t¡o¡o¡ is given by

(5.e6)

It is desired to minimise the radial (with respect to the primary source, in the same direction

as the vector up) active intensity labelled rradi.øt is identical tol¡ç¡a¡.

lra¿¡at (1) : P ro it,o¿¡¿lnt at : (lra¿¡at . Im at)lrad ¡at : lrct at (s.e7)

The notation pro jaY is used to denote the orthogonal projection of vector Y on vector X. The

direction of positive intensity is ûo. Substituting (5.93) and (5.83) gives

l*r{(pî+ pî)(op+u")} (s.e8)

i*" {@iuo t pio, r pîtp + pþ,} (s.ee)

tøoút) : I^, {pio,ot!)o,o,oúr)}

Itotal
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where ,p:HTo¿(ro)vo andur:Hf,oo(ro)/r, where ro is defined as before. IJ'o¿ describes the

acoustic velocity üansfer impedance due to the primary and control source respectively at the

observation point r and are given by

1
(s.100)H*¿(rp) YZ,o¿(r)ip

jpco

The active intensity in the direction ît¡6¡a¡ cãnbe re-expressed in a hermitian quadratic form as

tntat: Nlfà2 + libt -lbTf,-tct

where A,¡ : lRe {v[z!"old!"0v,] andn¡ -- lne {rrViooZ|o¿vp} andcl: }Re {vþz!"oW!rovo)

where XH represents the hermitian (conjugate transpose) of X.

The radial active intensity can be written as

Iraa¡aúr) : !rr,*r,lfrl' + flb+**, *ü,*^fr I c+o¿,ot (s.102)

where Ãl,ø¡arbl,*r, andclrøøt can be written as

(s.101)

(s.103)

(s.104)

(s.10s)

Ar,*^ : 
f,n" 1zfloni,o\ lr,l'Ç

br,*,o, : f,*" Trrn;"ofuorùû

cr,øø : 
f,n, 1z!,oni,ollrol'û

where Hrad : llH.*all is the complex vector magnitude of the vector describing the velocity

transfer impedance. Since A,¡,*r,, br,^, and c¡,*r, are all in the direction Ç, the vector

notation can be discarded, giving

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freId sound radiation Robert Koehlet
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AIr*,,

bIr**

CIro¿øt

: !rn, {zflon[,¿] lr,lz

: 
)n" 1r,u;"a10, oj

: 
)n"1zflon!,oll,À'

(s.106)

(s.107)

(s.108)

(s.110)

Appendix E shows thatif A1,^,^ ) 0 a unique minimum exists and the optimal conüol source

strength is given by

fc,o pt : - A-r,]o*,b r,*^, (s.10e)

Therefore to optimise the radial active intensity at a particular location r from a rectangu-

lar steel plate primary source by a single vibration control source (5.109) is substituted into

(s.101).

The amount of sound power attenuation when the active intensity is minimised at the error

sensor location is found by substituting (5.109) into (5.76) giving

wp

Wmin

cW

Awr -*A,,),^b,,*^ - e Ll,,),",b,,* r,) 
* b*, - bir, e tA r )^b 4*,,,) +, y,,

The relative sound power level before and after control, when actively controlling the sound

power radiated from a simply supported rectangular plate (excited atxprimary: (0,0) in mil-

limetres) with a single vibration control soruce located atxcontrot: (-70,0) millimeres plot-

ted against frequency is shown in Figure 5.41. Figure 5.42 shows the sound power attenuation

plotted against frequency. Observe that large attenuation is predicted below 200H2 as shown

in Figure 5.38, however above this frequency little sound power attenuation is to be expected.

Is should also be noted from Figure 5.42 that at frequencies above 200H2 active intensity er-
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ror sensing is predicted to produce slightly better sound power attenuation than pressure enor

sensors

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Frequency Hz

Figwe 5.41: Relative sound power level (dB) before and after contol when minimising the radial

active intensity with a unitny force applied to the plate cente and a vibration contol source is located

8t xcorurot : ( -70, 0)mm . (N=100).

5.5.5 Results

5.5.5.1 Far field pressure distribution

In order to assess the power attenuation of minimising an active intensity cost function over

that which is obtained by minimising the squared pressure the "far field" sound pressure was

measured with a microphone attached to a boom and turntable through an arc 180o, before and

after control is applied. Figure 5.43 shows the experimental setup. The primary source used

was the simply supported rectangular steel plate embedded in a baffle (as described previously)

and excited at the plate centre by a point force electrodynamic shaker and a vibration control
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Figne 5.42: Sowd [nwer attenuation (dB) when minimising the ndial active intensity with awitary
force applied to úe plate cente and a vibration contol source is located ât gont¡ot : (-70,0)mm.
(N=ß0).
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Figwe 5.43: Experimental setup for measuñng the far freld pressure distribution befote and after active

control is applied to minimise a squared pressure and active intensity amplitude cost function.
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source (point force electrodynamic shaker) located îtxron¡ro¡: (-70,O)mm shown in Figure

5.44.

Figure 5.44: Location of the electodynamic shake¡s used as the primary and. control sources.

A B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone connected to a B&K Type 2604 Microphone Am-

plifier which is 1/3 octave band pass filtered in the 100H2 ll3 octave band was again used

to measure the "far field" sound pressure. The B&K Type 4131 condenser microphone was

attached to a microphone boom which was located just in front of the baffled primary source

and extended 1.8 metres out (see Figure 5.5). The control system employed is identical to that

used for the baffled monopole experiments in Chapter 4 and baffled plate and monopole source

in Section 5.4.7.

Figure 5.45 displays the location of the enor sensors tested in these experiments. Illustrated in

Figure 5.46 is the result of far field error sensing with either an acoustic pressure effor sensor

or an active intensity effor sensor. As expected, the outcome when using either a pressure or

Infinite BafÍle
Steel Plate

Control Shaker (x,z):(-70,0)mm

Primary Shaker (x,z):(0,0)mm
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¡.

?,,15

3X/50

Figwe 5.45: The three sensor locations considered. The red dots indicate the enor senso¡ locations.

intensity error signal is similar. The level of attenuation achieved was approximately 21d8.

Observe that when a l%o enor in amplitude and 10 error in phase of the conftol signal is

included, the theoretical attenuation predicted is approximately 32d8. With the accuracy of

the control system (see Figure 2.6) it was not possible to achieve more than approximately

20dB of attenuation.

The normalised modal amplitudes before and after control are shown in Figure 5.47 for the

first 10 structural modes. The mechanism of control is clearly modal confrol (Snyder et al'

(1991a) as opposed to modal rearrangement. The dominant mode is the (1,1) and this has

been attenuated by more than 15d8. It is of interest to note that the particular cost function

employed appears to be irrelevant to the resulting modal amplitudes after control.

Figure 5.48 shows the result of minimising the pressure and active intensity amplitude at a

position closer to the primary and source. As expected, the outcome when using either a pres-

sure or intensity error signal is similar. The level of attenuation achieved was approximately

zldB. Observe that when a l7o enor in amplitude and 1' error in phase of the conftol signal

is included, the theoretical attenuation predicted is approximately 32d8. With the accuracy of

the control system (see Figure 2.6) \t was not possible to achieve more than approximately

20dB of affenuation.

The normalised modal amplitudes before and after control are shown in Figure 5.49 for the

Intensity enor sensing in the active control of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehlet
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Figwe 5.46: Far freld prcssure before and after contol when employing a single acoustic pressure
or radial active intensity enor sensor at 7v ftom the primary source on the y-axis to con¡,,ol a 100H2
tone from a simply supported rectangular plate primary source with a single vibration conf;ol souÍce at
location xconrrot : (-70,0)mm. The red lines indicate the experimental measwements. The blue hines
indicate the theoreticaþ predicted resulús with a lVo enor in amplitude and f enor in phase of the
control sigaal.
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Figute 5.48: Far freld presswe beforc and after control when employing a single acoustic presswe oÍ
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indicate the theoreticaþ predicted ¡esulús with a lVo eîor in amplitude and f enor in phase of the
control signal.
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first 10 structural modes. The mechanism of conftol is clearly modal conftol (Snyder et al.

(l99la) as opposed to modal rearrangement. The dominant mode is the (1,1) and this has

been attenuated by more than 15d8.

Illustrated in Figure 5.50 is the result of sensing the pressure and active intensity amplitude in

the near field. Again, as expected, the outcome when using either a pressure or intensity enor

signal is similar. The level of attenuation achieved was approximately zldB. Observe that

when a l7o enor in amplitude and 10 error in phase of the control signal is included, the the-

oretical attenuation predicted is approximately 32d8. With the accuracy of the conftol system

(see Figure 2.6) itwas not possible to achieve more than approximately 20dB of attenuation.

The normalised modal amplitudes before and after control are shown in Figure 5'49 for the

first 10 structural modes. The mechanism of control is clearly modal control (Snyder et al.

(1991a) as opposed to modal rearrangement. The dominant mode is the (1,1) and this has

been attenuated by more than 15d8. It is also interesting to note that the elror sensor location

does not appear to influence the modal amplitudes after control.

5.5.6 Conclusion

The performance of active conftol of free field tonal sound radiation from a simply supported

rectangular plate in an infinite baffle, via introduction of a point vibration control source using

near or far field error sensing does not appear to be improved with the use of active intensity er-

ror sensors in place of pressure error sensors (see Table 5.5). The control mechanism is clearly

modal control in the case considered (see Table 5.6), with the (1,1) mode being attenuated by

more than 15d8. As opposed to active acoustic control of tonal plate radiation, there is no near

fleld poor performance of active intensity sensors when employing vibration control sources'

Therefore it would appear that active intensity effor sensors must not be located between the

plate and control source (in the region shown in Figure 5.14).
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-2ldB attenuation,less than theory predicted
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Chapter 6

Small transformer

6.1 Introduction

Figtre 6.1: Thesis Flow chart

Chapter 5 considered the case of a simply supported rectangular steel plate conftolled by a sin-

gle monopole control source and single point vibration control source. Chapter 4 considered

the case of active control a monopole source in an infinite baffle by a single monopole con-

trol source. Chapter 3 reconsidered the case of active control a monopole source by a single

monopole control source as has already been done by (Qiu et al. (1998)). Chapter 6 analyses

the practical case of small elecftical transformer on a hard floor in an anechoic chamber. The

previously investigated systems and in particular the baffled monopole and baffled plate cases'

are to a good approximation planar radiation models of the sound radiation of one side of a

transformer tank. However, as noted early in this thesis, there is a breadth of laboratory and

fundamental results, but relatively few practical studies. It is important to test that the previous

fundamental results in Chapters 3 - 5 translate onto a practical example.

Future workPl¡te SmallBaffled
monopoleMonopole
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256 Chapter 6. Small transformer

This chapter will apply the active intensity error sensing technique to three sensor locations of

the most interest and test the techniques efficiency. Finally Chapter 7 draws conclusions and

discusses possible future work.

6.2 TÞansformer noise

One of the most common practical tårgets for the active control of free field sound has been

electrical transformer noise (Conover (1956), Hesselmann (1978), Ross (1978), Angevine

(1981), Brungardt et al. (1997), ADTP (t997), eiu er al. (1998) and Li (2000)). The an-

noyance and the need for transformer noise attenuation was possibly first recognised in the

50's by Lambert (1951) and 60's by Schultz and Ringlee (1960) and larer by Gordon (lg7g)

and Schuller (1982). Transformer noise is tonal, with a fundamental frequency equal to twice

the line frequency (50H2line frequency equals 100H2 fundamental in Europe/Ausftalia, 60Hz

line frequency equals l20Hz fundamental in the USA), plus harmonics. An in-service 275ky

transformer located in a remote location (Cherry Gardens) in the Adelaide hills, shown in Fig-

ure 6.2, demonstrates the characteristic noise problems, described above. The noise specftum

of the Cherry Gardens transformer is shown in Figure 6.3. As described, the noise is domi-

nated by tonal components. The fundamental frequency is 100H2 and the harmonics of 200H2

and 300H2 are also large contributors.

The spatial characteristics of transformer noise have been investigated by a number of authors,

Reiplinger (1978), Reiplinger et al. (1978), Usry et al. (1980) Fosrer and Reiplinger (1981),

Schuller (1982), Champoux et al. (1988), Gosselin et al. (1992), Laroche etal. (1992), Sakura

et al. (1992), sava¡d (1992), Angevine (1994), Teplitzþ (1995) , Hu (1995), Ming et al.

(1999).In general, the sound field is spatially very complicated as demonstrated in Figure 6.4.

The internal construction of the ftansformer contains an iron core and windings. The cause

of the tonal noise is periodic magnetostrictive forces within the core. The vibration in the
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Figure 6.2: An example of a large-scale transformer nted at 275kV located in the remote suburb of
Cheny Gardens in the Adelaide Hil[s, approximately 20 kilometes from the cente of Adelaide, South

AustlaLia.
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Figwe 6.3: Sound gesswe level spectrum of the 275kY transformer at Cherry Gndens. After (Hansen

et al. (1997)).
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258 Chapter 6. SmaII transformer

Figwe 6.4: Sound press¿Ire level (dB) measured at 100H2 at a distance of 1 mer;e from the 27SkV
transformer at Ch Gardens. After (Li (2000)).

core is transmitted through the transformer cooling fluid and through the transformer tank

casing, where it radiates sound predominantly at the fundamental and its harmonics. The

spatial distribution of the sound field is therefore complicated by the structural design of the

transformer.

The transformer noise problem is predominantly a free field problem. However, in some Eu-

ropean countries, utility transformers are enclosed in a custom building as described by Berge

et al' (1987, 1988). In such cases passive noise control techniques can be more easily applied,

because the barrier is already present. They still need to include ventilation openings in the

enclosure walls, as described by Berge et al. (1987, 1988), which in their research was the

location of control sources. In North America and Ausftalia most utility hansformers are not

enclosed. They are inst¿lled in substations, and most problems arise from residential devel-

opment around or near the substation (Hansen et al. (1997)). Since the design life of a large

transformer can be of the order of 50 years, in situ noise control is most common. Active noise

control appears well suited as an add-on fix. Control sources, enor sensors and control elec-

tronics can be easily located around the primary disturbance, and a solution to low frequency

noise control can be potentially achieved.
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Intensive experimental work on active transformer noise confrol began in the 1970s. Work

by Hesselmann (1976) and Hesselmann (1978) tested a transformer in an anechoic chamber.

Hesselmann performed active tonal noise control using 2 control sources positioned to form

a longitudinal quadrupole (which is a poor radiator at low frequencies) with the ftansformer

tank. The control sources were manually tuned to be directly out of phase with the primary

tone. Sound pressure was measured in a straight line up to 8 metres from the transformer

tank. It was noted that in the near field the sound pressure actually increases over that of the

primary tone only. However, further away the sound pressure drops by up to 20dB below that

of the primary tone only (see Figure 6.5). As is to be expected, no automatic control system

was used; everything was done manually. Ross (1978), as with Conover (1956) earlier, posi-

tioned control sources close to two in situ üansformers neil offlce buildings, and by manually

adjusting the gain and phase of the signal from far freld pressure error sensors achieved ap-

preciable reductions in the sound pressure levels at particular frequencies inside one of the

buildings. Work by Angevine (1981) applied active confiol to a model üansformer in an ane-

choic chamber with multiple acoustic "tripole" control sources and a single error microphone

for each tripole behind the tripole. Each tripole was arranged in a cardioidal radiation pat-

tern. Angevine found that increasing the number of conftol sources from 10 to 30 increased

the sound pressure attenuation from 9dB to 19d8. Berge et al. (1987) and Berge et al. (1988)

reported on active control of noise from an in situ transformer building (described previously).

Conftol speakers were located on the üansformer building (near ventilation holes) and located

on the transformer. Error sensors were positioned in the far fleld. This work appears to be the

first attempt to employ a real control system which automatically updated the control speaker

output by minimising an error microphone signal, taking from 12 seconds to 4 minutes to do

so. The system was tested under varying environmental conditions. The results were mixed,

as noted by Conover (1956) the performance varied under differing environmental conditions.

The performance was worse when 12 second updates were used over the longer update period

of 4 minutes. Angevine (1990, 1992,1993,1994,1995) have reported some success achieving

significant noise reductions ofbetween 15 and 20dB over an arc ofup to 40o.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of ftee freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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(a) Transformer tank tested by Hesselmann

L

d-E

.5 2 4 8m

(b) Sound pressure level measured away from
the tank

Figure ó.5; Results after Hesselmann (1976, 1978).
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When active noise control is to be applied outdoors, ordinary acoustic sources are impractical

as damage from rain, hail and snow can result. Li et al. (1997) have investigated curved panel

enclosures, excited by PVDF films bonded to the inside as altemate control sources, which

are effectively weatherproof. However, the radiation effrciency of these sources is limited.

Burgemeister (1996) examined the use of a perforated panel (of low internal impedance) which

was driven by vibration control actuators to minimise the sound at far field error microphones.

The perforated panel is unaffected by exposure to the elements. In work on the commercial

product Quieþower (ADTP (1997)), Brungardt et al. (1997) developed weatherproofed error

microphones and conftol speakers.

Over the last decade experimental work on active ftansformer noise control has seen mole

advanced control systems being employed as a direct result of the availability of low cost

digital signal processors (DSPs) (Smittr (1997). Cheuk et al. (1994) reported tests on an

enclosed transformer, employing 8 conftol sources in a circular atray 2 metres in diameter

around the transformer with a single near field enor sensor. Appreciable attenuation was

reported. Mcloughlin et al. (1994) tested another means of controlling the sound radiated

by transformers. Their approach was to apply force actuators on the transformer tank. A

control system then was designed to minimise those structural modes of the transformer tânk

which contribute most to the sound radiation. Diffrculty in generating suffrciently large forces

with practical vibration actuators was reported, as the transformer tank has a high internal

impedance.

A review by Hansen et al. (1997) details studies directed at o'how to" tackle a active noise

and vibration control on a practical in situ üansformer. Their approach suggested a hybrid of

acoustic and vibration control sources.

Martin and Roure (lgg7),Martin and Roure (1993) have published work on the optimisation of

source and sensor locations in the active control of transformer noise in an anechoic chamber.

This approach involved using a search algorithm to ûnd the optimal source and sensor loca-

tions. The results with only a few sources and sensors were significant, achieving reductions

261
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262 Chapter 6. Small tansformer

of the order of 10d8.

There are a variety of reasons why near field error sensors would be advantageous in a trans-

former active noise confrol system; being able to atfibute sound to the target ftansformer in a

multiple transformer substation, immunity from environmental conditions, signal to noise ra-

tio, etc. However, Hesselmann's results (see Figure 6.5) indicate that pressure levels in the near

field may increase when global control is achieved. This suggests the potential for improved

near field sensing sftategies based upon intensity, as opposed to pressure.

Work by Li (2000) evaluated multiple active intensity sensors used to control ftansformer

noise. For the study, the acoustic control sources were collocated on the transformer tank.

Transfer function measurements were made between the control speakers and error micro-

phoneVintensity probes located 1 mefe from the tank, and also impulse responses between a

point force applied with a sledge hammer and the error microphone/inûensity probe. The sim-

ulated results showed that unless many more intensity enor sensors are employed, traditional

pressure sensors perform better. It was also determined that vibration sources would be more

effective at reducing the sound field. The aim of the work here is to further investigate this

conclusion, in consideration of the studies detailed in the previous chapters.

6.3 Tbansformer

The experimental fiansformer used in these experiments is shown in Figure 6.6. The fans-

former is approximately 0.5 x 1 x 1 metres in size, mounted on a ftolley with heavy duty

rubber wheels and was moved into the anechoic chamber along two C-section steel railings.

Due to the difficulty in removing the üansformer from the railings once in the chamber, it was

decided to keep it sitting on the nolley and railing. In order to adequately support the weight

of the ftansformer, the floor of the anechoic chamber (whose dimensions and cutoff frequency

were described in Chapter 3) was covered in 20mm thick MDF board, similar to that used for

Adelaide University Department of Mechanic al Engineering
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the baffle used in Chapters 4 and 5. The floor covering was found to have minimal effect on the

experiments, and in fact it more accurately simulates a real in situ fiansformer on hard ground.

Figure 6.6: Small tansformer used in experiments, sitting on a rubber wheeled ttolley on two C-section

steel ruilings on an MDF boarded floor located in an anechoic chamber.

The transformer was excited with AURA electrodynamic shakers (Cazzolato (1999a)) shown

in Figure 6.7, which were found to produce adequate force to act as a primary excitation on the

transformer tank and act as a control source. The shakers were mounted onto the ftansformer

via a mounting shown in Figure 6.8. Work by Li (2000) found that these AURA shakers

produced an insignif,cant bending moment and adequately modelled a point force excitation'

6.3.1 Acoustic control

Figure 6.10 shows the experimental setup for acoustic control with an enclosed speaker as

used previously in this thesis. The control speaker was hung off a cantilever beam situated

over the ftansformer as shown in Figure 6.6 by a pair of stockings for vibration isolation. The

Small Transformer

d=1,/10

Control Speaker

Control Shaker

Primary Shaker

Intensity Probe

B&K Turntable and
Microphone Boom
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(a) Top view. (b) Angled view.

Figwe 6.7: AURA sftakers used as the primary exciter and vibration control sources.

Figure 6.8: Mounting plate used to affix the AURA shaker onto the transformer.
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cantilever beam shown in Figure 6.6 is supported by a stand which is isolated by a rubber mat

from the floor of the chamber in order to reduce the possible effects of floor panel vibrations.

The primary AIIRA shaker was cenftally mounted on the front face of the transformer.

In order to assess the power attenuation achieved when minimising an active intensity cost

function as opposed to that minimising the squared pressure, the radiated sound pressure was

measured with a microphone attached to a boom and tumtable through an arc 1800, before

and after conftol is applied. The conftol source was separated by a distance of l,/10 from

the transformer tank. This separation distance \ryas found in Chapters 4 to 5, for planar type

radiators to yield in excess of 20dB of sound power attenuation. A B&K Tlpe 413 1 condenser

microphone fed through a B&K T\pe 2604 Microphone Amplifier which is 1/3 octave band

pass filtered in the 100H2 ll3 octave band was used to measure the residual sound pressure.

The B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone was attached to a microphone boom which was

located just in in front of the transformer tank and extended 1.8 meües out (see Figure 6'6).

As in previous work, the signal from the B&K Tlpe 4131 condenser microphone was sent to

B&K Tlpe 2307 Level Recorder which plotted the results on polar paper. The results were

then scanned into a computer using Corel TracerM and placed on a half circle polar graph. The

B&K Type 4131 condenser microphone \ryas not calibrated, since we are only interested in

the pressure reduction. The same control system setup described in Appendix D was used in

these experiments. A portable B&K Tlpe 2l44Dual Channel Real-Time Frequency Analyser

was used to measure the active intensity and pressure amplitude at 100H2 from the intensity

probe. A I{P Oscilloscope was used to check the actual amplitude reduction of the primary

noise source. The confrol signal was observed to be reduced by benveen 30 and 40dB.

Figure 6.9 displays the location of the effor sensors tested in these experiments.

Figure 6.11 and 6.12 show that the radial active intensity sensor performs worse than the

pressure sensor, with 3-4dB less attenuation in the far field pressure when the intensity sensor

is minimised. Global attenuation is evident with both intensity and pressure sensors, of the

Intensity error sensing in the active contol of free frehd sound radiation Robef Koehler
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Figure 6.9: Aerial view of transformer showing the three sensor locations considered. The red dots
indicate the error sensor locations.
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Figure 6.10: Experimental setup of acoustic contol of the small tansformer in anechoic chamber,
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order of 5dB with intensity and 9dB with pressure.
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Figwe 6.1L: Far fie\d pressure before and after contol when employing a single acoustic pressure or

radial active intensity eror senso¡ at?. from the ftont face of the tansformer tartk to contol a 100H2

tone induced by a single AURA shaker in the apportmaþ cente of the ftont face of the tansfotmet,

with a single monopole contol source.
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Figure 6.13 shows the results of minimising the radial active intensity and squared pressure at

a sensor location half way between the transformer tank and the control source. This location

exhibits the cha¡acteristic poor performance of active intensity minimised in this spatial con-

figuration. The pressure when minimising the squared pressure was attenuatred by in places

more than 10dB and the active intensity lead to pressure increases of the order of 5dB.

g0o

60 1200

300 1500

oË
o- o_TD (D

1 g0o

.-- Without Control @

- With Control minimising pressure
.." With Control minimising radialactive intensity

Figute 6.13: Far freld pressure before and after control when employing a single acousticpressure o¡
tadial active intensity erÍoÍ sensoÍ atLl20 from the front face of the tansformer tank to control a I00Hz
tone induced by a single AURA shaker in the approximate centre of the ftont face of the transformer,
with a single monopole control source.

6.3,2 Vibration control

Figure 6.14 shows the experimental setup for vibration control of the small transformer tank.

Again, the primary AURA shaker was approximately centrally mounted on the front face of

the transformer. The conffol AURA shaker was mounted off-cenfe and near the top left comer

of the front face of the fransformer t¿nk. The remainder of the experimental apparatus is as

described in the previous section.

A Crossbow accelerometer was attached with double sided tape to seven locations on the front

0o (^) À (¡oooo- cL o.(D(DtD
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face of the üansformer tank and the average velocity attenuation (dB) was measured on the

front face.

0"

Small electrical
Tlansfo¡mer - - !{ryE 'Äura'Shaker

Contol "Aur¿" Shøke¡

Surface vibration
measurement

1 80"

B&K 3519
Intensity Probe

B&K4i31
Microphone

Anechoic Chamber

B&K2604 B&K2307
Level Recorder

B&K2034
Signal Anaþset

Microphone
Amplifier
& Filter

Figure 6.14: Experimental setup of vibration confrol of the small tansformer in anechoic chambet.

Figure 6.15 displays the location of the error sensors tested in these experiments. Figure

6.16,6.17 and 6.18 show that the radial active intensity sensor and the pressure sensor have

approximately equal perfonnance exhibiting pressure attenuation of 12-15d8. At the three

e¡1or sensor locations tested the velocity attenuation of the front face of the transformer tank

was found to be between 3 and 4 dB, indicating that the conûol mechanism was not modal

control and possibly modal reaÍangement.
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Figwe 6.16: Far freld presswe before and after contol when employing a single acousticpressure or
radial active intensity eÍroÍ sensoÍ atlu ftom the front face of the tansformer tank to control a I00Hz
tone induced by a single AURA shaker in the approximate cente of the front face of the transformer,
with a single AURA contol shaker near the top Ieft corner of the front face of the tansformer.
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tone induced by a single AURA shaker in the approximate centre of the front face of the tansfotmer,
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6.4 Conclusion

The transformer appears to be radiating as a monopole at the excitation frequency of 100I{2.

Indications are that pressure error sensors lead to greater global attenuation than active inten-

sity error sensors in the active control of a test transformer via a single acoustic monopole

control source. When the active intensity error sensor is located very close to the transformer

tank, between the transformer tank and the monopole control source, an increase in the sound

field is observed (see Figure 6.13). Table 6.1 demonsftates what has been shown in Chapters

3 to 5, to be the poor performance of active intensity sensors between the primary and control

sources, and approximately equal to the good attenuation performance achieved by pressure

effor sensors, at far field locations. When a single vibration control source is employed (as

was shown in Chapter 5), active intensity and pressure error sensing yield similar levels of

attenuation, no increases in sound levels are observed when the active intensity error sensor is

moved very close (Ìu/20 from the fransformer tank) to the ftansformer tank (see Table 6.2).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

7.1 Introduction

Figarc 7.1: Thesis FIow chart.

This chapter draws global conclusions using the specific results of the detailed study into the

performance of active intensity enor sensors in the active confiol of free space soundradiation.

Suggestions a¡e also made for future investigations.

7.2 Conclusions

The literature review established that active intensity error sensing in the active conûol of free

space sound radiation, may be able to improve upon the attenuation performance produced

through the use of naditional pressure sensors. Previous work has been based around only

limited studies on very simple noise sources; specifically a monopole, and single shuctural

modes of a baffled plate. previous work had also been limited in the eÍor sensor locations that
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were considered. In this thesis, the use of single active intensity sensors situated on radial lines

with respect to the primary source, were tested for a number of primary sources and configu-

rations (see Figure 7 ,2), and for a set of three critical regions of error sensor location (see also

Figure 7.2). A control strategy which used a naditional filtered-X LMS algorithm modified

by a heterodyning technique was implemented. The use of traditional pressure error sensors

in all of the above mentioned work was used as a benchmark, for evaluating the attenuation

performance of active intensity error sensors. It was found thataterror sensor locations behind

and towards the far fleld of the confol source, an active intensity error sensing sfategy would

(usually) only slightly improve the global sound attenuation that is achievable through pres-

sure elror sensing very close and just behind the control source ()u/5 along aradialline passing

through the primary and control sources, and from the primary source). In the practical case

of the active control of the sound radiation from a small transformer in an anechoic chamber,

the level of attenuation observed at the error sensor location (1,/5) when employing an active

intensity sensor is worse than that achieved by a pressure error sensor (see Table 7.I).Itshould

be noted, however, that the performance of active intensity and pressure enor sensors in this

location are sub-optimal in terms of sound power attenuation. If the error sensor was moved

further away' say to a distance of I from the primary source, then an active intensity error

sensor produced significant (approaching the maximum sound power attenuation set by the

location of the control sources) and very similar levels of attenuation to pressure error sensors.

This can be explained by the fact the far field intensity is directly proportional to the squared

pressure' and hence minimising far field intensity would also minimise the squared pressure.

If the active intensity error sensor is positioned between the primary and conftol source, (as

shown in Figures 3.7,4.7 and 5.14) then the active intensity cost function becomes negative

indefiniæ (inverted paraboloid shape, as shown in Figures 3.16,4.15 and 5.22). This character-

istic of active intensity in such locations yields a unique maximum value of the cost function.

As such, the far field sound levels are in fact increased, over their values before conftol was

attempted.
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To summarise, the effectiveness of an active intensity error sensing strategy in the active con-

trol of free space sound radiation, can:

(i.) match the performance of pressure erïor sensors in the far field.

(ii.) perform slightly better than pressure sensors, behind the confrol source.

(iii.) lead to an increase in far field sound levels when intensity is minimised between

the primary and control sources.

Active intensity and pressure error sensing sftategies approach the optimal sound power atûen-

uation, when the elror sensors are located in the far field. Pressure error sensors (see Figures

3.9,4.9 and 5.16) can also approach the optimal sound power attenuation when located ap-

proximately half distance between the primary disturbance and the control source. However,

there are many practical problems with near field pressure sensing, relating to the existence of

the evanescent sound field. Far field error sensing, as discussed previously, also has practical

difflculties. However due to the directional characteristics of far field active intensity error

sensors' they could offer benefits over conventional pressure enor sensors, by largely filtering

out sound radiation not emitæd by disturbances on axis.

The use of structural confrol sources, was reported extensively in the literature review. Opti-

mising such active structural acoustic conftol systems usually requires knowledge of the modal

characteristics of the primary disturbing sffucture. However, a conftol implementation can be

made very compact by the deployment of vibration control actuators. This thesis has consid-

ered the use of active intensity enor sensors in ASAC, for two primary disturbances; a plate in

an infinite baffle and a small transformer on a hard floor (see Figure 7.3). Again pressure e1¡or

sensors were used as a benchmark. It was found (see Table 7.2) that the choice of acoustic

error sensing strategy plays little role in achieving a level of far field sound attenuation. It
was shown that active intensity error sensing at locations very close to the primary source (as

described in Figure 73 for the sensor locations ìv/20 and.3t"/50) do not lead to increases in
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the far field sound levels as is the case for acoustic conftol. It was also shown that substantially

greater levels of global sound attenuation can be achieved with vibration conftol sources, as

previously described in the literature.

Tlpe far field
Relevant
Figures

Monopole )
Pressure 3,35 between 9-1 attenuation
Intensity ?v{20 very bad (increase) 3.35 6- increase in sound pressure
Pressure ì"1 5 good 3.34 between 8-10d8 attenuation
Intensity ),15 good 3.34 equal to
Pressure ?, very good 3.33 -10d8 attenuation
Intensity very .33 worse than pressure

4)
Pressure 0 good 4.45 between 16dB attenuation
Intensity 3),,/50 very bad (increase) 4.45 -8dB increase in sound
Pressure 7,15 good 4.44 between 5-8dB attenuation
Intensity Ì"/5 good 4.44 between 7-9dB
Pressure )r very good 4.43 -15d8 attenuation
Intensity 4.43 to pressure

Baffled Plate s)
Pressure 3 50 good 5.29 between I -20d8 attenuation
Intensity 3?,"150 very bad (increase) 5.29 increase in sound
Pressure 7"/5 good 5.28 5-8dB attenuation
Intensity )"/5 good 5.28 between 7 -9dB affenuation
Pressure ?, very good 5.27 -12-l attenuation

to pressure
Transformer 6)

Pressure l. good 6.t3 between attenuation
Intensiry 7v/20 very bad (increase) 6.13 2dB increase in sound
Pressure 7"15 good 6.12 between 3-8dB attenuation
Intensity Ì"15 good 6.12 between -6dB
Pressure lL very good 6.tt -9-l2dB attenuation
Intensity À very good 6.rt 7dB

Table 7.1:

disturbance
Resulfs swnmary for acoustic control via a single monopole separated from the primary
bylulI0.
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Sensor Type Location far field Attenuation Comments
Relevant
Figures

Baffled s)

Pressure 50 very 5.50 -21 dB attenuation, les s theory

-21 dB attenuation, less than theory predicted

-zldB attenuation, less than theory predicted

-2IdB attenuation,less than theory predicted

-zldB attenuation,less than theory predicted

-2IdB attenuation,less than theory

Transformer 6)

Pressure very good 6.18 -5-l2dB attenuation

-7-11d8 attenuation

-9-l2dB attenuation

-8-10d8 attenuation

-11-15dB attenuation

-11-16d8 attenuation

5.50
5.48
5.48
5.46

6.18
6.r7
6.r7
6.16
6.16

very good

very good

very good

very good

very good

very good

very good

very good

very good

3],"150

7,15

7"15

ì.

Ll20
)"15

Ì"/5
7r

À

Intensity
Pressure

Intensity
Pressure

Intensity
Pressure

Intensity
Pressure

Intensity
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7.3 Future work

Further research is needed, building on those areas that did work, including

. far field intensity error sensing

. acoustic error sensing and vibration control actuation

As mentioned previously, there are positive benefits to using active intensity sensors. Due

to their directional nature, they can filter out noise from other sources not radiated directly

from the object the sensor is lined up with. Also active control of vibration using acoustic

error sensors could show significant promise. If intensity sensors could be located close to the

vibrating structure then a good signal to noise ratio could be maintained and simultaneously

large levels of control are theoretically achievable.

The control system developed in this work needs to be expanded to multiple frequencies and

multiple sensors. It has been shown that global sound attenuation of a range of sources whose

dimensions are smaller than the wavelength of sound to be cancelled, can be achieved via a

single control source, such as control of the fundamental frequency on one face of a trans-

former. Significantly less global attenuation would be achievable at higher frequencies, as the

sound power attenuation for a fixed separation distance d and,higher wavenumber ft is much

less. It is not known whether modal spillover is simultaneously occuning, as the analyses in

this thesis were restricted to a single frequency. The effect on performance of multiple sen-

sors is presumably (Qiu et al. (1998) and Berry et aI. (1999)) to further improve performance.

However an optimal number and location of sensors is as yet undetermined.

It is also worth ftying more large scale studies around a large transformer (see Figure 6.2),

with fff field intensity sensors to improve the signal to noise ratio.
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Further work is needed to analyse sources which are larger as compared to wavelength of the

sound to be cancelled. Unlike the cases analysed in this thesis such sources would not behave

like monopoles.

7,4 ReviewertsComments

The reviewers found a few minor points which they felt needed to be addressed. Associate

prof. J. Pan, identif,ed typographical errors and suggested the combination of the chapter

introductions into a single description of the thesis layout in an introductory chapter, as they

were repetitive. The author felt the need to retain these introductions as they give a brief

overview of where the reader is up to in the body of work. The author is grateful for Assoctiate

Prof. J. Pan's thorough comments all of which were positive.

The second anonymous reviewer, made two points conceming the explanation of the use of ac-

tive intensity (time-averaged intensity) enor sensors in a tradtional filtered-X LMS algorithm

and the broader applicability of a loci of infinitely many minima of active intensity amplitude.

Firstly, the LMS algorithm attempts to converge to the \Yiener solution, i.e. an average so-

lution. This occurs by adapting over time. From a theoretical position, the intensity will be

no different to pressure in this regard. As outlined in Appendix D, the active intensity is a

time-invariant quantity, which ordinarily would prohibit its use with a traditional filtered-X

LMS algorithm. However, as also described in Appendix D, by applying the heterodyning

technique, this problem is overcome and the filtered-X LMS algorithm can be used. Secondly

the author can not guarantee that when there exists a loci of infinitely many minima of active

intensity, that the confrol system will converge to the solution which also minimises the sound

pressure. This is also described in the conclusions in Chapters 3,4,5,6. The author is grateful

for the positive coÍìments of the second anonymous reviewer.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of ftee frehd sound radiation Robert Koehler
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Appendix A

Intensity definitions

4.1 Introduction

This thesis has focused on the potential of a move away from pressure sensing and to cost

functions based on energy for free space active noise conüol.

For more than 20 yea15 research into enclosed sound field error sensing sfiategies based on

energy (potential or kinetic energy) or energy flow (power and intensity) have been investigated

and shown in some cases to produce a greater level of control over a greater region than simple

pressure sensors. More recently, driven in part by the need for remedial noise control on

installed large electrical ftansformers, research has been undertaken to investigate energy based

error sensing strategies in the active control of free field noise problems. Problems arising in

far fleld sensing, such as poor controller stability due to apoor signal to noise ratio, have lead to

some research into near field sensing strategies. However, the use of traditional pressure error

sensors does guarantee that far field pressure reductions accompany near field error signal

minimisation.It is thought that intensity error sensing may provide a viable altemative.
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^.2 
Definition

Sound intensity is a vector quantity defined as (Bies and Hansen (1996) the product of the

sound pressure and the component of the particle velocity in the direction of the intensity

vector. It is a measure of the rate at which work is done on an acoustic medium by an advancing

sound wave. The direction of the inûensity vector is arbitrary, and selected to suit the problem.

The instantaneous intensity vector l¿(r,t) at position r and time r in the desired direction of

the unit vector Î¿ as shown in Figure 4.1 is given by

l¿ (r, t) : p (1, t)t¿(r, t) (4.1)

where p(r,t) is the sound pressure at position r and time r and u¿(r,r) is the component of

the particle velocity in the desired direction Î¿ where u¿ is the projection of the radial particle

velocity u onto I¿ given by

u¿(r,t) : pro jçu(r, r) : (u ol¿)l¿ (4.2)

and u(r, r) is the particle velocity and cosO : H. Or alternatively the radial (with respect to

the source) instantaneous intensity vector is given by

I(r,r) : p(r,r)u(r,r) (4.3)

and hence the instantaneous intensity vector l¿(r,t) at position r and time / in the desired

direction of the unit vector Î¿ is given by the projection ofI onto I¿ as

I¿(r,t) : pro j1l¿: (I¿ o I)I ( .4)
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u

Id

r

source
ro

Figure A.1: Intensity at location r in the direction of Ú due to the action of an acoustic source.

4.3 Active and reactiYe intensitY

Consider the case of single frequency sound. The sound pressure at position r from the source

centre (as shown in Figure 4.1) and time r can be expressed as the real part of a complex

exponential as

o

p (r, t) : P(r)Re 
{eik(ct 

#+o I Ð 
}

(A.s)

where the angular frequency (ù : kc, P(r) is the real pressure amplitude and 0 is the phase.

The complex notation is used here to simplify the appearance of the formula. By rewriting the

phase to include the ftr as 0o(r) : kr * 0 equation (A'5) can be written as

p(r,t): P(r)Re {r;t*+ert'll }
(A.6)

Similarly, the particle velocity can be expressed as

u(r,r) : U(r)Re
{eik(ct+r+þlÐl¡

(4.7)
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where U(r) is the real particle velocity amplitude vector in the normal direction and Q is the

phase. As with equation (4.6), equation (4.7) can be rewritten as

u(r,r) : U(r)Re { "i@+ou(r)) ) (4.8)

where 0¿(r) : /rr * Q. Applying the deûnition of the particle velocity in the normal direction

and introducing the unit normal vector ¡: I where r: Irl

glves

u(r,r):,ñðP(r'r)
Jop dr

u(r,r) : fr*"{[-"*.r#] ei@x+eot]

(A.e)

(,A.10)

substituting equation (4.10) and (4.6) into (4.3) gives

òP

ðr
cos(at +Qo)sin(at +00) (4.11)

In equation (4.11) the first term is the product of the sound pressure and the in-phase compo-

nent of the particle velocity and is defined as the active intensity. The second term is the prod-

uct of sound pressure and the in-quadrature component of the particle velocity and is deûned

as the reactive intensity. The active intensity describes the acoustic energy that is ftansmitted

to the far field. The reactive intensity is a measure of the energy stored in the sound field

during each cycle, but not transmitted.

By applying standard trigonometric identities: the half-angle formula cos20: L0 t cos20)

and double-angle formula sin20:Zsin9cos0 equation (4.11) becomes

I(r,r): # tt* co,2(tnt+aò+p
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I(r,r) : #V'*U i cos2(at+ op)) +P
AP

ðr
sinZ(at +00) (A.12)

It should be noted that the instantaneous intensity described in equation (A.12) is not linearly

correlated with the original sound pressure. Equation (4.12) contains a sinusoid at double the

original frequency 2ro. This has serious implications for the use of intensity error sensors in the

time domain (Swanson (1994). If a reference signal with good coherence with the error signal

can not be found then a feedforward control system will not converge to the minimum error

signal. Many authors have published on active vibration control using structural intensity error

sensing strategies or active noise control using acoustic intensity error sensing (Hald (1991)'

Schwenk et al. (1994), Reichard et al. (1995), Sommerfeldt and Nashif (1994), Nam et al.

(1995), Henriksen (lgg6),Kang and Kim (1997)), but to date no practical control system using

intensity error sensing has been built. In the time domain coherence problems mentioned by

Swanson (lgg4),have led to development of work-arounds such as the so called heterodyning

technique (Howard (1999) which allows for single frequency intensity control in the time

domain. This technique uses a low-pass filter to filter out the2a frequency component in the

intensity signal, so that the resultant signal is linearly correlated with the reference signal.

Alternatively, substituting equations (4.6) and (4.8) into (4.3) gives the instantaneous inten-

sity in the radial direction as

I(r,r) : PlJcos(at * oo)cos(rot +ou) (4.13)

using trigonometric identities equation (4.13) can be written as

PU
I(r, r) l(7 + cos2(at*Op))cos(O p - Qu) * sin\(at *0p)sin(Ùr- er)l (4.14)

2

Taking the time-average or mean value of I(r, r) where the time-average of a function f (r) is

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of ftee freld sound tadiation RobertKoehler
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given by

glves

(F(/)) : ]r+T l,
T

F(t)dt (4.1s)

I(r) : Plcos@r-e,)
(4.16)

which also is the amplitude of the active intensity. The amplitude of the reactive inænsity is

given by equation (4.14) as

I,(r) : Isin(oo-0,) (4.17)

If the complex notation for the sound pressure and particle velocity is kept, that is the sound

pressure is given by p(r,t) : AeiN where A is the complex pressure amplitude and the particle

velocity is given by u(r, t) : B¿læ where B is the complex particle velocity amplitude, then

the active intensity (or time-average intensity) can be written as

I(r) : Re{A.B-} (4.18)

and the reactive intensity amplitude is given by

I'(r) : Im{AB*} (A..1e)
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Appendix B

Derivation of pressure, velocity, intensity

and power of a monoPole source

8.L Acoustic pressure and particle velocity of a monopole

source

Consider a small sphere with surface velocity amplitude U - U6ei0x, oscillating at an angular

frequency ofo rad/s, at the location defined by r - lrl : lr, -"rl
p(r,t)

r

r"

rq
0

Figwe 8.1: Smalt spherical source, with constant surface velocity amplitude'

The spherical wave equation gives the expression for the acoustic pressure at a single tone of

frequency f Hz or angular frequency o rad/s as (Bies and Hansen (1996)
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u(r,r): -r,¿å | n¡,ùat (8.2)

the particle velocity in the radial direction from the source at a single tone of frequency / Hz

or angular frequency r¡ radls as

u(r, r) : ñt+r-iln-xr) ¡ L"it*-oò ¡'Jr'lù/pr" pcr

p(r,t) - i(,.P 
"i{'t-t'ò

and using the following equation (Morse and Ingard (1968))

where ñ: rlr is the radial unit vector.

On the surface of the sphere the particle velocity equates to the surface velocity, at r : r0,

u(r6,/) : û.[JoeiÑ

(8.1)

(8.3)

(8.4)

substituting equation (8.4) into (8.3) gives

'o: #(*.-, ¿-nro

rearranging and taking the limit as krs -+ 0, such that the size of the sphere tends to a point

and hence represents a point source,

the pressure amplitude is now given by

(B.s)

Adelaide University
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The volume velocity is given by product of the surface area and the r.m.s. time-averaged

surface velocity amplitude (Bies and Hansen (1996)) as

O:4"Å\@

where

substituting U : Re{Uorj*} : (Jscoso)t, andT :2nla gives

2dt(u'):;'s+ Io' 
,

(B.6)

(8.7)

(8.10)

(u'): u&

2

and hence the r.m.s. volume velocity or source sftength is given by

(8.8)

and hence the volume velocity is given by

q: QJZ (B.e)

substituting (B.8) and (8.9) and (8.5) into (8.1) and (B.3) and ignoring the temporal compo-

nents gives

a:m?o#

p(r): J-9!"-io'
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and

(8.11)

which describe the spatial pressure and particle velocity disüibutions of a monopole point

source.

Now define an acoustic transfer impedance which is the complex number relating the complex

pressure to the complex source sftength of a point source (Nelson and Elliott (1992)) such that

p(r): qz(r) (8.t2)

For free field point sources

u(r): #(i+rj) a-ir'

H(r) : +(i+r!)"-i*

(8.13)

and define the velocity üansfer impedance which is the complex number relating the complex

particle velocity to the complex source sftength of a point source as

¡: qH(r) (8.14)

For free field point sources

(B.ls)
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8.2 Active intensity and sound po\üer

The active intensity of a monopole source in the direction of the particle velocity is given by

1 (B.16)I Re{p*u}
2

The sound power is defined as the amount of acoustic energy a source radiates per unit time. Its

deflnition can be re-expressed in terms of the definition of sound intensity. Since the reactive

intensity does not conffibuæ to the far field radiated acoustic energy, the sound power can be

expressed in terms of the active intensity alone as follows

w -- lrf!rne{p.u})'îds
(8.17)

where the integral is over any surface S that encloses the source or sources.

If the surface S is taken to be the radius of the small sphere described in Figure B'1, and the

limit as the radius of the sphere tends to zero is taken the sound power of a monopole source

reduces to

I
w R"{p*q}

2
(8.18)

(B.le)

where p is the ptessure at the surface and q is the complex sorrce strength.

Substituting (8.12) into (8.18) gives

w :;lqP R, {z(r + o)}

where

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of ftee freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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)
r)z( c*p

4nc

o9p

4nc

ie-ikr
kr

(8.20)

(8.21)

(8.22)

(8.23)

sinkr cosftr\
kr+j k, )

as kr + 0, W -+ 1 and ff +0, hence

Therefore the sound power radiated by a monopole source can be expressed as

W:t

c*p
4nc

z(r):

&p
4nc

q2
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Appendix C

Intensity measurement

C,l B&K IVpe 3360 sound Íntensity analysing system

C.1.1 Introduction

Intensity measurement has a long history stretching back to the 1930's; see Olson (1932),

Clapp and Firestone (1941) and Schulø (1956) as part of attempts to measure the sound power

from a soqrce. See Gade (1982a),Gade (1982b), Gade (1985) and Bruel and Kjaer (1993) for a

review of intensity measurement and its application to noise control. The B&K Sound Intensity

Analysing SystemTlpe 3360 consists of the sound intensity probe 1}pe 3519, Sound Intensity

Analyzer \)pe 2134 and Display Unit Tlpe 4715. This system was used in manual conftol

(see Chapter 3) and real control system (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6, which is described in detail

in Appendix D). In the case of manual conftol of a single monopole in a free field, the sound

intensity probe was positioned at the error sensor location and the single monopole conffol

source gain and phase manually adjusted until the Display Unit showed a minimised sound

intensity amplitude. When areal control system was employed a DC intensity signal from

the sound intensity analyser was passed through a multiplier circuit where it was converted to
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324 Appendix C. Intensity Measurement

an AC signal by multiplication by a sine wave reference signal. This AC intensity signal was

minimised by the conftol system.

C,1.2 Measurement process

The B&K Type 3360 Sound Intensity Analysing System uses two closely spaced microphones

and a finite difference approximation to calculate the time-averaged sound intensity lou in the
-----\

direction AB (ftomA to B) as

Iav: PV (c.1)

where the p is the average rms pressure between the two microphones given by

(c.2)

and u is the particle velocity in the direction of AÈ can be approximated by integrating over

time the difference in sound pressure of microphone B to microphone A, separated by a dis-

tance Ar (shown in Figure C.2) andis given by

p PtlPB
2

(c.3)

where p is the density of the acoustic medium (air) and pB - pA is the pressure difference.

Figure C.1 shows the process of converting the sound pressure inputs at microphone A and B to

the time-averaged sound intensity. The microphone signals are first put through a preamplifler,

then an analogue to digital converter (ADC). At this point the signals are already separated

into l/3-octave bands by a ll3-octave digital filter bank. The average of the two pressure

1

p
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ADC digital filter
/3 - octave

Preamplifier

Averaging
oircuitIADC

- octave
digital filterPreamplifier

Pr

h

Figure C.l: Method of calculating the time average sound intensity.

signals is computed and their difference computed. The pressure difference is passed through

an integrator to extract the estimation of the particle velocity. Then the average pressure is

multipliedby the integratedpressure difference to give the quasi-instantaneous sound intensity.

Finally the intensity signal is put through an averaging circuit, to give the time-averaged sound

intensity. In the experiments described here, the analyser was set to exponentially average the

instantaneous intensity in increments of 30 milliseconds. Which was the limit of the analyser

and managed to provide a smoothly varying signal for the conüol system to process and lemain

stable.

C.1.3 Calibration

The B&K T\pe 2134 Sound Intensity Analyzer was calibrated one microphone at a time us-

ing a standard pistonphone (Tlpe 4220). Hence both microphone A and B were calibrated

to l24dB with an accuracy of Jt}.l\dB at the pistonphone operating frequency which was

250lfz. Temperature and barometric variations were neglected and the sound intensity sig-

nal was not corrected for these effects. Unlike newer analysers the Type 2134 does not use

a purpose built calibrator (B&K Sound Intensity Calibrator Tlpe 3541), which calibrates out

phase mismatches in the pressure signal and also calibrates the pressure gradient. As such this

method of measuring the sound intensity is not as accurate, however still useful to demonstrate

the validity of the theoretical simulations presented.

Po*Po
2F

+
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C,1,4 Measurement errors

By using a two microphone ûechnique to measure the sound intensity a number of systematic

enors are introduced, which limit the frequency range at which it can be used. The principal

systematic error of the two microphone technique is the ûnite difference approximation used

to estimate the particle velocity through the pressure gradient. This bias enor L¡, (in dB) can

rB

P" Pr
positive intensity o

Source

B&K Type 3519 intensity probe

Figwe C.2: Configuration of the B&KIlpe 3519 Soundlntensity hobe.

be calculated for ideal multipole sources (Bruel and Kjaer (1983)) as

LLr: lÙIogrc (c.4)

where ft is the wavenumber , Lr : rB - rAis the microphone spacing ãÍtd r : rB - + as shown in

Figure C.2. An arbitrary positive direction can be assigned to the intensity signal. Arbitrary in

the sense that it does not matter whether positive intensity is deûned to be acoustic energy flow

to or from the source or sources. Furthermore the B&K Type 3519 Intensity probe exhibits

directional sensitivity. The most accurate measurements ate produced by pointing the probe in

direction of the source or sources. when Lr K r equation (c.4) reduces to

/ sinkLr P \t __ I

\ k\r rArB )

L^,:totogrc(W) (c.5)

^r
r^

Âr

-
r
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and hence the finite difference approximation underestimates the sound intensity at high fre-

quencies. If the microphone spacing could be made as small as possible then the bias error by

equation (C.5) would reduce. However a further problem exists. Phase mismatch between the

two microphones increases the bias error at small microphone spacings. The influence on the

bias error of the phase mismatch (Bruel and Kjaer (1983)) is given by

LLr: l0lorrc (c.6)

phase mismatch also increases the bias error particularly at low frequencies. In the experiments

described here the B&K Tlpe 3519 Sound Intensity Probe used 1/2 inch B&K microphones

at a fixed spacing of 50mm. The excitation frequency of all sources investigated (monopoles,

plate and transformer) was 100H2, hence from equation (C.6) the bias error due to a phase

mismatch of 0.3o at a microphone spacing of Ar : 50mm and at the excitation frequency

is less than 0.5d8. For a comprehensive error analysis of intensity measurements see Elliott

(1981) and Fahy (1985).

C.2 Frequency-domain intensity measurement

Swanson (lgg4) suggested an alternative control algorithm to the time-domain filtered-x LMS

algorithm discussed in Appendix A, namely a frequency-domain filtered-X LMS algorithm

(see Shynk (lgg2) for a complete description of this algorithm). This algorithm has been

formulated to control acoustic intensity by Reichard et al. (1995) in ducts. This algorithm

requires a different form of the acoustic intensity than the time-domain form presented in

Appendix A, which has been approximated by the measurement procedure in Section C.t,z.

For modern formulations of this technique see Chung (1978), Fahy (7977) and Fahy (1985).

The average sound pressure between the two microphones in the intensity probe (described in

Section C.1.2) in the frequency-domain at location r and a frequency <o is given by

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of fuee freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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where the Fourier fiansform is defined by

tr{/(/)} : l:- f (t)e-iúdt

The particle velocity as measured by a two microphone intensity probe is given by

U(r, al) : ¡1 -1
jtrlopLr lpn(r,t) - pr(r,r)l) : -[P¡(r' to) - P¿(r' o)]

jpo\r jøpLrL1

(c.7)

(c.8)

lnn(r, t) - pt(r, t)le- iM dt

(c.e)

In the frequency-domain the active or time-averaged intensity is given by Fahy (1995) as

I(r,ro) : Re{Gpu(r,o)} (c.10)

where Gpu(r,ol) is the cross-spectrum of the pressure and particle velocity given by equations

(C.7) and (C.9) and Re is the real part of Gou(r,ol). The cross-spectrum of the pressure and

particle velocity is defined by

Gpu(r,ol) : (P*(r,co)U(r, rrl)) (c.11)

Equation (C.10) is the frequency-domain version of equation (4.1S) and can be rewritten (Fahy

(1995)) as
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1 (c.12)I(r, ol) lm{Goop"(r,o)}
ptoÂr

where Gpoo"(r,ol) is the cross-specffumbetween microphone AandB and Im is the imaginary

part of Goop"(",01). Equation (C.12) can also be written as

I (c.13)I(r, to) Im{Pa(r, <o)Pfi(r, to)}
ptoÅr

Despite the frequency domain algorithm being around for almost a decade, no such control

system has ever been built. In light of this it was decided to focus the experimental work on

the time-domain intensity measurement technique.

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound ¡adiation Robert Koehler
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Appendix I)

Controller

D.l Active intensity as an error signal

This section describes a method of generating a signal which is proportional to the total active

intensity at the excitation frequency and is suitable for use as an error signal with an exist-

ing feedforward active noise conftoller, using a filtered-X LMS adaptive algorithm. Sound

pressure is a time varying quantity and hence can be directly used as an elror signal in a fta-

ditional filtered-X LMS algorithm. The total active intensity (time-averaged intensity) can be

measured by several techniques (Fahy (1995)), the most common technique involves a phase-

matched microphone pair. This technique requires post processing of the microphone signals

(see Appendix C) to combine them into a single measure. The measured time-averaged in-

tensity which is a DC (time invariant) signal can not be used in a traditonal filtered-X LMS

algorithm. To use active intensity as an error signal this DC signal must be modified to be

a time dependent. The proposed method involves the heterodyning (Howard (1999) of the

active (time-averaged) intensity amplitude (absolute value of the active intensity) DC signal

(multiplied by a reference signal) with a reference signal. The resulting signal has a frequency

which is the same as the reference signal and an amplitude proportional to the (time-averaged)

intensity. Another problem with using total active intensity as a cost function with a typical
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LMS type active controller is that the calculation of the total active intensity by the two mi-

crophone technique in the time-domain results in a signal which is twice the frequency of the

reference signal. Thus the error signal is uncorrelated with the reference signal, which means

that the LMS algorithm will not perform the required cost function optimisation.

D.2 Control system

x(n)

e(n)

Figwe D'1: ContoL block diagram of a frltered-X LMS implementation using active intensity amplinde
as an error signal.

The multiplication method used to derive an error signal can be used in a conventional filtered-

X LMS algorithm. A conftol block diagram is shown in Figure D.1. A reference signal x(n)

is at the nth sample is supplied to a plant (which is the free-field radiation system which in

this case refers to the baffled monopole and monopole conftol source, but could also refer to a

simply supported rectangular steel plate in a baffle (Chapær 5), or a small transformer (Chapter

6)) which causes a primary active intensity response Io@) at the error sensor location. The

reference signal is also provided to an adaptive confroller which adapts slowly compared to the

rate of change of the reference signal x(z). The adaptive controller filters the reference signal

Io Ir",
Plant X

w(n)

Adaptive
Algorithm

H
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to derive a control signal I"(n) given by

l,(n): W(z) *.X(n) (D.1)

where W(n) is a vector of the filter coeffrcients u/r(r?) and * is the convolution and X(n) is a

vector of past reference signal values x(n). This conüol signal can be supplied to a control

speaker of control shaker which applies a control sound ûeld or control force on the structure.

The confiol signal passes through the cancellation path which can be modelled by a ffansfer

function H. The response of the control speaker or control shaker, the power amplifiers and

error sensor is included in the cancellation path ftansfer function (CPTF). The CPTF can be

computed on-line whilst control is on, or it can be done off-line before using the conftoller.

The control signals and the primary signals are additive such that the total active intensity

lrcø(n) is given by

Itotoún) : lo@) -Ir(n)

: lp(") -W(n)*X(n)

(D.2)

(D.3)

The total active intensity ltotoún) signal measured by the B&K Sound Intensity Analyser is a

DC signal, and when it is multiplied by the reference signal to obtain the error signal at the

reference frequency (now it is coherent with the reference signal)

e(n) : lrctot(n) *.x(n) (D.4)

of which the time averaged (expectation value) is proportional to the total active intensity

amplitude (absolute value of the total active intensity) in the direction of the intensity probe.

Intensity enor sensing in the active control of lree freld sound tadiation Robert Koehler
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Combining equations (D.3) and (D.4), the error signal can be written as

e(n) : (rp(") - w(r) * x(n)) * x(z) (D.s)

where

Z:lp(n)-w(r)*X(n) (D.6)

The cost function used by the conventional filtered-X LMS algorithm is given by ,I : E(e(n)2),

where E{}is the statistical expectation operator. Substituting (D.5) into the cost function gives

J : E{(z * x(n)) (z **(r))r} (D.7)

where the superscrþt Z is the vector transpose. Equation (D.7) is a quadratic function of the

filter weights. The error surface is a paraboloid (bowl) shape. The total active intensity ampli-

tudel¡o¡o¡ r, x is a positive definite cost function. As shown previously the total active intensity

can at certain error sensor locations become negative and hence only have a maximum, hence

the total active intensity amplitude will at those locations have a locus of infinitely many min-

ima, not all of which will be close to minimising the sound power. Figures D.2 and, D.3 show

the experimental setup used.

The signal generator of a Hewlett Packard 35665A Digital Signal Analyser was used to gen-

eÍate a 100IIz sinusoidal signal which was used as a reference signal and fed ß rhe EZ-

ANCrM and also as the input signal to primary noise source. This 100H2 signal was put

through a variable gain amplifier and fed to either the primary enclosed speaker, baffled

speaker or electrodynamic shaker on the plate or to the transformer.

The signal from the B&K Tlpe 3519 Intensity probe is connected to the B&KType 2134

Sound lntensity Analyzer. The Sound Intensity Analyzer has a DC ouþut which is propor-

tional to the intensity amplitude (süictly positive) and this signal is fed to a multiplier circuit

Adelaide University Department of Mechanic al Engineering
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Connector Box to Anechoic Chamber

HP Analyser

Power Amplifier
HP Oscilloscope

B&K Plotter

EZ-ANC Controller

Multiplier circuit

B&K Octave Band Filter

B&K Sound Intensity AnalyserController Interface

Figure D.2: Photograph of the contol system setup.

Figure D.3: Block diagram of the contol system.

B&K Intensity
Probe

B&K Intensity
Analyser.

HP Analyser
Sig general.

HP
Oscilloscope

(.)

rË

Þ
c)
É
(t)

N

O

Sine wave

Multiplier

Error S

Intensity
Amplitude

EZ-ANC Conholler

Reference Input
Error Signal Input

SControl Ouþut
Control Source
Control Speaker or
Control Shaker

Sine wave
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(Howard (1999)) shown in Figure D.4. The mulitplier circuit, multiplies the intensity am-

plitude by the AC (100H2 sinusoid signal) reference signal, to obøin a time signal which is

proportional to the intensity amplitude and is linearly correlated with the reference signal.

When a squared pressure cost function was desired, the average pressure between the two

microphones in the Intensity probe was ouþut from the Sound Intensity Analyser and this DC

signal was multþlied by the reference signal to generate a pressure error signal also linearly

correlated with the reference signal.

The error signal (active intensity amplitude or pressure) is then fed to the EZ-ANCrM. The

CPff is modelled offJine and once the EZ-ANCTM is tuned, the approriate confiol signal

minimising the error signal is output and connected to a power amplifier and the control source

(enclosed speaker or electrodynamic shaker).

A I{P Oscilloscope lilas used to check the actual amplitude reduction of the primary noise

source. The control signal was on aveÍage reduced by between 30 and 40d8.

Adelaide University Department of Mechanical Engineering
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Appendix E

Quadratic optimisation

Definition: A quadratic form,/ is defined as areal function of a complex variable 4 of the form

¡ : q*Aq*b*q*bq* +c (E.1)

where A, c are both real numbers and b is a complex number'

Definition: A quadratic form is said to be positive definite if and only if "I > 0 for all complex

values ofq .

Theorem: If a quadratic form is positive definiæ then it is guaranteed to have a unique mini-

mum.

Proof: Let J ) 0 for some complex number 4.

Consider the complex value q given by

q: x* jy

339
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340 Appendix E. Quadratic Optimisation

where rqy arereal, j : \/l and we can write the real part of 4 as

*:f,{ø+ø.)

and the imaginary parT of q as

(E.3)

(E.4)

(E.s)

(8.6)

(8.7)

I
¿J

(q - q.)

We can define the complex derivatives in terms of real derivatives (Schwartz (1967)) as

and

Now define we the complex gradient (Haykin (1986)) as

a t.ð
Aq - ,\ðx

a

Ð

a 1.4 a._l-r;_l
òq* - 2\òx' ròy)

)j

where we can use equation (E.6) to write (E.7) as

v/: g+jg
üc oy

VJ:2Y
dq*

(8.8)

The extremum of ,I is evaluated by equating V,I: 0, the optimal value qoo¡ is then the complex

number that ensures V,I : 0
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Writing b:br* jb¡whereåristherealpart andb¡istheimaginatypartof åandremembering

that lql2 : g* e,"/ can be written as

J : (x- jy)A(x+ jy)+(b,- jb¡)(x+ jy)+(b,+ jb¡)(x- iy)+c (E.9)

which reduces to

J:A* +Af tùb,xt2b¡y*c (E.10)

Now evaluating the gradient as

Y J : ZAx * 2b, + j (2Ay + zbi) (E.11)

which gives

YJ :2A(x* jy)+Z(U,+ jb¡) (8.t2)

which reduces to

YJ:2Aq*2b (E.13)

setting the gradient of 'I equal to zero gives

YJ:Aq*b:0 (E.14)

which has an extreme value of 4: eopt given by

Intensity enor sensing in the active contol of free freld sound radiation Robert Koehler
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Qopt: -blA (E.1s)

Definition: Suppose that J has continuous second-order partial derivatives and that V"I: 0.

Set

o(

p

T

(E.16)

(E.17)

(8.18)

and form the discriminant ô : þ2 - ary.

If ô > 0, then eopt is a saddle point.

If ô < 0, then ,I has

1. A local minimum at eopt if o > 0 and y > 0.

2. Alocal maximum at eopt if cr < 0 and y < 0.

Evaluating the second-order partial derivatives gives

d

p

T

Hence 1f A> 0 then cr > 0 andy > 0 and hence ô < 0 .

Therefore

Adelaide University
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Appendix E. Quadratic Optimisation 343

describes a minimum value of the quadratic form -I. Q.E.D.

Consider cost functions shown in Figures E.l and 8.2, they have unique minima. Both cost

functions are positive quadratics, Figure E.l is positive definite and Figure E.2 is shifted down

so that the minimum is a negative value.

rm(q) -2 -2 
Fo(q)

Figure 8.L: A plot of a quadratic cost fitnction J vercus the real and imaginary parts of the variable q. I
is positive defrnite and is always greater than zero. A unique minimum exisfs.

Fe(o

Figwe 8.2: A plot of a quadratic cost finction.I ye¡sus the real and imaginary pafts of the variable

q. J is positive indefrnite and is not always grcatü than zero. A unique minimum exists, but the cost

function J is negative at the optimal value of q.

There do exist cost functions whose exfremum is a maximum. Consider cost functions shown

in Figures E.3 and E.4, they have unique maxima. Both cost functions are negative quadratics,

Figure E.3 is negative definite and Figure E.4 is shifted down so that the minimum is a positive

value.

dq)
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Consider the case where A < 0, and therefore o, < 0 and y ( 0. In this case the optimal value

eopt wlll be a maximum, as for example is shown in Figures 8.3 and 8.4.

mO -2

-2 -2

R6(q)

Figure 8.3: A plot of a quadratic cost function .I versus the real and imaginary parts of the variable q. J
is negative defrnite and is always less úhan zero. A unique maximum exists.

m(q)
R€(d

Figure 8.4: A plot of a quadratic cost frnction,I yersus the rcaI and imaginary parts of the variable
q. I is negative indefrnite and is not always greater than zero. A unique maximum exists, but the cost
function J is positive at the optimal value of q.
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Appendix F

Presentations and publications originating

from this thesis

This sections lists the publications and international presentations that have directly resulted

from the work unde¡taken to complete this thesis.

F.1. Internationaljournals

1. Near field intensity error sensing in the active confrol of a free field acoustic monopole

source, Robert Koehler and Scott D. Snydef submitted ro Journal of Sound and Vibra-

tion,2000

2. Near field intensity error sensing in the active conftol of a free field acoustic monopole

source in an infinite baffle, Robert Koehler and Scott D. Snyder, accepted as aTechnical

Note inthe International Joumal of Acoustics and Vibration, April, 2001
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F.2 Conference papers

1. Real-time intensity error sensing in active noise control. Robert Koehler and Scott D.

Snyder Proceedings of Internoise 98, Christchurch, New Znaland, 1998

2, Active confrol of large electrical transformer noise using near fleld error sensin g. Xun

Li, Xiaoiun Qiu, Rongrong Gu, Robert Koehler and Colin HansenProceedings of AAS

Annual Meeting, Melboume, Australia. 1999
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Appendix G

Glossary

p(r,t) acousticpressure(Pascals)

angular frequency (radians/second)

frequency (Hertz)

wavelength (metres)

density of acoustic medium (ks/*3)

wave number (m-t)

speed of sound in acoustic medium (m/s)

time (s)

radial displacement from source to observation point (m)

1e displacement from origin to observation point (m)

Íq displacement from origin to source point (m)

A

p

k

t

r

c

pressure amplitude (Pa)
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Uo

r0

q

u(C r) particle velocity (m/s)

surface velocity amplitude (m/s)

radius of spherical source (m)

volume velocity or source strength (m3 /t)

(U') üme-averaged surface velocity amplitude squared (*21t2)

T period of oscillation (s)

R"{.} real part of {. }

I*{.} imaginary part of {.}

conjugate ofX

transpose of X

conjugate transpose of X (hermitian)

amplitude of, magnitude of X

root mean squared volume velocity (*3 lt)

acoustic transfer impedance (kg I ma s)

velocity ftansfer impedance (kg I ma s)

sound power (rW)

surface area of surface enclosing a source or sources (m2)

normal unit vector (dimensionless)

acoustic pressure at the position of the primary source due to the primary source

(Pa)

X*

yr

yH

lxl

o

z(r)

H(r)

active intensity (W lmz)I

w

s

n

Ppp
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P"p

Pcc

Pp,

acoustic pressure due to the control source at the position of the primary source

(Pa)

acoustic pressure at the position of the control soruce due to the conüol source

(Pa)

acoustic pressure at the position of the control source due to the primary source

(Pa)

separation distance between primary source and control source (m)

primary source strength (*3 lt)

control souÍce strength (*3 lt)

acoustic pressure due to the primary source @a)

acoustic pressure due to the conftol source (Pa)

acoustic transfer impedance due to the primary source at the observation point

(kslmas)

acoustic transfer impedance due to the confrol source at the observation point

(kslmas)

width of the plate (m)

height of the plate (m)

thickness of the plate (m)

Youngs Modulus for steel (Pa)

Density of steel (kS/*3)

Poissons Ratio

Damping Ratio
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d

4p

Qc

Pp

Pc

zp

zc

Lx

Lz

h

E

Pt

v

Ç



p

A

vp

Density of Air (kSl*3)

Area of plate (m2)

velocity amplitude of plate (m/s)

acoustic transfer impedance due to conüol and image source at observation point

(kslmas)

acoustic velocity transfer impedance due to control and image source at observa-

tion point (kglmas)

acoustic ffansfer impedance due to the plate primary source at observation point

(kglmas)

acoustic velocity transfer impedance due to the plate primary source at observa-

tion point (kglmas)

particle velocity of the primary source (m/s)

particle velocity of the control source (m/s)

dist¿nce from the primary source to the observation point (error sensor location)

(m)

distance from the conftol source to the observation point (enor sensor location)

(m)

distance from the mirror image source to the observation point (error sensor loca-

tion) (m)

distance from the origin to the observation point (error sensor location) (m)

Z.ono

H^ono

Zrad.

Hrad

ltp

uc

rp

rc

ri

f¿
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